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ABSTRACT
THE CHALLENGE OF GENERATION X:
UNCHURCHED XERS AND THE
CHURCHES THAT REACH THEM
Patrick Mays
Generation X, born between 1961 and 1981, presents a challenge to the
church. Their search for community, economic viability, and meaningful
spirituality often occurs apart from Christian church influence. The purpose
of this project was to gain a better understanding of unchurched Xers and
delineate the features of churches that are reaching Xers.
Six churches effectively reaching Xers were identified and studied:
Frontline Ministries at McLean (Virginia) Bible Church; University Baptist
Church in Waco, Texas; The Next Level Church in Denver, Colorado;
PRIMEtime at Kensington Community Church in Detroit, Michigan; Calvary
Church Newport Mesa in Costa Mesa, California; and Mars Hill Fellowship
in Seattle, Washington. The data collected from these churches through
participant observation of their ministries and interviews with their leaders
and members help to forge an effective GenX church model. The church data
was analyzed based on a church model developed from a synthesis of Loren
Mead's (1991) model of a new mission frontier for the West and Howard
Snyder's (1996) model of church ecology. In addition, interviews conducted
with unchurched Xers in these churches' communities provided data on the

unchurched Xer world. This data was analyzed based on J. Russell Hale's
(1980) unchurched typology. The findings suggest that Hale's ten
unchurched types are relevant to unchurched Xers, with the dominant types
being the Pilgrim and the Antiinstitutionalist.
The type of church that effectively reaches this generation have four
identifying features: (1) Mission--It practices a domestic missiology that
analyzes the culture, reflects on the contextual meaning of the gospel, and
engages the secular, postmodern culture with a relevant embodiment of the
gospel. (2) Worship--It is a church where authentic worship is emphasized
that engages Xers on physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual levels. (3)
Community--It is a church where mentoring relationships are central to the
life and leadership of Christian community. (4) Witness--It is a church whose
worship and community fuels a vital witness that gives unchurched Xers
room to process their journey to faith in Jesus Christ.
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CHAPTER 1
Stories of Confusion, Tension, Failure, and Irrelevance:
Generation X and the Church
The Presenting Problem
Terry Hershey writes in his book, Young Adult Ministry, that the
church generally runs "10 to 20 years behind the culture in responding to
societal trends" (1989:29). In an American society which features rapid
change, such a lag in response time results in the church being irrelevant to
millions of people. Three people who were caught in this time warp between
church and culture come to mind.
Stories from the Inside
I came to know JOShI when he began visiting the United Methodist
church where I served as a youth minister. Josh was the child of a racially
mixed marriage that ended in divorce. Like a person without a country, he
belonged to neither the "white" nor the "black world. Josh was highly
intelligent and a stellar member of the high school debate team. The only
music Josh listened to was Christian heavy metal, and he dressed the part.
His jet black hair was shaped like a West Texas mesa with fringe around the

I have chosen to use pseudonyms to protect the identity of the people I
interviewed for this project. The major exception relates to the identity of
churches and their leaders, who have given me permission to use their
names.
1
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base. His three dangling earrings were always a feature of his dress. Suffice
it to say, Josh stood out in our lily-white, middle-class, southern church.
For me, Josh broke the mold for how a typical Christian youth should
look. Josh's race and dress forced me to recognize the emotional, social, and
spiritual issues beneath the surface. The process of assimilating Josh into
the youth group and the church made me see the other youth in a new way. I
was no longer as blind to their problems. I began to see the effects of divorce,
abandonment, drugs, and sexual exploitation in what I once misperceived as
a normal, sleepy, southern community. Josh did not cause the problems, but
because of his presence, I was now able to see them.
Joe, another young man in the youth group, was the multi-talented
president of the group. Joe was an active, vital cog in the youth program.
\\-nen Joe enrolled at the local Christian college, Joe and I began to develop a
mentoring relationship. Joe's faith blossomed as we went through a
discipleship program together. Also, Joe became my "unofficial" ministry
intern, helping to plan and execute various youth programs.
Things changed when I took a position at another church, and Joe was
hired into the youth director position I had held. Joe balanced college and his
new position with the poise of a pro.
Unfortunately, difficulties arose as Joe felt he was still being treated
as one of the youth. The final blow came when the leaders of the church
would not let Joe take a small group of youth to an event without an adult
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present. Joe, who was 23, one semester from college graduation, and
employed by the church as the youth director, did not meet the church's
unwritten qualifications. Joe turned in his resignation.
Josh's and Joe's situations encouraged me to ask questions. Are Josh
and Joe isolated examples or the tip of a larger iceberg? How are our
culture's circumstances different now than they once were, say, before 1960?
As I pondered these questions, I felt intuitively that things were
indeed different and that the church was failing to respond adequately. I
realized the context had changed, and would never be the same, when I
received a phone call about Jerry.
Jerry and I went to the same high school. He was a year behind me.
During my senior year we both joined a singing group sponsored by our
churches. Through the next four years of performing and ministering
together, the group formed a lasting bond of friendship.
The phone call about Jerry came from another former member of the
group who told me that Jerry had died. After we all had finished college, the
group broke up and went separate ways. We often got together around
holidays when we would return home. I had heard rumors that Jerry had
adopted a homosexual lifestyle. I tried not to concentrate on the rumors,
choosing to relish the way things were. But, there was no denying things
now. Jerry had been ill for several months before succumbing to a disease
his family had tried to keep secret--AIDS.

4

1 realize now that Jerry, Joe, and Josh represent millions of people
born after 1960 who populate a current generation of young adults. Their
stories of confusion, tension, and failure within church life are confirmed by
three others their age who live life apart from organized religious influence.
Stories from the Outside
Allse grew up in western Colorado. Her family regularly attended a
non-denominational evangelical church. Now a molecular biologist, Allse no
longer feels a real need for church.
"I grew up in a religious family. 1 remember learning things 1 didn't
understand. I especially had a problem with some of the Bible stories. When
1 turned 12, I no longer felt a conviction." At the same time, though, Allse
expressed an appreciation for the values she was learning. "I wished people 1
went to school with had morals."
Alise charged into her teenage years choking on the religious system
she sensed her parents were force-feeding her. The final rejection came in a
series of traumatic events. First, Allse was involved in a severe car accident.
She struggled through a long convalescence. Second, several family members
became ill, and a favorite uncle died.
"When 1 was a teenager, 1 knew there were people praying for me to
turn back to God. 1 was taught that God would use tragedies to bring me
back. Well, they happened, and I made it through without God."
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As a young adult, Alise pursues an active spiritual life "on my own
terms, relying on my quiet conscience." Organized religion plays little, if any,
daily role. I asked Alise what would have to happen for her to go to church.
She replied, "I would have to encounter a church with similar ideas like
mine." Could a church do something to reach someone like Alise? "I don't
think they can. They don't believe like I do, and neither of us should change.
What they believe is not wrong, but it's not right for me."
Church does not seem right for Lisa, either. Lisa, a married 25 year
old English major at George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia, spent her
formative years in the Roman Catholic Church. Lisa says that her biggest
need in life is finding a sense of security, but the church has been a source of
ambivalence. Lisa sees the church in a tug-o-war between politics and
theology.

"It comes down to politics, not the theology. I hate the way they treat
women and try to control personal life through anti-abortion. However, I do
like the ceremonies and the rituals. I like the sensation of everybody doing
the same thing."
In my conversation with Lisa, her ambivalence is obvious. She craves
the order and security that church can bring, but the church's stances on
certain issues disgust her. She feels the church is speaking a foreign
language.
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"1 don't have anything in common with the people. We are not
speaking about the same things. The church needs to move into modern
times. They're addressing modern issues with fifteenth century values. The
people in control of the church are scared."
While Lisa voices her love-hate attitude toward the church, Brad, a
southern California law student, expresses his apathy about church. Brad
went to church as a child, but then Little League became a priority. He went
when he had to, disliking the fact that it took up his free time.
Now that he is busy working and studying for the bar exam, Brad
continues to see church as an interference to a full life. He does admit that
there is one way to get him to church: "if a girl I'm dating makes me go."
Except for such a romantic encounter, it is unlikely that Brad will
enter a church some Sunday morning. "1 would rather spend my time
surfing and experiencing nature than sitting in a building listening to a man

talk about what to believe."
Beginning the Search
My experiences with Jerry, Joe, and Josh and my conversations with
people like Alise, Lisa, and Brad put me on a search to find out more about
this generation and how the church can reach them. 1 began my search
informally by reading the growing literature, mostly magazine articles, about
this generation, often called Generation X (see Chapter 2 for more about a
generational name). 1 initiated conversations with people in this generation
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to discover how they see their world. Also, I talked with youth and young
adult leaders to see if they noticed the same trends I did.
My search became formalized when I entered graduate studies in
wor ld mission and evangelism. Through the missiology classes and
literature, I was introduced to the concept of taking a people's culture
seriously and contextualizing the gospel to make it relevant to them. In my
field study I discovered churches who were putting missiological principles
into practice by targeting Generation X, changing the way church

traditionally has been done in order to reach them with the gospel.
These churches understand the context: (1) this generation of young
adults, due to unique formative experiences, has a set of generational
characteristics2 that distinguishes it from other generations, and (2) these
distinct generational characteristics reveal certain needs and desires that
challenge the church to change its environment in order to reach them with
the gospel and retain them in Christian community; therefore (3) this
demands that the church exhibit its essential missionary nature by living
radically between gospel and culture.
In this project I study the problem by interviewing unchurched young
adults born after 1960, researching churches that are targeting Generation
X, delineating the reproducible features and practices that account for their
effectiveness in reaching this new generation of young adults, and developing

It is equally valid to say this generation is a distinct sub-culture of the
dominant American culture.

2
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a domestic missiology for this generation based on these churches'
experiences.

The Problem, Subproblems, and Hypotheses
The generation of Americans born between 1961 and 1981 (Generation
X), due to their formative experiences, has distinct peer characteristics that

reflect different needs than preceding generations. As the most unchurched
generation in recent American history, they challenge the church to make the
gospel relevant to them.
Statement of the Problem
What reproducible features of worship, community, and witness are
churches effectively employing today to reach young adults of Generation X?
First Subproblem. What characteristics unique to Generation X
challenge the church to contextualize its forms and methods to reach this
generation?
Second Subproblem. Which churches form a representative sample of
those reaching Generation X?
Third Subproblem. What reproducible features, related to worship,
community, and witness, for reaching Generation X emerge from the study of
these churches?

9

Hypotheses
From personal experiences, missiological studies, the review and
synthesis of literature, and preliminary research on churches, the following
hypotheses emerge:
H-1. The orientation of unchurched members of Generation X can be
categorized according to J. Russell Hale's (1980) unchurched typology, though
their stories will reflect the unique formative and ongoing experiences of
Generation X.
H-2. Churches that are successfully reaching and retaining Generation
Xers somehow recognize the need for a domestic missiological approach in
America. These churches actively analyze the cultural and social context;
they purposively reflect on the meaning of the gospel in their setting; and
they emphasize their congregation's mission in their context (Hunsberger
1996:290).
H-3. Churches that design interactive worship services that make
connections with Generation X by employing narrative, dialogue, drama,
relevant music, and various visual arts will reach and retain Generation
Xers.
H-4. Churches that help Xers attain adult status through the effective
use of rites of passage and pilgrimage models of ministry (Zahniser 1997;
Beaudoin 1998) will reach and retain Xers.
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H-5. Churches that meet the relational needs of Generation X,
primarily through the effective use of a small group ministry and through the
development of authentic Christian community, will reach and retain Xers.
H-6. Churches that give young adults opportunities to use their
talents and gifts through an egalitarian leadership model centered in
mentoring relationships will reach and retain Generation Xers.
H-7. Churches that plug into the pragmatic altruism of Generation X
by involving Xers in social action that impacts the local community will reach
and retain Xers.
H-8. Churches that involve Xers in cross-cultural short-term missions
will reach and retain Xers.

Definition of Terms
Baby Boomers and Boomers refer to the generation born between the
mid-1940s to 1960, marked by the dramatic increase in the number of live
births in America. Because of idealistic reshaping of major institutions, they
are often compared and contrasted with those born after 1960.
Baby Buster(s), Buster(s), and the Baby Bust are terms related to the
drop in the number of live births from 1965 to 1976. The label is an obvious
reference to the preceding generation, Baby Boomers. Some writers use the
term to refer to a broader age group than just the "bust" years. For example,
I have previously used the term for the 1965-1981 cohort (Mays 1994),
following Barna's (1994) lead.
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Generation X, GenX, and Xers are related terms coined by Douglas
Coupland (1991) in his book, Generation X: Tales of an Accelerated Culture,
indicating that the generation following the Boomers is an unknown
quantity. In this dissertation these terms refer to the generation born from
1961 to 1981.
Generation is used in this paper to refer to a group of people who share
a common age location in history and who exhibit common peer personality
because of societal events and forces that shaped their lives (Strauss and
Howe 1991:429).
Peer personality is a term employed by generational history writers
William Strauss and Neil Howe (1991) to describe the distinctive
characteristics of a generation as it moves through time. They see a
generation shaped by its
"age location" --that is, by its age-determined participation in epochal
events that occur during its lifecycle. During childhood and,
especially, during the coming-of-age experiences separating youth from
adulthood, this age location produces what we call a "peer
personality" --a set of collective behavioral traits and attitudes that
later expresses itself throughout a generation's lifecycle trajectory.
(1991:32)
The term can give the impression that a particular generation behaves en
masse, which could easily fall into false stereotyping. Peer personality
indicates a type of grid through which people of a generation experience and
perceive life. One person's actions and reactions will differ from another,
though the grid essentially is the same.
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Unchurched, generally, refers to individuals who by choice or
circumstance are not being directly influenced by Christian churches.
Specifically, for this study the unchurched are those who are not official
members of any church body, and/or who have not attended a church (other
than a special holiday, wedding, or funeral) during the past six months (Hale
1980:38; Gallup and Castelli 1989: 136).
Worship. community, and witness refer to Howard Snyder's (1996)
ecological model of the church as presented in Radical Renewal: The Problem
of Wineskins Today. He presents the church as organism, in contrast to
institution, and offers a picture of church life that is ecologically balanced.
Central in his model is the purpose of the church, to glorify God. From this
starting point three essential functions of the church emerge, worship,
community, and witness. The interaction of these functions provides the
church with balance and vitality. By praising God and witnessing about
what God has done in the context of shared lives, the church helps the reign
of God break into the world (1996:117-124).
Delimitations
Executing a study on how the church can effectively reach a
generation of millions of people requires the data to have certain parameters.
First, the focus is on adults of Generation X, those who have entered college
and older. Depending on where one marks the end of Generation X (see
Chapter 2), it is possible to include older youth in a study of Generation X.
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However, ministries to youth of Generation X will not be discussed, though
some data provides background information.
Second, the study centers on what churches are doing to reach
Generation X. However, insights from para-church organizations, their
leaders and literature, illuminate the project.
Third, the use of Hale's unchurched typology, anecdotal evidence, and
general characteristics of Generation X will not elicit an exhaustive
treatment of Generation X and the churches that reach them. While the
report makes every attempt to avoid stereotypical descriptions, there always
is a temptation to lump people together--like stuffing 12 people into a VW
Beetle. The goal, rather, is to provide a picture of a generation so that one
can discover points of identification and areas of difference where the gospel
can intersect.
Fourth, Generation X, in contrast to previous twentieth century
generations, is richer in diversity. This project does explore some of the
cross-cultural dimensions inherent in reaching members of Generation X (see
Chapter 8). However, the white, middle-class perspective is dominant.
There are a broad range of cultural, economic, and educational forms that
make up the Generation X tapestry which this project does not address due

to time and space limitations.
Finally, the reader will note that the references cited include more
male voices than female, though every effort was made to keep the references
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balanced. Also, the top leaders of the featured churches are male. Because of
this, it is possible that the research and reporting under-represents the issue
of gender equality in reaching Generation X. While the books, articles, and
leaders offer a decidedly male viewpoint, the reader will notice that female
voices clearly emerge from the unchurched interviews in Chapter 4.
Assumptions
One assumption is that generations, due to a sharing of particular
events, experiences, and circumstances, form sociological subcultures or peer
personalities that can be observed, analyzed, and targeted by the church for
effective gospel communication.
A second assumption is that the gospel centers on the revelation of
God through his son, Jesus Christ. Adherence to this gospel as affirmed in
the Bible and through its faithful interpretation by the church through the
ages will produce transformation in individuals, churches, generations,
cultures, and the world.
A third assumption is that Generation X should be reached with this
gospel. Another way to say this is that Generation X needs the church and
its gospel message in order to be fulfilled personally and socially.
A fourth assumption is that the church needs an influx of GenX
members and leaders in order to have a viable future. However, the church,
in general, does not understand and does not know how to engage Generation
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X. Taken together, the second and third assumptions could read: Generation
X needs the church, and the church needs Generation X.
A fifth assumption, implied in the other assumptions, is that the
church in its traditional form will continue to lose validity in American
society. The reciprocal also is assumed. The church in a renewed form that
engages the culture of rising generations will gain viability in society.
The Organization of the Study
Chapter 1 has served as an introduction to the church's problem of
reaching and retaining Generation X. I presented the context of the problem
through the stories of six Xers who experienced frustration with church.
Indeed, these frustrations with the way church is traditionally done beg the
question concerning the church's need to effectively communicate the gospel
to the millions of Generation X.

An important initial step to effective communication of the gospel is to
understand the hearers. Chapter 2 enhances our understanding of
Generation X through a literature review. Labels and birth ranges are
discussed. Also, Generation X is identified as a generation in search: of
family, of an alternative American dream, of real and relevant religion.
Additionally, Chapter 2 explores the literature concerning the
unchurched in America, the possibility of an American mission field, and the
type of churches that function best in the unchurched mission field of
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America. Finally, the chapter looks at writers who specifically are exploring
the field of GenX ministry.
Chapter 3 lays out the design of the study. It presents my research
methodology and discusses the theoretical framework used to interpret the
data.
Chapter 4 begins the report of my findings. Interviews with
unchurched Xers are discussed and analyzed according to Hale's (1980)
unchurched typology. These interviews with unchurched Xers reveal three
important themes for ministry and outreach to Generation X: process,
experie~ce,

and relationship.

Chapter 5 shifts the focus to churches that are reaching people of
Generation X. These churches function in the push and pull of living out the
gospel in today's cultural and social context. Models of mission and church
from the work of Loren Mead (1993) and Howard Snyder (1996) show how
these churches recognize and engage the cultural context by doing church
differently than traditional churches.
Chapter 6 takes up the issue of worship in churches reaching
Generation X. The desire of Xers to experience something beyond themselves
demands worship that engages the senses in culturally relevant ways. Also,
Chapter 6 includes a discussion concerning the use of symbols and
ceremonies in reaching Generation X.
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Chapter 7 delves into the issue of community in GenX churches. The
importance of small groups and mentoring leadership highlights the
discussion.
Chapter 8 explores the concept of witness in GenX churches, by
presenting models of evangelism that these churches are effectively using
among Xers. Also, the roles of social action and cross-cultural mission in the
life of GenX churches are delineated.
Hershey (1986) has served a warning and an implicit challenge to the
church. Will the church continue to fumble around, reacting to cultural
changes two decades after they occur? Or will the American church take a
page from the missiological notebook and actively engage the culture in
apostolic ministry?
Chapter 2 begins the engagement for the readers of this study with a
review of the pertinent literature associated with the problem.

CHAPTER 2
Catching a Wave: A Review of the Literature Concerning Generation X
Articles and stories began to appear on the pages of magazines and
newspapers in the late 1980s and early 1990s concerning a new generation
that was coming of age. With these articles a new generation was
"discovered." This generation had been overshadowed by the Baby Boomers,
who preceded them. Numbering close to 80 million (about 30 percent of the
American population), the Boomers moved to center stage early and seem
reluctant to exit. These "war babies," born from World War II to the
Kennedy administration, came into the world at a 4 million per year clip
(Barna 1994:12-17; Strauss and Howe 1991:299-307). Because of these
unprecedented numbers, the Boomers remolded every significant public
institution. However, the post-Boom generation (Generation X) began to
emerge from the Boomer shadow with the advent of press coverage, showing
a peer personality distinct from the Boomers.
Evaluating an Emerging Literature
Evaluating the literature on the post-Boomer generation is critical.
The short history of its development makes for a genre of literature with few
significant works and plenty of superficial clones. The following paragraphs
highlight the most significant works.
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News and business magazines were the first to publish feature articles
on the emerging generation. In July, 1990 Time's cover story by David Gross
and Sophonia Scott focused on the lives of "Twentysomethings." This
pioneering article announced to the public the emergence of a new group of
young adults who perceived life differently from their predecessors. The
contributing editors of Advertising Age (Ritchie 1992; Donaton 1993; Wenner
1993; Harrigan and Gilmartin 1994; Morrison 1994), Forbes (Levine 1994),
Fortune (Deutschmann 1990; Martin 1993; Rataan 1993; Spiers 1993, Sellers
1994), Business Week (Zinn, et al. 1992), and American Demographics (Dunn
1992; Walsh 1992) published several solid articles presenting the unsettled
economic situation of the post-Boomers. In general popular magazine articles
provide informative introductions, but they lack the depth and breadth of
books.
Unfortunately, because of the timeliness of the topic, only a few books
have been written that deal with this new generation of young adults. The
best writers in the field are William Strauss and Neil Howe (1991; 1993), who
have produced two theoretically sound and penetrating books. Generations:
A History of America's Future, 1584 to 2069 presents a generational history
of America. 13th Gen: Abort, Retry, Ignore, Fail ? focuses on the generation
born after 1960. These seminal works are often quoted in other books and
articles. Another important contribution comes from marketing researcher
Karen Ritchie (1995). In Marketing to Generation X Ritchie's pioneering
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analysis of young adults born after 1960, though meant for understanding
marketplace behavior, offers in-depth insights into the quality of life of this
generation.
By mid decade books by authors born after 1960, like Douglas
Coupland (1991; 1994), Geoffrey Holtz (1995), and Bruce Tulgan (1995),
began to emerge. Coupland became the most prolific and insightful
spokesman for this generation through his fictional works. Generation X
(from which we get one of the labels for this generation) and Life After God,
especially, are poignant glimpses into a generation's personality that is jaded,
apathetic, but not without hope. Holtz, a law student, provides one of the
best researched books on what he calls the "Free Generation" (Holtz's label,
in contrast to Coupland's, did not resonate with the general public). Tulgan's
Managing Generation X shows an older generation of managers how to bring
out the best in the younger generation. An insider's look at this generation is
helpful, but the reader must beware of the loss of objectivity.
Works by Christian authors have been slower in coming. Of course,
this points to the need of this project. George Barna's (1994) Baby Busters:
The Disillusioned Generation, based on his research is informative, but he
tends to draw premature conclusions. For example, Tom Beaudoin's (1998)
treatise on a theology "for, by, and about GenX" suggests that Barna's figures
on lack of religious involvement among Xers does not necessarily indicate a
lack of interest. "It could even mean that Xers associate religiousness with a
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traditional institution and therefore hesitate to call themselves religious"
(Beaudoin 1998:24). William Mahedy and Janet Bernardi (1994) take a
psychological approach, pointing out where the gospel can have relevance.
Christianity Today featured an article by Andres Tapia on what he called the
"post-Christian" generation in October, 1994,1 over four years after Time
magazine's original feature. The article shows balanced research and draws
plausible conclusions.
One of the best works by a Christian author is Kevin Graham Ford's
(1995) Jesus for a New Generation. Ford provides a solid theoretical base for
the personality of this generation and offers relevant ways to reach them
with the gospel through narrative and process evangelism. Tim Celek and
Dieter Zander (1996) contribute another important work to the field with
Inside the Soul of a New Generation. Celek and Zander ,are the founders of
two of the original "Buster churches" in southern California. Their insights
into this generation garnered through a decade of ministry are invaluable.
Additionally, Church Growth literature has proven helpful, especially George
Hunter's (1992a; 1996) research on reaching secular people.
A recent addition to the GenX religious literature is Tom Beaudoin's
(1998) commentary on GenX theology, Virtual Faith: The Irreverent Spiritual

The year, 1994, seems to be an important year for the "discovery" of this
generation by Christian publications. Besides the article by Tapia in
Christianity Today, articles about the post-Boomer generation appeared in
The Other Side (Davidson 1994), Sojourners (Kerber, et al1994), and
Evangelism (Mays 1994; Pierce 1994).
1
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Quest of Generation X (mentioned above). Beaudoin, an Xer himself,
explores Xer religiosity beginning with autobiographical narrative. He then
analyzes three aspects of GenX pop culture, fashion, music videos, and
cyberspace, as a vehicle for understanding what he calls a GenX "lived
theology." Beaudoin makes a significant contribution by revealing a rich
GenX culture teeming with religious possibilities.
Four other books by Christian authors are worth mentioning. Gary
Zustiak's (1996) The NeXt Generation is a thoroughly researched, welldocumented work that offers practical tips on how to effectively minister to
Generation X. Todd Hahn and David Verhaagen (1996), in Reckless Hope,
push the envelope further than Zustiak and suggest that reaching and
retaining GenXers in the church demands a Christian theology steeped in
creation, covenant, and community. Mike Starkey (1997) and Jimmy Long
(1997) look specifically at the meaning of community for Generation X.
Starkey's God, Sex, and the Search for Lost Wonder critiques Western
individualism and argues that the "true self' is found with the rediscovery of
relationships "with others, with the earth, and with God" (1997:37). Or, as
Long (1997) says in Generating Hope: A Strategy for Reaching the
Post modern Generation, people are "created for community," and Xers' desire
for community "suggest[s] the best church model for reaching and
ministering to Generation X" (1997:16). The work ofFord, Beaudoin, Hahn
and Verhaagen, Starkey, and Long indicates that effectively reaching
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GenXers with the gospel and establishing them in Christian community
demands moving beyond methodology (which surely is crucial) into theology.
It strikes at the very heart of how we think, see, and do church.

Later, synthesis of the literature reveals the longings of this new
generation of young adults; but first, two issues will be addressed: birth
range and name.
A Generational Birth Range and Name
Setting the parameters for a generational birth range is a debatable
and dubious enterprise. In the literature on the newest generation of adults,
the boundaries are inexact. Generally, the dates are cast using the Baby
Boomers as the base. Demographically, 1946 to 1964 are the most popular
dates for Boomers, noting the sharp increase in the birth rate following the
return of World War II GIs through the four million plateau in the early
1960s. Beginning in 1965, live births dropped below four million and
continued to decline until 1976. Therefore, some writers use these dates to
define the post-Boom generation. William Dunn (1993), author and
contributing editor to American Demographics, develops a plausible
generational profile based on these boundaries. Others follow close in line,
using the "bust" year of 1965 as the starting point, only to push the
generational closing later.2

For example, I followed George Barna's (1994) dates of 1965-1983 in
previous research on the post-Boom generation (see Mays 1994).

2
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Some writers opt for a different starting point. The previously
mentioned article by Gross and Scott about "Twentysomethings" appeared as
a cover story for the July, 1990 issue of Time, when 29 year olds would have
been born in 1961. Additionally, author Douglas Coupland (1991) suggests
that though those born in the early 1960s are part of the "booming" birth
rate, they are not Baby Boomers in personality. As Celek and Zander (1996)
point out, being a part of a generation is more a matter of attitude than of
birth demographics.
Most convincing are the generational parameters promoted by Strauss
and Howe(1991; 1993). Rather than force people into a generation "based on
the fertility habits of their parents" (1993: 12), they form American
generations based on personality traits. In Generations, Strauss and Howe
(1991:43-110) outline American history according to a theory of generations.
The authors assert that generational changes are fairly predictable as they
are caused by a pattern of alternating spiritual awakenings and secular
crises. Each generation responds to these great events differently according
to the stage of life at the occurrence of the event. A generational cycle
consists of four consecutive generations who are significantly influenced by a
spiritual awakening followed by a secular crisis.
The beginning of each generational cycle is dominated by an "idealist"
generation, who come of age during a spiritual awakening. For example, the
fourth generational cycle, which Strauss and Howe call the Great Power
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Cycle, began after the Civil War with the emergence of the Missionary
generation (born 1860-1882). Coming of age during the Third Great
Awakening and the launching of the student missionary movement, idealist
Missionaries such as Franklin Roosevelt and Douglas MacArthur set the
American agenda through World War II (Strauss and Howe 1991:228-246).
A less favored "reactive" generation follows the idealists. In the Great
Power Cycle the Lost generation (born 1883-1900) trails the Missionaries.
Growing up during a spiritual awakening, reactives, like the Lost generation,
struggle through an unprotected childhood. They are left with cleaning up
the messes made by previous generations. A virtual unknown when he
became Vice-President and then, suddenly, President, Harry Truman's
decision to drop the atomic bomb personifies the difficult choices that
typically face reactives (Strauss and Howe 1991:247-260).
A secular crisis marks the coming of age of the dominant "civics." The
13 year period of the Great Depression and World War II marked the secular

crisis of the Great Power Cycle in which the optimistic G.!. generation (born
1901-1924) came of age. As typical civics, G.I:s, such as Charles Lindbergh,

John F. Kennedy, and Ronald Reagan, will be remembered as high achievers
and honored builders of a better America. For many the G.I. generation
embodies the American Dream (Strauss and Howe 1991:261-278).
A recessive "adaptive" generation rounds out the cycle. The Silent
generation (born 1925-1942) is the adaptive generation of the Great Power
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Cycle. Born too late to receive the victorious glory of World War II, they have
settled into the roles of consummate advisers and technocrats. Significantly,
no member of the Silent generation has been elected President (Strauss and
Howe 1991:279-294).
According to Strauss and Howe, the Boomers are idealists, initiating
the fifth generational cycle in American history, the Millennial Cycle. They
came into adulthood during the spiritual awakening of the Consciousness
Revolution during the 1960s and early 1970s. The election of Boomer Bill
Clinton marked the beginning of Boomer idealistic rule through the next
secular crisis. The post-Boomers, then, are reactives. Born during the Boom
Awakening of the 1960s and 1970s, the reactive post-Boomers struggled
through a precarious childhood. Since Strauss and Howe purport that each
generation develops a cohort-group personality based on their reactions to
great events, they suggest that the birth dates for the Boomers are 1943-1960
and that the post-Boomers are 1961-1981 (1991:295-343). Moreover, they
predict a coming secular crisis to occur around 2005 which will either
galvanize a new societal order or cause further fragmentation of the cultural
landscape. 3
While Strauss and Howe develop a believable view of American history
and an intriguing glimpse of the near future, some are cautious to accept

Strauss and Howe's (1997) new book, The Fourth Turning, provides a more
detailed look at the coming crisis and how it will affect current and future
generations.

3
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Strauss and Howe's complete scenario. One critique is that Strauss and
Howe's generational theory of American history suffers because it attempts
to be all-encompassing, leaving it open to almost any interpretation. These
grand historical theories "have such a high level of generality that one is left
pining for specifics" (Hines 1997: 15). Another critique is the application of a
simplistic generational formula to millions of people (Smith 1997:123). Some
question the validity of arbitrarily limiting an obviously diverse population to
only four generational types (Parshall 1992:59). Finally, most criticism
launched toward Strauss and Howe concerns their predictions for the future.
Many are willing to accept their generational descriptions of the past, but
they balk at Strauss and Howe's bold assertion of a cataclysmic crisis and
predictable generational responses (Parshall 1992:59; Hines 1997:15).
Nevertheless, many critics still find Strauss and Howe's generational theory
compelling at particular points and thought-provoking overall.
Strauss and Howe's birth dates for the post-Boomers, 1961-1981, are
the most useful for this study. Two factors support this decision. First,
writers in the field have begun to adopt 1961 as the beginning date of the
post-Boom generation. As mentioned above, Gross and Scott (1990) and
Coupland (1991) as using the 1961 date. Also, Holtz (1995), Tulgan (1995),
and Ritchie (1995) adopt Howe and Strauss' parameters for their research.
"The 1961 birth year is a milestone identified by every sub-30 biographer of
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this generation who has looked closely at the matter" (Howe and Strauss
1993:12).
Second, those born between 1961 and 1981 demonstrate what Howe
and Strauss call a "cohort·group» or "peer" personality (1991:63·64). Too
young to participate in such consciousness raising activities like Woodstock
and Vietnam protests, and too old to reap the benefits of the shift toward
childhood protection and sUpport,4 the 1961·1981 generation grew up in the
experimental legacy of what Holtz calls a "breakdown of political leadership,
a troubling dissolution of family structures, and a chaotic education" (1995:2).
This legacy contrasts sharply with the Boomers. Even researchers in
demographics, such as Dunn, who holds to the 1964·1976 dates,
acknowledges that
not even tail· end baby boomers, the several million now in their early
30s, are like the rest of the baby boom. In fact, the youngest boomers
are actually much closer in attitude, behavior, and experience, as well
as age, to baby busters than they are to the first half or even two·
thirds of the boomers, who are now approaching middle age.
(1993:155)5

4 It is interesting to note that the first "Baby on Board" signs began to appear
in 1982 (Howe and Strauss 1993: 14).
5 The reader should note that for Dunn the youngest Boomers would be those
born in the early 1960s. So, Dunn, while using the 1965·1976 birth range,
actually is more in line with Strauss and Howe's 1961·1981 birth range.
Also, moving the starting date for post· Boomers back to 1961 cuts into the
Boomers mythical greater numbers. When the 1961·1981 birth range is
used, one discovers that there are potentially more people who view the world
as post· Boomers than who see reality as Boomers. Howe and Strauss (1993)
note the societal implications of this change of view, while Ritchie (1995)
underlines the marketing and economic implications. Surely, the large
numbers should make reaching this generation an imperative for the church.
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Finally, the reader should understand that defining a generation is
more than establishing chronological parameters. As one knowledgeable
professor once explained, "It's as much a matter of attitude." So, one will find
people born before and after the 1961-1981 range who exhibit characteristics
of those inside the range. Likewise, there will be some within the range who
disavow the generational identity. I offer my story as an example. I was
born in November, 1960, making me, by my own definition, one of the
youngest Baby Boomers. However, I primarily relate to the shaping forces
and attitudes of those born after me. Indeed, I literally cringe when someone
calls me a Baby Boomer. Tom Beaudoin makes an excellent point: "What is
frequently overlooked is that many GenX studies are attempts to corral

chrorwlogically what is primarily cultural: a living generation" (1998:28).
Still, setting a definite birthdate range is a helpful exercise because it
provides a baseline. One can say that a majority within the 1961-1981 range
are bound by a common experience that penetrates many levels of life.
With this in mind, the attention turns to another somewhat dubious
enterprise, a name for those born from 1961 to 1981 (and those who were
born outside the range but who clearly identify with them). Most, if not all,
labels that have been proposed are unbecoming and somewhat disturbing:
"The Doofus Generation" (Ru8sell1990:2), "The Tuned-Out Generation"
(Zoglin 1990:64), "The Unromantic Generation" (Shames 1989:97), "The Free
Generation" (Holtz 1995:3), "The Thirteenth Generation" (Strauss and Howe
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1991; 1993), "The Disillusioned Generation" (Barna 1994), "A Generation
Alone" (Mahedy and Bernardi 1994), "A Generation of Debtors" (Crouch
1996), "A Generation of Refugees" (Upton 1995), "Crybabies" (Zill and
Robinson 1995), "The Whiny Generation," A Generation of Gripers," "A
Generation Adrift," "The Numb Generation" (Beaudoin 1998:27).
Two monikers, and their derivatives, have emerged as the most
popular, Baby Busters and Generation X. Each comes with baggage many in
this generation are not willing to carry. Baby Busters, an obvious reference
to Baby Boomers, is an accurate description of birthrates from 1965 to 1976,
but its negative connotations are frequently unwelcome. Even so, Celek and
Zander (1996) use the more colloquial Busters to describe the people they aim
to reach. Generation X, coined by Coupland (1991), is the current media

favorite. However, the title sometimes is avoided by those it is meant to
describe. Kevin Ford, born in 1965, writes this about the Generation X label,
"There is a blankness, a lack of identity, even a sense of negation in that big
letter X that is disturbing to our self-image" (1994:3).
After thoughtful deliberation, I have chosen to use Generation X and
other suggestive terms, like Xers, to describe the generation born from 1961
to 1981 for several reasons. First, I want to avoid coining my own term
which often leads to becoming a cult of one. The addition of another label to
a generation that refuses to be labeled is an exercise in futility (Celek and
Zander 1996:22-23). Second, though many resist the label (and who likes
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arbitrary labels anyway)6, many in this generation have come to accept,
perhaps grudgingly, Generation X. In an MTV poll 30 percent from this
generation opted for the title (Celek and Zander 1996:22-23).7 Third,
Generation X, as Tulgan (1995:18) notes, has been the one label that stuck.
Certainly, the American media has led the way in making this 1961-1981
cohort Generation X, even though Coupland (1991), who coined the term
insists, "I am not a target market." Nevertheless, most of the significant
books and articles, and many of the people within and many who work
closely with this generation, employ the Generation X label. So, finally,
convenience and understandability make Generation X a logical choice.
Many people, at least superficially, know who and what is meant by
Generation X. Also, this dissertation will fit well into the growing genre of
Generation X literature.
The Xer Search for Significance
Searching for an adequate birth range and name for Generation X
requires analyzing and synthesizing material by authors using terms and
definitions differently. Developing a profile of Generation X requires the
same process. The profile that follows represents a synthesis of the

Karen Ritchie points out that most Baby Boomers dislike their label too
(1995:9).
7 Actually Generation X came in a close second to Twentysomething (31%).
However, that label proves inadequate and short lived as one realizes that
some in Generation X are still in their teens and a large group are past 30!
6
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literature and uses original categories. 8 Understanding the general
characteristics of Generation X is crucial in reaching them with the gospel.
These characteristics can be described in terms of searches.
The Search for Family
One college student reports, "Ronald Reagan was around longer than
some of my friends' fathers" (Howe and Strauss 1993:53). As Xers came of
age, many found their parents on a pilgrimage "to find themselves," often
neglecting their families in the process (Mays 1994:4). The hallmark statistic
for this generation is that more than 40 percent are children of divorce (Gross
and Scott 1990:58; Dunn 1993:16; Zustiak 1996:14).9 Factoring in unwed
mothers, the chances are "fifty-fifty that today's young adults spent at least
some time living with a single parent" (Holtz 1995:27).
The push toward individual fuJtillment by their parents left many Xers
on the couch watching television and wondering what life would be like if
Mike and Carol Brady were their parents. The literature on Xers is littered
with such descriptions of abandonment (Mahedy and Bernardi 1994:9-34;
Barna 1994:1-75; Tapia 1994:19-22; Howe and Strauss 1993:3-69; Holtz
1995:9-104).

In a recent publication, Make Room for the Boom ... or Bust, Gary
McIntosh (1997:42-44) uses similar categories to mine to describe the
searches of Generation X: searching for family, searching for peace, and
searching for control.
9 It is noteworthy that Xers are twice as likely as Boomers to be children of
divorce (Ritchie 1995:39).
g
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Even those not directly affected by family disintegration feel the
generational impact of the high divorce rates (Ritchie 1995:41; Ludwig 1995;
Crouch 1996). For example, one female college student told of a discussion
she had with five friends. This particular woman's parents were the only
ones still together. Though they were happily married, she wondered when
her parents, too, would split (Mahedy and Bernardi 1994:31;

al~o

see

Beaudoin 1998:7-8).

In spite of their precarious childhood, or maybe because of it, many
Xers actively pursue authentic relationships (Long 1997:83-84). The
generation that could not rely on the traditional biological and sociological
family has replaced the family with a network of close friends. Many
discover "family" by collecting in small groups.
Mahedy and Bernardi suggest this "generation alone" has a chronic
unmet need for relationships (1994:46). Their collective societal and familial
deprivation leads them to seek genuine friendship and community
(1994:117). This is sometimes accomplished simply through the "spirituality
of dinner together" (1994:74).
However, Celek and Zander (1996:106) point out that, though Xers
crave authentic relationships, they lack the experiences and role models to
show them how to form quality community with others. Howe and Strauss
describe the yearning this way. The goal is finding "a place where the
daughters and sons of divorce can band together and invent their own fully
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functional surrogate families. A place where a generation raised to distrust
everything can build small circles of total trust" (1993:205). These can be
found anywhere--army platoons, campus dorms, fitness clubs, or even
shopping malls. Perhaps David Schwimmer, star of the hit television show
"Friends" which features six friends in their twenties, said it best, "We are a
generation that relies on friends for their family."
The Search for "A Place in this World"
The wind is moving
But I am standing still
A life of pages
Waiting to be filled
A heart that's hopeful
A head that's full of dreams
But this is becoming
Harder than it seems
Feels like I'm
Looking for a reason
Roaming through the night to find
My place in this world. (Kirkpatrick and Grant 1990)
These words, as sung by Michael W. Smith, illuminate the struggle of
many Xers (Zustiak 1996:14). For this generation it has been a hurry-upand-wait game. Forced by social and economic factors to take on adult
responsibilities as adolescents (Beaudoin 1998:21), in a twist of fate many
Xers discover the traditional American dream beyond their reach (Tulgan
1995:130; Zander 1995:37). So, a generation of young adults finds itself
trapped in a murky limbo--no longer a youth and not yet an independent
adult. Some have found alternatives to achieve a viable "place in this world."
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The childhood and adolescent "place" for Xers differed from that of
previous generations. As noted in the previous section, many born after 1960
lived with a single parent. Also, many mothers, who at one time would have
been homemakers, entered the work force during the 1960s and 1970s (Holtz
1995:39-44). The result was that the Xers became the first "latch-key"
children (Dunn 1993:21; Losyk 1997). For significant periods of time, these
children were left home alone to fend for themselves. Adapting to the
situation, Xers learned many functions of adulthood (Holtz 1993:192).
Beaudoin insists that this latch-key experience is, perhaps, the central
shaping force of Xers. Coming home after school to empty houses offered
unsupervised time to become immersed in popular culture as the television
became the baby-sitter. Xers, then, have discovered a unique place in the
world of pop culture. "Whereas [B]aby [B]oomers also had an intimate
relationship with popular and media culture, GenXers found it at an earlier,
more critical age and without the familial supervision of previous
generations" (Beaudoin 1998:5). The result is that Xers essentially receive
and perceive their worldview through electronic pulses. "[Xers] are nurtured
by the amniotic fluid of popular culture with the media as a primary source of
meaning" (Beaudoin 1998:xiv).
As Xers, particularly the older ones born between 1961 and 1972,
moved into actual adulthood, many found that the traditional place in the
American dream--working toward happiness through capitalism and
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materialism--was not a viable option. Steven Gibbs' quote in 13th Gen states
the case bluntly: "Perhaps the cruelest joke played on our generation is the
general belief that if you went to college, you'll get a job and be upwardly
mobile" (Howe and Strauss 1993:94). The fact that income for those under 25
declined in the late 1980s and early 1990s gives credence to Mr. Gibbs (Tapia
1994:19; Losyk 1997:41).
Trailing edge Xers born after 1972 have entered the work force during
the Clinton administration, discovering a more robust economy than older
Xers. Even so, Xers tend to receive less economic benefits. For example,
economist Kurt Schrammel's (1998:3-9) quantitative comparison of Boomers
and Xers shows that young adult workers in 1996 did not receive the labor
market benefits that their Boomer counterparts did at the same stage in the
1970s. Monthly earnings, when adjusted for inflation, dropped 15 percent for
Xers.
Schrammel expects the trend to continue through 2006.
Not all the economic news is bad for Xers. Nina Munk (1999:50-58),
writing for Fortune, indicates a recent trend to replace employees over 40
with younger workers who can be paid less. Xers, who are technically savvy
and have less familial commitments, are becoming a hot employment
commodity. Still, the specter of economic uncertainty hangs in the air,
especially in relation to the Social Security issue. Many expect the tax
burden on Generation X to increase in order to subsidize the populous
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Boomers' retirements (Thau and Heflin 1997; Holtz 1995:163·165; Dunn
1993:177·192). Some experts predict that Generation X will receive the
fewest Social Security benefits in relation to contributions in the program's
history. Significantly, over half of Xers believe they will never see any
benefits (Olsen 1999: 189·204).
One result of Xers' inability to take on a fully adult role is a prolonged
adolescence between childhood and adulthood (Ciarrocchi 1995:217-223). For
many born before 1961, graduation from college (or high school), entry into
the work force, and leaving home signaled one's attainment of adulthood.
These portals have become elongated hallways of uncertainty. The average
student now takes more than six years to complete an undergraduate degree
(Holtz 1995:124). The job market they graduate into is often unfriendly or
unsettled at best (SchrammeI1996; 1998). So, rather than leaving home,
many Xer young adults are living with their parents (Losyk 1997:40). Over
half of all 18 to 24 year olds live with their parents. Adding those who live
with other relatives, one discovers that only about 30 percent of young adults
have independent living arrangements (Holtz 1995:174·175; Dunn 1993:90).
The education, employment, and housing situations of Xers have
elicited a negative perception from some older adults. Some wonder why
these young adults "won't grow up" (Stockman and Graves 1989). The mass
media emphasize this generation's lack of responsibility and commitment
(Dunn 1993:94). However, Martha Riche (1993:32) notes that
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"boomeranging" --returning to live with one's parents--is a logical choice for a
generation faced with difficult decisions. Even though delaying decisions
may make sense, many Xers are left with ambivalent feelings concerning
adulthood. Zahniser states the case this way: "In North America a protracted
and amorphous state of adolescence prevails in which biological and
psychological transitions are taking place at varying rates in different
individuals, unassisted by ritual processes that would make the transition
clear and definite for all involved" (1991:6).
Since economic prospects for advancement have dried up for Xers,lO at
least temporarily,11 many are discovering fulfillment in alternatives other

Some interesting statistics include: (1) the real median income ofD.S.
families between 1973 and 1990 shows an increase for all adults except those
under 30, who show a 16% decrease (Howe and Strauss 1993:94), (2) in 1993
alone 423,000 jobs were eliminated, according to Fortune, by companies who
were right-sizing (Martin 1993:127), (3) 20% of college graduates have a job
requiring no college degree (Leland 1993:94).
11 Some writers still predict an economic boom for Generation X. For
example, Quinn (1994:66-67), in "The Luck of the Xers," suggests that the
smaller birth numbers from 1965 to 1976 will eventually result in more
affordable housing and a job market willing to pay a premium price for
skilled workers. Also, Richard Easterlin predicts this generation will emerge
from the 1990s recession with better job opportunities, good wages, and
avenues of advancement. He admits, though, that he is in the minority (cited
by Dunn 1993:76-77). Even if economic prospects for Xers improve
dramatically, they probably will continue to feel the burden of economic
uncertainty for the rest of their lives. Karen Ritchie (1995: 149) writes
10

Childhood disappointments have made their mark and stamped the
generation with a general lack of confidence in the long-term ability of
business, government, or so-called safety nets like Social Security or
Medicare to provide for them in the future.
When they got to
college, financial aid was scarce, and when they moved out into the job
market, they couldn't find work.
These experiences will remain a
part of the Generation X psyche, just as the Great Depression was an
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than salary and promotions. First, for many Xers relationships are prime
motivators (Celek and Zander 1996:105-108; Raines 1997:77-80). "Don't
expect [B]usters to be wage slaves like their parents or grandparents," warns
William Dunn (1993:87). Rather, Xers are known to turn down promotions,
choosing personal fulfillment over business success (Deutschmann 1990:4344; Barna 1994:101-103). Starkey boldly states that Xers' relational vision
for life contrasts sharply with the Boomer model. He writes, "The rampant,
self-seeking ambition that characterizes [B]oomers has caused untold
damage to families, the environment and personal integrity. In this sense
Xers are radicals, calling for a new ethic of cooperation, harmony and
intimacy" (Starkey 1997:32). The level of Xers' radicalism certainly is open to
debate, but the evidence does indicate that Xers' approach to life includes a
significant relational motivation.
Second, Xers are changing the face of many businesses from the
bottom up. Left floundering in entry-level positions behind mid-life Boomers
(Dunn 1993:77-78; Holtz 1995:149; Zinn 1992), many young workers still
desire to make strategic-level decisions (Barna 1994:103). They often reject
the hierarchical model of management, preferring an egalitarian, teamoriented approach (Tulgan 1995; Celek and Zander 1996:143-159; Losyk
1997; Raines 1997:63-67, 77-80). Noting this attitude in their newer

indelible memory for children of the 1930s and marked their consumer
behavior for the rest of their lives.
Also, see Margot Hornblower's (1997) feature in Time.
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employees, "corporate hierarchies are transitioning from the traditional
vertical hierarchy to a more horizontal, team-driven style. In many
instances, it is not only the Busters whothrive in such an environment, but
older employees as well" (Barna 1994: 105).
Third, those who are unable to find satisfaction in the traditional
corporate world are launching out on their own. If anyone thing is exploding
the myth that Generation X is just a bunch of slackers (Giles 1995), it is the
entrepreneurial spirit that seems to permeate this generation. A unique
combination of personality tendencies (risk-taking, freedom-minded),
economic and business realities (recession, glass-ceiling, Boomer bottleneck),
and technological developments (computers, internet) has provided
motivation and opportunity for Generation X to start more companies than
other generations (Tulgan 1995; Losyk 1997). One survey found that those
25 to 34 are starting three times as many businesses as those over 35
(Hornblower 1997). A fuli800,000 businesses were started in 1996 by people
under 25 (Gamboa 1997). And as noted above, Generation X's desire for an
egalitarian approach to management means that the companies they are
starting employ a more non-bureaucratic way of running businesses.
Jennifer Kushell, author of an entrepreneurial book for Xers, states
Young people have their employees bring pets to work. They have
people bring their kids to work. They force people to make time for the
things that are important to them. In many cases young business
leaders will choose to do what's right for the family, what's right for
the employee, more 80 than what's right for their bottom line. ~
News & World Report 1996)
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Fourth, a large proportion of Xers, unwilling and/or unable to find
fulfillment in the business arena, are demonstrating altruistic tendencies.
Several magazine articles and newspapers indicate Generation X's concern
for and involvement in social issues (Davidson 1994; McCarthy 1994; Martin
1995; McCormick 1995; Crouch 1996; Rhor 1996; Hornblower 1997; Jones
1997). In a 1988 Gallup poll, Xers favored voluntary national service more
than any other age group (Holtz 1995:191). Surveys show that Xers put
action to their words, revealing that close to 50 percent of people in their
twenties are involved in weekly volunteer work (Giles 1994:65; Hornblower
1997). Rather than sporting grand idealistic notions about changing the
world like their Boomer predecessors, Xers take a pragmatic approach by
focusing on smaller spheres of influence where they can make a difference
(Dunn 1993:20; Mahedy and Bernardi 1994:125-126). Some, though, are
willing to travel long distances to find usefulness for their lives. Since the
fall of communism in Eastern Europe, 20,000 American college graduates in
their twenties have moved to Eastern Europe to help affect change (Mahedy
and Bernardi 1994:55). All these indicators suggest that Xers are working
practically, though often inconspicuously, to find their own "place in this
world."
The Search for Real and Relevant Religion
My generation no longer believes in anything. The notion of God the
Father has little meaning to the large numbers of people who grew up
without a father. The miracle of the resurrection fails to impress a
generation that simply does not believe in miracles, and the Church
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has become little respected as this generation sees many examples of
corrupt leadership. (Mahedy and Bernardi 1994:56-57)
Generation X is the product of a secular, postmodern Western culture
(Tapia 1994:20; Ford 1995; Celek and Zander 1996:45-51). They have
experienced the realities of life in a society where religion is viewed only as a
private matter, and they have come of age during a transitional time period
in which ultimate truth is not easily defined. The student of Generation X,
then, is not surprised by Mahedy and Bernardi's assertions about a
generation that "no longer believes anything."
The View through Secularism. Western society is secular in the sense
that the Christian church no longer has significant influence upon the
culture. Hunter (1992:26-29) identifies six "watershed events" that led to
secularization and the "modern project" (Van Gelder 1996a:58-59): the
Renaissance, the Reformation, the rise of nationalism, the rise of science, the
Enlightenment, the growth of cities. Through these developments, modern
life became a dualistic world. Empiricism and reason provided the world of
facts, while religion provided a world of only fanciful opinions. The
prevailing secular society, then, no longer considered the church a viable
player in the "real" world (Newbigin 1989). "Consequently, we observe an
increasing number of 'secular people' --who have navigated their whole lives
beyond serious influence of Christian churches. They have little or no
Christian memory, background, or vocabulary' (Hunter 1996:20).
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Sociologist Peter Berger (1969:4-8) indicates that there not only is a
secularization of social institutions but there also is a secularization of the
human mind, a secularization of consciousness. This "secularization from
within" allows people to continue to participate in church life, but the
motivation is not spiritual. They do it because it is a part of their lifestyle or
because it is good for the children. The evidence, according to Berger,
suggests "that traditional beliefs have become empty in meaning not only in
large sections of the general population but even among many people who,
with whatever motives, continue to belong to church" (1969:6).
The View through Postmodernism.1 2 Western culture is postmodern
because the rational basis of the Enlightenment, which has shaped thought
since the eighteenth century, is viewed as a spent force. It is now recognized
that key ideas of Enlightenment-based modernity are being abandoned (Long
1997:68-76). Across many academic disciplines and fields and throughout the

Jimmy Long's (1997) argument in Generating Hope is that Generation X is
the first truly postmodern generation. Long eschews the cyclical approach to
history purported by Strauss and Howe (1991), though he finds benefits in
their analysis. Long, instead, opts for David Bosch's (1993) linear approach
used by Bosch in delineating the changing paradigms of church and mission
through the ages. I do not think that Strauss and Howe's cyclical view and
Bosch's linear view calls for an either/or decision. Seeing the movement of
history as a spiral, like a spring, captures the ideas of both Strauss and Howe
and Bosch. A spring, particularly a long one, has the appearance of a rope or
line while at the same time the coils are identical and repeatable. The reader
will note throughout the text that I draw from sources using both cyclical and
linear approaches. Thus, the spring provides a nice metaphor for my
combination approach. At any rate, Long's assertion that Generation X is the
first postmodern generation is an important point and makes this section on
postmodernism more poignant.
12
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popular culture of films, television, and recorded music, postmodernism is
becoming the dominant expression of Western culture. Because
postmodernism is a loose confederation of ideas and movements, it would be
impossible in the scope of this section to sample all of the key postmodern
"movers and shakers" from art to zoology. However, particular themes of
postmodernism repeatedly surface in all areas of life. These themes, which
appear in the following survey, give shape to a growing postmodern
consciousness.
One theme is relativistic pluralism. If there is one point that scholars
of postmodernism agree on, and there may only be this one, it is that
postmodernism marks the end of a universal worldview. Howard Snyder
(1995:213) calls postmodernism "the death of worldviews." Van Gelder
(1996b:137) describes it this way: "The emerging postmodern condition with
its emphasis on difference and its focus on the now tends to lead to
fragmentation and plurality that easily drift to relativism and pluralism."
Postmodern expert Steven Conner of England, writing particularly with
literary criticism in mind, describes "the generalized mistrust of the capacity
of any language (let alone critical language) to render truths about the world
or other forms of language in a simply transparent or objective way"
(1997:228).
Kevin Ford (1995:114-115) suggests that this relativistic pluralism
gets worked out in at least three ways in matters of religion: (1) there are no
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absolute, objective points of view concerning morality and religion; (2)
subjective experience becomes the final arbiter of belief; (3) the nature of
truth and God are relative concepts. So, beliefs, even religious beliefs, are a
matter of social contexts. "Right" and "wrong" have little meaning because
the concern is doing what is best for the person given the local situation, even
if that means mixing "incompatible" belief systems.

Diogenes Allen (1989) admits that this plurality of the postEnlightenment era presents difficulties for people to achieve "the full
assurance of conviction in the truth of Christianity" (1989:9). Allen suggests
that there are two ways to attack the problem. First, the fallacies of
relativistic pluralism can be revealed through close examination so that a
truth search is made possible.I 3 Second, the case for Christian truth can be
given without directly addressing why postmodern people are relativists.

13 An example is postmodern critic and Oxford professor, Terry Eagleton
(1996). He notes that even a die-hard postmodernist operates within some
chosen absolute hierarchy. He writes that people, as a matter of course,
must choose certain things at certain times and that this is based on some
preconceived idea of what is right.
But this is no argument against the fact that some issues are indeed
more central than others, a proposition which nobody could
conceivably deny because nobody is in this sense of the term a
relativist. Those who have been pushed to the margin are not
demanding an abandonment of all priorities but a transformation of
them. All human practices, from storming the Bastille to brushing
one's teeth, work by exclusion, negation, suppression; it is just that one
should try to avoid excluding the wrong things and the wrong people.
(1996:95)
As Allen points out, even if one makes the case that there is a hierarchy of
truth then one still is left with the task of proving that the Christian
worldview offers the right and truthful hierarchy.
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Allen sees the latter choice as optimal because it allows one to speak to both
the "Enlightened" person and the "postmodern" person during this time of
transition (1989:9, 10).
A second theme is pessimism. The continual questioning of meaning,
especially seen in the work of postmodern philosophers, Michael Foucault,
Jacques Derrida, and Richard Rorty, leads to a purposeless life (Grenz
1996:123-160). "Life has no purpose because meaning is impossible. Or at
least, if there is purpose to the universe, we have no way of knowing it. The
cosmos seem essentially purposeless. It doesn't tell us anything certainly"
(Snyder 1995:223-224). Hence, life is to be lived with little or no hope for any
improvement.
Though the pervading sense of postmodernism is one of pessimism,
some writers indicate a few constructive postmodernists (see Van Gelder
1996b:134; Snyder 1995:226-228). For example, David Ray Griffin (1989:x)
calls the deconstructive postmodernism of Foucault, Derrida, and Rorty
"ultramodernism." In contrast, he promotes a "constructive or revisionary"
postmodernism that "involves a new unity of scientific, ethical, aesthetic, and
religious intuitions" (1989:x).
Still, a pessimistic bent can be seen in Generation X, who is considered
the first postmodern American generation. Ford (1995:116; also see Van
Gelder 1996a:63) contrasts Busters with the modern Baby Boomers:
The Boomers thought they would save the world. The Baby Busters
have abandoned that notion. They only want to survive in a world
that can't be saved. Just look at the different ways Boomers and
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Busters perceive the ecology issue. Boomers are trying to restore and
re-create the creation. Busters are just trying to survive the demise of
creation. This sense of pessimism and powerlessness of [Busters] is a
major generational and cultural shift--and it is a direct result of the
postmodern influence.
A third theme is best described as a simultaneous pull toward
communitarianism and radical individualism. In true postmodern fashion a
growing sense of communal cooperation and a commitment to the individual
lay juxtaposed on the contemporary landscape. 14
Stanley Grenz writes about a communitarianism that arises out of a
keen consciousness of the social dimension of existence. "The conviction that
each person is embedded in a particular human community leads to a
corporate understanding of truth. Postmoderns believe that not only our
specific beliefs but also our understanding of truth itself is rooted in the
community in which we participate" (1996:14).
In contrast, Snyder sees a radical individualism in the postmodern
world. Postmodernism focuses attention on the individual pursuit of
purpose, with studies becoming an exercise in particularity. He notes two
outcomes:
First, this is a purpose that we in some sense impose from our
experience.
And therefore, second, we are left fundamentally with
individualism, atomism. The world becomes a den of four or five
billion people seeking to scratch out meaning while dodging the arrows
of Fate. (1995:208)

14 Leonard Sweet (1994:101-105, 179-181) notes that this is characteristic in
postmodernism. Opposite forces now tend to move in tandem. Besides the
communal/individual pull, he cites globalism/tribalism and
alternative/mainstream forces at work.
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Whether one sees community or self as the central building block of
the postmodern ethos, the core of postmodernism is revealed. Truth is a
constructed reality. Whether it is constructed within individuals or
communities is a matter of debate. In a passage from Postmodern Ethics,
sociologist Zygmunt Bauman (1993) explores the contours of the debate in its
relation to the political community. A political entity, by its very nature,
erects barriers between its members and those outside the fold. At the same
time, it unites and provides identity to its own members. The moral appeal
to form a political group based on certain principles is always set against
those not on the inside. Thus, "the universalistic demand tends to turn
round against the polis, which wished to domesticate it and deploy in the war
against its own rebels; at its logical limits, this demand cannot but
incessantly gestate the opposition against all moral dictate, and thus spawn
a radically individualistic state" (1993:40-41).
Fourth, the rejection of the dispassionate search for truth that
characterized the Enlightenment has led to a more holistic view of knowledge
and experience in the postmodern era. Nonrational ways of knowing that
include the emotions, the intuition, and even the para-psychological are
accepted. "[postmodernism] denies modernity's privileging of the cognitive
and seeks instead a wholeness that incorporates the rational, volitional, and
emotive aspects of human existence" (Van Gelder 1996b:135). For example,
David Griffin asserts that postmodernism promotes an epistemology that
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recognizes the proper role of nonsensory perception, or prehension, that is "to
be our fundamental mode of relating to our environment, from which sensory
perception is derivative" (1989:4). Also, there is a wider understanding of the
connections of human life with nature. Postmoderns see themselves indelibly
linked to a wider circle of life beyond the human realm. This, of course,
opens the door to the supernatural. "The new reality is that many persons in
the emerging generation are both secular and spiritual in their orientation
toward life" (Van Gelder 1992:82).
The idea that postmodern people are open to ideas of the supernatural,
even to the possibility of God, gave impetus to Diogenes Allen (1989) to write
his apologetic, Christian Belief in a Postmodern World. Allen argues that
science and religion came into conflict with each other as a result of the
Enlightenment but that this conflict overshadowed Christianity's
contribution and indelible link to modern science. Indeed, Christianity's
interest in the material world, belief in an orderly nature, conviction that
nature ,as created by God, can be understood, and commitment to bearing
truth provided a fertile context for classical science (1989:23-27). However,
Christianity, while it was restrictive to new ideas about the nature of the
universe, became viewed as an oppressive, outdated "opponent of progress" --a
distorted opinion disseminated particularly by eighteenth century French
philosophers and quickly accepted as fact (1989:28-29, 34). Allen attempts to
clear up the distortion by showing that science primarily deals with the

,
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nature of the world descriptively. "[Science] takes the existence of the
universe for granted, and studies the relations between its members"
(1989:62). Christianity, rather, moves beyond the mere relationships
between objects in the universe and delves into the source, motivation, and
purpose for why the universe exists in the way it does. Science, then, and the
philosophies based on it, cannot answer the "why" questions posed by the
existence of the universe (1989:64-84). As Allen states, these questions
"point to the possibility of God" (1989:63), especially in light of the inability of
Enlightenment's scientific and philosophical methods to address such
questions. So, today we are beginning to witness the recovering of "God
possibilities" as modernity has taken the West only so far. The possibility of
God can be witnessed in Xers' spiritual longings, which is discussed in the
next section.
Xers' Spiritual Hunger. Douglas Coupland's (1994) religious
exploration in Life After God gives a glimpse of how one member of the
generation is searching for ultimate truth through this secular, postmodern
haze. The book also illustrates an important point--while many young adults
may remain skeptical, they are searching for meaning in life and have a deep
spiritual hunger (Mahedy and Bernardi 1994:57). Mahedy and Bernardi call
it an "earthbound search" (1994:57-59), a search that finds expression in
affecting one's immediate world.
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In reviewing what has been written about the Xer search for real and
relevant religion, two major themes emerge: (1) religious truth must relate to
everyday life (Deutschmann 1990:47; Mahedy and Bernardi 1994:53-70;
Tapia 1994:18-23; McIntosh 1997:44-48), and (2) religious truth must be
communicated in culturally appropriate mediums (Potts 1994:8; Rabey
1992:10-11; Tapia 1994:21,22; Mays 1994:7-10; McIntosh 1997:44-48). One
23-year-old's comment to George Barna says it well, "When was the last time
you visited a church and saw a video clip? Or heard the preacher talk about
things that are happening in the streets? It's for another time, another
mindset" (1994:93).
What this young adult is experiencing is a cultural barrier that
prevents a hearing of the truth of the gospel. Hunter notes that the culture
barrier is a primary impediment to faith (1996:65). However, "when a church
employs the language, music, style, architecture, art forms, and other forms
of the target population's culture, Christianity then has a fair chance to
become contagious within their ranks" (Hunter 1996:64).
Xer ministry pioneers, Celek and Zander (1996:97-108), understand
that ministering to Generation X "is very much like going to a completely
different country and immersing yourself in a foreign culture." Therefore,
Xers connect to religious communication that is real to them. That means
exposing the rawness of everyday life, being transparent, and admitting
failures. Also, Xers' pragmatism demands relevance. Relevance means not
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only using contemporary music and movie clips for this media-sophisticated
generation. It also calls for pushing past superficial images and letting the
power of experience and story communicate the relevance of Christianity
(McIntosh 1997:44-48).
In his delineation of the GenX "irreverent spiritual quest," Beaudoin
(1998) suggests that Xers are religious but that their religiosity gets worked
out through popular culture, "the major meaning-making system" for this
generation. By analyzing Xers' fashion, music videos, and cyberspace,
Beaudoin discovers four themes that infuse Xers search for real and relevant
religion. First, Xers exhibit a strong critique of religious institutions. In an
ironic display Xers empty the meaning out of traditional symbols, like
crucifixes. They become "mere" fashion accessories in a biting commentary
on the irrelevance of organized religion (Beaudoin 1998:37-72). Second,
personal communal experience is vital to Xers search for real and relevant
religion. Beaudoin notes that GenX pop culture reveals a sacramentality
that mediates God's grace to the world (1998:73-95). Surprising to some,
Beaudoin claims, third, that suffering is a mark of Xers' spiritual search.
Sadness and anger because of the absence of fully functional families,
because of economic downsizing, and because of the threat of nuclear
annihilation during their formative years in the 80s, have given Xers an
inner poverty that sparks their spiritual search (1998:96-120). Fourth, as
true postmoderns Xers find faith in ambiguity. "[Xers] have profound
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moments of soul-deep hesitation and uncertainty.

We witness an

unsteady moment just before and just after a deep spiritual experience"
(1998: 130).

An Unchurched Generation

As members of Generation X search for significance in this world,

generally they do not find it in church. The previous section began to layout
the problem for Xers as they navigate a postmodern, secular culture in
search of religious relevance and reality. Research, both polling data and
qualitative studies, help to uncover the possible reasons why the traditional
church has not provided a refuge for Generation X.
According to Gallup surveys from 1937 to 1987, American church
attendance has held steady at around 40 percent. In spite of a slow but
steady decline in church membership during the same period, and in spite of
Gallup polls that indicate a decline in religious influence and church
attendance among younger Americans, George Gallup, Jr. and Jim Castelli
(1989) remain cautiously optimistic that younger Americans eventually will
show an increased interest in religious things. "There are signs that their
level of interest in religion will increase with age" (1989:130).
In contrast to the Gallup poils, the Barna Research Group indicates

that church attendance peaked in the early 1990s and has fallen steadily
since to a low of 37 percent in 1996 (The Christian Century 1996). The
declining numbers are often attributed to younger adults, who frequently
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report lower church attendance than older adults. For example, the Barna
Research Group reported that only 33 percent of adults under 30 regularly
attended Sunday services in 1994 (Zielinski 1996). Even in the South, where
church attendance traditionally has remained high, there is as much as a 10
percent difference between younger and older adults.
In a recent study the polling data on church attendance has been
questioned. Kirk Hadaway, Penny Marler, and Mark Chaves (1993)
conducted a study to compare polling data on church attendance with actual
attendance on a given Sunday. The authors discovered that actual church
attendance was half of the self-reported attendance. They estimate that
American church attendance is closer to 20-25 percent. 15 If this is applied to
the generation of younger adults, one could approximate that the actual
church participation for Generation X hovers around 16-17 percent.
As the above discussion indicates, the church is losing influence and

relevance with the American people. The loss seems to be even more critical
for Generation X. The context, then, that the church faces is decidedly
unchurched. Therefore, the unchurched mindset must be understood. Who
are the unchurched? Why don't they come to church? Why have they left?
What needs to happen for them to come?

15 See Martin Marty's (1996) article on possible reasons for self-overreporting.
Also, Samuel Reimer's (1995) study uses Hadaway, Marler, and Chaves'
(1993) article to compare American and Canadian religiosity. He suggests
that the higher reports of American religious participation are due to unique
cultural supports.
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One book that began to answer these questions is J. Russell Hale's
(1980) The Unchurched: Who They Are and Why They Stay Away. Hale
studied six highly unchurched counties in different parts of the United
States, interviewing 165 unchurched people. Hale's sociological expertise
helped him develop a typology of the unchurched. His ten conceptual types
with brief descriptions follow:
Type 1: The Antiinstitutionalists--This type includes defectors from
organized religion who are turned-off by organizational maintenance.
Type 2: The Boxed In--These are persons who feel confined by
restrictive doctrines and practices and whose strong individualism rejects
any limits on their freedom.
Type 3: The Burned Out--These persons feel used and/or abused by
over-participation in church activities earlier in their lives. They no longer
see church involvement as useful or essential.
Type 4: The Floaters--Floaters do not commit to anyone church
community. A typical Floater's participation in church has never been more
than marginal.
Type 5: The Hedonists--Happy to pursue leisure activities, Hedonists
see church either as an intrusion on their time or just plain boring.
Type 6: The Locked Out--The Locked Out feel the sting of neglect or
discrimination because of race or social class, or they are rejected for some
disapproved behavior.
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Type 7: The Nomads--Nomads are people whose lifestyle is transitory,
making connections with a church community difficult to sustain.
Type 8: The Pilgrims--Pilgrims are religious people who choose to keep
their options open. They are reluctant to choose anyone set of dogmas and
hold tolerance as a key value.
Type 9: The Publicans--Publicans tend to be disgusted by what they
perceive as resident hypocrisy in the church. They have no desire to join the
many within the church who are living double lives.
Type 10: The True Unbelievers--These are the agnostics, atheists,
rationalists, and secular humanists who find church and god talk completely
meaningless.
Hale intentionally used a qualitative sociological approach, employing
a modified ethnographic methodology. Hale avoided quantifying his
interview responses. "The hard facts in this case are the anecdotes of the
unchurched themselves" (1980:12). Because Hale declined to quantify his
data, his unchurched typology retains a contemporary air even today. 16

In "Toward a Typology of Protestant 'Marginal Members'" Marler and
Hadaway (1993) have pursued further the characteristics of the unchurched.
They question the uncritical use by Hale and others of Gallup's definition of
the unchurched as a person who is not a member of a church or who has not
attended church in the last six months except for special occasions (Gallup
and Castelli 1989:136). They believe this definition groups people
indiscriminately. Hadaway and Marler's research uncovers two subgroups of
the unchurched, mental affiliates and marginal members. Mental affiliates
acknowledge a religious preference but do not belong to a church and do not
attend. Marginal members consider themselves members of a particular
church but do not attend more than a few times a year. Hadaway and Marler
identify four types of marginal members: traditionalists, liberals, lifelong
16
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Hale's typology is instructive for those wanting to reach Generation X.
It provides a tool to systematically look at the millions of unchurched in this
generation. Most literature on reaching Generation X treats the generation
as a whole, describing the common influences and characteristics of 80
million people. The problem with this approach is the tendency to stereotype
people, ignoring the diversity that is bound to emerge from 80 million people.
Hale's typology allows for a simple way to systematize qualitative data while
avoiding simplistic descriptions for a large cohort. Furthermore, it allows the
unchurched to speak for themselves. We must get inside the mind, culture,
and stories of Xers in order to effectively communicate the gospel.
The Church in a Transitional Context
Observing the context generationally, as this dissertation attempts to
do, gives the reader a sense of the missional urgency facing the traditional
American church. A growing literature is being developed that addresses
this concern. The following is a review of several writers who speak to this
issue, beginning with those who engage the general context and moving to
more specific practices of churches attempting to reach Generation X.

marginals, and critics. Interestingly, traditionalist marginal members have
more in common with active church members than with other marginal
members and mental affiliates. Also noteworthy for this project is that
lifelong marginals tended to be younger Boomers and Xers. Hadaway and
Marler's work is a helpful updated refinement of Hale's unchurched typology.
Nonetheless, Hale's broader scope of the unchurched makes it more useful for
Generation X research.
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Mission at the Church's Front Door
In The Once and Future Church Loren Mead (1991) concisely develops
the challenges facing the church today. Mead views the church through
three paradigms. In the first paradigm, the Apostolic Paradigm, the church
of the first three centuries developed forms and structures to deal with the
surrounding hostile environment. The conversion of the Emperor
Constantine marked the start of a second paradigm, the Christendom
Paradigm, in which the church became closely identified with the empire, an
established entity of the state. Being a "good" citizen and being a "good"
Christian were synonymous. Mead suggests we are in a transitional time
leading into a third paradigm, a time like the Apostolic Paradigm which
features the apostolic urgency of mission at the church's front door.
Others agree with Mead's assessment. For example, George Hunter
(1992a:32) indicates that most Westerners are no longer serious Christian
disciples. Christianity does not hold a dominant place in society, as it did in
Christendom. Rather, Christianity in the West now competes with a myriad
of religions and philosophies that litter the postmodern landscape. In other
words, the Christian church must prove itself worthy as an option for the
typical Westerner.
Christian futurist Leonard Sweet (1994), particularly, hones in on
Mead's idea that the new paradigm resembles the Apostolic Paradigm. He
talks about an "AncientFuture faith." He comments,
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Time moves backward as well as forward--as we recognize the future
in the past, and the pastness in the present. An AncientFuture faith
yokes yesterday to today through a future filled with new-old thinking,
living, and moving.
The job of a new paradigm leader, and
preacher, is to make old saws buzz again--to put a hum back in what
has become humdrum. The AncientFuture mixture of
oldfashionedness with newfangledness, the old and the yet to be born,
is a surefire recipe for a faith that has fire power. (1994:19)
This proclamation of an AncientFuture faith has many implications for the
church. One is that the Western church must recognize the missional quality
of its own context. "No longer does cultural favoritism go to Christianity.
Religion in America does not mean any more simply the Christian religion.
Indeed, religion in America increasingly means" other than" the Christian
religion" (Sweet 1994:27).
Assumptions and Strategies for Reaching New Generations
One writer, Lyle Schaller, has worked for over 40 years in helping
local congregations and whole denominations meet the changing contextual
needs of the North American mission field. His astute observations and keen
analyses of church dynamics appear in a plethora of books. The following
section highlights several key insights from his most recent works relating to
church effectiveness in presenting a meaningful witness to a changing world.
One thing Schaller (1996) makes plain in The New Reformation is that
the time for renewal and re-creation of the way church is done is upon us.
The "new reformation" of congregational life is a necessity, especially as one
views the future and asks where people will go to church in the twenty-first
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century. In light of this new reformation, Schaller (1996:52-54) offers seven
assumptions that should shape the planning of ministry and mission:
1. People die. Churches that want to remain vital must "identify,
reach, and serve new constituencies" (1996:53). "The church or retail store or
service club that depends on a specific generation of people for its clientele
eventually will run out of inventory" ( Schaller 1991:84).
2. The new reformation is here. Schaller provocatively asserts in the
sub-title, "Tomorrow Arrived Yesterday." Therefore, churches are better off
producing new wineskins than they are trying to preserve old ones.
3. Some feel the central issue is whether the church should be
"faithful" or "successful." Caught up in framing the issue this way are redherring concerns about Church Growth theories, models, and applications.
Rather, the central "either-or" issue is will the church adapt to a new context
and new constituencies or will it shrink with age. "Every congregation and
every denomination must seek to reach new generations of people or
eventually go out of business" (Schaller 1991:84).
4. Effective ministry and mission plans can only be designed with a
thorough know ledge of the target people in mind.
5. Choosing the appropriate ministry model and criteria for staffing
are the best assets for the launching of new missions.
6. The allocation of scarce resources is crucial. "The old question was
Is this action or program desirable? The new question is How will this
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decision affect the total ministry and outreach of this congregation or
denomination" (1996:54)?
7. The last assumption is that learning from the experiences of
churches that are effectively navigating the contours of the new reformation,
whether one completely agrees with their models or not, is a valuable
resource.
Moving to more specific suggestions, five strategies for reaching those
born after 1955 consistently are repeated in Schaller's body of work. First,
churches that want to reach this new generation must meet the religious
needs of this generation (1990:79-81; 1993a:49-50; 1996:40). Not only does
this mean understanding and adapting to the emotional and spiritual
"searches" delineated above but initiating program and structural changes
which are reflected in the other strategies. Second, new constituencies are
best reached through new missions (1989; 1990:74-76; 1993a:47-48; 1996:39).
They are not burdened by the ineffective models and methods of traditional
congregations. Third, "seven-day-a-week" (1992) churches pay the price-tag
by expanding their ministries beyond Sunday morning (1990:79-96). This
allows them to carve out a niche, targeting and reaching groups of people
rather than individuals (1993a:84-85). Resources are allocated to reach new
people (1993a:58-59),17 Fourth, reaching new generations calls for a

In Make Room for the Boom ... or Bust Gary McIntosh (1997) presents six
church models that supplement Schaller's second and third strategies listed
in this paragraph. The six models include: (1) the "seeker-centered model,"
which targets the facilities and program to the needs of the unchurched; (2)
17
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commitment to quality. A high quality church experience in all facets of
programming--worship, music, facilities, teaching--is a key ingredient in
encouraging new generations to return to church (1993a:49). Finally, skill at
negotiating change is crucial in reaching new generations (1993b: 11).
Reaching the Unchurched through Apostolic Congregations
As the challenge of reaching an unchurched generation in a new

contextual reality of mission in North America begins to take shape, George
Hunter's (1996) recent study, Church for the Unchurched, stands out.
Hunter uses the term, "apostolic congregations," to describe those churches
that are reaching and retaining the secular, unchurched people who populate
this country. According to Hunter these apostolic churches believe they have
a calling to reach unchurched people; they communicate the good news of
early Christianity; they adapt the message to the context; and they share
many characteristics with other apostolic movements in history and in Third
World countries today (1996:28).
Hunter's study focuses on nine churches representing various traditions
and geographic locations. While Hunter reports discovering about 50

the "seeker-sensitive model," which is keenly aware of seekers' needs but also
targets Christians' needs; (3) the "blended model," which combines
traditional and contemporary forms and philosophies; (4) the "multiple track
model," which offers various options for ministry at different times to meet
the diverse needs of different groups; (5) the "satellite model," where a
daughter is launched without disrupting the traditions of the mother
congregation; (6) the "rebirthed model," in which a church ceases public
operation for a time period and is reborn using new forms. Examples are
given of each model, along with strengths and weaknesses of each.
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distinctives of these apostolic congregations, he focuses on the ten that are
reproducible and account for most of the difference from traditional churches:
1. Apostolic Congregations take a redundant approach to rooting

believers and seekers in Scripture.
2. Apostolic Congregations are disciplined and earnest in [p]rayer,
and they experience God's action in response.
3. Apostolic Congregations understand, like, and have compassion for
lost, pre christian people.
4. Apostolic Congregations obey the Great Comm.ission--and more as
warrant or privilege than mere duty. Indeed, their main business is to
make faith possible for unreached people; evangelization is not one of
many more equally important ministries of the church. (1996:29)
5. Apostolic Congregations have a motivationally sufficient vision for
what people, as disciples, can become.
6. Apostolic Congregations adapt to the language, music, and style of
the target population's culture.
7. Apostolic Congregations labor to involve everyone, believers and
seekers, in small groups.
8. Apostolic Congregations prioritize the involvement of all Christians
in lay ministries for which they are gifted.
9. The members of Apostolic Congregations receive regular pastoral
care. They are in regular spiritual conversation with someone who is
gifted for shepherding ministry.
10. Apostolic Congregations engage in many ministries to unchurched
nonchristian people. (1996:32)
Mead, Schaller, and Hunter expertly present the challenge facing the
North American church. Renewal and rediscovery of what it means to be
church and to be in mission is an imperative for the North American church
to engage its local mission field. Schaller and Hunter, particularly, provide

helpful strategies and models to meet this unchurched contextual reality.
How Churches Can Reach Generation X
With this contextual and strategic foundation, a review of the
literature specifically related to how the church can reach, assimilate and
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retain Generation X attains a degree of expectancy. Though writing more
frpm para-church experiences, Kevin Ford (1995) presents three models for
effective evangelism with Xers that can easily be applied to church ministry
and outreach. First, Ford says reaching Generation X requires "a faith that
works" (1995:170-185). Generation X is looking for an "embodied apologetic"
for Christianity from churches that get involved with today's societal
concerns. Ford writes, "The social dimension is an often-overlooked
dimension of the gospel.

My generation is searching for a gospel that

works. Properly and biblically understood, the Christian story does work. It
changes lives. It reshapes societies" (1995: 174).
Second, Ford indicates that reaching Xers means practicing "process
evangelism" (1995:186-217; also see Zustiak 1996:202-204).
In process evangelism, the conversion experience takes place over a
longer period than we have tended to expect from our techniqueoriented evangelistic strategies of the past. In process evangelism
people are convinced of the reality of God's love not by propositional
arguments or one-time evangelistic rallies but by a daily, consistent,
practical demonstration that Christianity works and that God's love is
real. In process evangelism pre-Christian people discover the reality of
God and the love of God in the transparency and love of God's people.
(Ford 1995: 188)

Third, Ford says that "narrative evangelism" reaches Generation X
(1995:218-239; also see Hahn and Verhaagen 1996:101-109; Zustiak
1996:197-202). In a postmodern world the power of story communicates
God.' s story better than propositional arguments of the faith. Story moves
beyond the intellect, engaging one's emotions and soul. The church has a
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responsibility, when employing narrative evangelism with Generation X, to
tell the story in a form Xers can understand. Telling stories implies
relationships, and the story rings true only when it is lived out in daily life.

Tim Celek and Dieter Zander (1996) make several suggestions
regarding church-based ministries with Xers. Their personal experiences in
planting new churches intentionally targeting Xers point to four ways to
structure church in order to reach them. First, a church wanting to reach
Xers should offer services that are "making connections" with the Xer world
(1996:109-119). The tone of the service must be one of identification. The
bridge between the audience and the stage (or between the pews and the
pulpit) is built through involvement. Identification and involvement can
occur in various ways. Featuring people whose messy lives are not all
cleaned up is attractive to Xers with similar struggles. Providing discussion
and interaction time about a topic during the service helps Xers process the
experience. Certainly, using music that is relevant to Xers' experiences is a
key to building the bridge of identification and involvement. The style of
music is not as important as the fact that it is done well and the lyrics speak
to issues ofXers' experiences. For example, Celek's Calvary Church often
uses well-performed secular songs to spark engagement with God's truth in
their services.
Second, a church wanting to reach Xers must steer its teaching
ministry away from propositional presentations. Postmodern Xers do not
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believe the gospel just because it is true. Rather, gospel values should be
communicated in attractive, relevant terms (1996:121-129). Confirming what
Ford said above, Celek and Zander indicate that the vehicle of story is a
powerful and effective teaching tool that makes the gospel attractive and
relevant to Xers. "[Xers] are storytellers.
stories.

They love hearing people's

And the more we can get back to storytelling as a form of

Christian communication, the more effective we're going to become as we go
back to being like Jesus, who told stories and asked questions" (1996:125).
Celek and Zander make a third suggestion for churches wanting to
reach Xers. Involve Xers in small groups and short-term missions (1996:131141). These meet two needs many Xers share. Small groups, where people
come together to share their lives, the good and the bad, provide a safe place
for Xers to develop intimate relationships (also see Long 1997). Xers crave
authentic relationships, but they often lack the opportunities and the
relational skills to pursue them. Churches can help provide the context and
the content for mature relationships. Short-term missions give Xers the risktaking, hands-on experience many desire. Crossing cultural barriers
stretches Xers as they strive to deepen faith and develop genuine compassion.
Fourth, leadership in a church reaching Xers, according to Celek and
Zander, should be participative and relational (1996:143-159). This
translates in practice to leading together. The leadership model, then, is less
of the traditional hierarchical top/down structure. Rather, Xers respond to
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being brought along side the leader in a mentoring relationship. The benefit
in leadership for Xers is not in power attained but in a relationship developed
and sustained.
[Xers] are looking for mentorship, something that their parents at
times were unable or unwilling to give them. If you really want to see
lives changed on a steady basis, if you don't want to see your efforts
fizzle out after a quick start, you need to build the value of mentoring
into the whole system and challenge people to mentor each other.
(1996: 147)
Tom Beaudoin (1998) offers several emphases in what he calls
"accessible" ministry for GenX. First, Beaudoin calls the church to minister
out of humility, recognizing the limits and failures of organized religion. "By
shunning the trappings of privileged social status (where that still remains)
and seeking to serve, not to be served, [c]hurches will respond faithfully not
only to the prophetic charge brought by GenX, but, more important, to the
example of Jesus" (1998:162).
Second, Beaudoin suggests that accessible ministry to Xers includes a
recovery of the mystical tradition of spiritual journey. He insists that Xers
can find God in popular culture but that they need organized religion to help
connect their spiritual experiences (1998:164-165). Catholic missiologist,
Robert Schreiter (1985) calls this approach "theology as wisdom." Schreiter
describes it as a mystical approach to the Christian life often associated with
early patristic writing and with the Eastern church. It features an interior
focus on human experience in which the study of human life is the surest
way to wisdom. Laws of analogy are common, and metaphors of path,
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journey, and stages are often used. The wisdom approach is found in
cultures that view the cosmic order, both the invisible and the visible, as a
unified whole (1985:85-87). A. H. Mathias Zahniser (1997), in his
groundbreaking book, Symbol and Ceremony: Making Disciples Across
Cultures, describes the profitability of using culturally appropriate rites of
passage and pilgrimage models of ministry in Christian disciple making.
Generation X, according to Beaudoin, would benefit from such an emphasis.
In the same vein Beaudoin asserts, third, that Xers need a culturally
satisfying liturgy in their worship. Liturgy ritualizes Xers' personal and
communal experiences. Images in liturgy for Xers should be "evocative,
inclusive, and capable of many interpretations" (1998:167). Xers
commiserate with these kind of images from their pop culture.
Fourth, Beaudoin challenges churches wanting to reach Generation X

to undomesticate the gospel. He sees the church as presenting an
insufficient, weak Jesus, who is incapable of meeting Xers' needs. Beaudoin
writes,
Xers most commonly encounter a living undomesticated Jesus through
the following practices: serving others, displaying a commitment to
community, building the scriptural reign of God. In short, the practice
of discipleship. As religious institutions foster both an individual and
communal path of well-rounded discipleship, as laypeople share
journeys of faith, political and social tasks, frequent prayer, and
identification of the poor and marginalized, Jesus begins to be
unleashed. (1998: 169)
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Summary
In the 1990s Generation X moved out of the shadow of the Baby
Boomers, revealing a distinct peer personality. A perusal of the literature on
Generation X reveals people who are searching for a viable and satisfactory
role in American society and the world at large. In a world of unstable
families, they seek stable, authentic relationships. In a world that forced
them to grow up fast, many still seek a legitimate adult role in society. In a
secular, postmodern world with many choices and many truths, Xers search
for a truth that can make sense in their everyday lives.
Significantly, the literature shows that these searches by Generation X
predominately occur apart from the church. The issue for the church, then,
is how to reposition itself to reach an unchurched generation. Initially, this
means understanding the unchurched mindset, which can be facilitated by J.
Russell Hale's (1980) unchurched typology. Also, for the church to reposition
itself, it must recognize its mission context. Loren Mead (1991) draws a clear
picture of the new mission paradigm for the western church, a paradigm with
the mission frontier at the church's front door. Lyle Schaller (1990; 1991;
1992; 1993a; 1993b; 1996) and George Hunter (1996) offer suggestions for
churches desiring to transition into this new mission context.
Kevin Ford (1995) and Tim Celek and Dieter Zander (1996) and Tom
Beaudoin (1998) specifically look at strategies to reach Generation X. In the
area of evangelism, Ford encourages living an embodied apologetic, allowing
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for the process of conversion, and using narrative. Celek and Zander
highlight four areas for churches wanting to reach Generation X: personable
and connected services, attractive and relevant teaching, small group and
short-term missions involvement, and relational leadership. Beaudoin
maintains that accessible ministry to Xers includes serving in humility,
appropriating spiritual journey and liturgy in worship and spiritual growth,
and unleashing a gospel that actively engages the culture.
The challenge before the church, then, is one that it perennially has
faced through the ages--making the gospel given once and for all to the saints
believable and relevant to a new generation of potential saints. In Three
Generations Gary McIntosh (1995) provides a good summary of the task
before the church in reaching Generation X and subsequent new generations.
He calls for the church to be "wave runners" in order to be relevant in the
present and dynamic in the future.
Runnjng the waves of generational change means we must restructure
our ministries so they fit the newer generations. Starting new
ministries, restructuring older ones, or eliminating previously
successful programs is difficult in any situation but can be a major
wave to jump in a multi-generational church. (1995:198)

CHAPTER 3
Discovering the Connections in a Wave of Change:
The Research Methodology and Theoretical Framework

In Church Planting for a Greater Harvest, C. Peter Wagner (1990)
states that each generation must be baptized on its own terms. In other
words, the forms and structures used to reach people and to "do" church look
somewhat different in each age.
The Connections of Historical Christianity
Andrew Walls' (1982), noted British missiologist, presents an
interesting article on the history of the Christian faith and the implications
for the development of indigenous theologies. He creatively illustrates how
Christian forms of spirituality have changed through history. He asks the
reader to imagine that a space alien researcher in interplanetary religions
periodically visits the earth to observe Christians. The space alien's first
visit is to the first Christians in Jerusalem around the year 37. He notices
that these Christians actually function as a sect of Judaism, worshipping in
the Temple and obeying the Law. Their distinguishing feature is their belief
that the Messiah is Jesus of Nazareth.
The space alien researcher's next visit comes in the 300s at the Council
of Nicea. Their concerns differ from the early Christians. While they use the
Jewish Law Books, they also hold in high esteem a later set of writings.
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Their concern about metaphysics and theology causes the space alien to
wonder about their connection with Jewish Christians he visited first.
This alien researcher then visits sixth century Ireland and finds
monks putting themselves through rigorous exercises, apparently striving for
holiness through austerity. These monks seem driven to tell others about a
heavenly kingdom. They travel extensively carrying with them intricate,
artful manuscripts of the same writings revered by earlier Christians.
The researching spaceman returns in 1840 to London's Exeter Hall
and witnesses a meeting promoting the sending of missionaries to Africa. At
home the people at the meeting speak against slavery and petition the
British government for support. Once again, they read from the same book
the other Christians used, but this time in an English translation.
The diligent space researcher comes again in 1980 to Lagos, Nigeria.
Here, he witnesses a vibrant outdoor service featuring singing and dancing.
They read from the same book the others do. Their focus, however, is on
power of God revealed to people through preaching, healing, and visions.
The spaceman researcher discovers several points of continuity
between these divergent examples of Christianity. Certainly, he finds a
historical connection as each group is conscious of their connection with the
other. The person of Jesus bears a central focus point for all groups. Also,
each group holds to the same sacred writings, though in different languages.
Wails suggests, then, that this alien observer recognizes the essential
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continuity in Christianity. Nonetheless, these continuities are always
clothed in a particular environment.
Finding the Connections in GenX Ministries
If that same alien visited America today, what would he see as the

leading edge of Christian spirituality in reaching and retaining Generation X
in Christian community? My purpose in this project was to become like this
space alien by researching various ministries across the country that are
effectively ministering to Xers. Like the spaceman, I wanted to discover the
connections, the common features, that form the GenX ministry set.
I bring a knowledgeable perspective to the study. First, as one born in
November, 1960, I am in the leading margin of Generation X. I share
formative experiences and an approach to life identified in Chapter 2 as
common among Xers. I always have looked to those younger for communal
identification. Strictly speaking, though, I am in the trailing margin of the
Boomers according to my birthdate. Because of my marginality, I offer both
an insider and outsider perspective on issues about Generation X. Second, in
terms of professional experience I have worked with people of Generation X
since I was 19. This includes experience as a Christian camp counselor,
youth minister, and a public and private high school teacher and coach.
Third, I undergird this experience with a thorough knowledge of church
ministry, missiology, and, in particular, the growing genre of literature
concerning Generation X.
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Criteria for Choosing Effective GenX Churches
Five years ago I earnestly began to identify and collect data on
churches and other ministries who were targeting people of Generation X. I
did some research and writing based on this early work (see Mays 1994).
With the background of reflecting on and ministering to Generation X for
over 15 years, I chose six churches to field research, participating in and
observing the programs, interviewing the leaders, and interviewing
members. The following criteria determined selection:
1. I identified churches that had a significant ministry and whose

main focus was reaching Xers, particularly unchurched Xers.
2. I identified churches that meaningfully engaged the popular
culture, not just as a marketing device, but as a genuine vehicle for gospel
expression.
3. I concentrated on churches that centered their gospel expression in
God's revelation through Jesus Christ. I sought churches that desired to see
individuals, communities, generations, and society transformed by the person
and work of Jesus.
4. I eliminated churches and ministries that almost exclusively
reached a churched crowd or who saw GenX culture as a marketing niche to
improve their visibility in the community.
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5. As I discovered churches doing effective GenX ministry, I
networked with these ministers to identify other churches and ministries in
various parts of the country.

6. I identified churches that saw what they were doing as more than
just GenX ministry. They recognized the shifting epistemological context of
doing ministry in a postmodern era.
Six Key GenX Churches
Ken Baugh had a vision to reach Generation X but no place to do it.
Having been the victim of staff cuts at a very large southern California
church, Ken was in search of a place to execute his dream. Lon Solomon,
senior minister at McLean Bible Church in McLean, Virginia shared Ken's
vision to reach a generation and brought him on staff. Ken then began the
process of turning a Bible study of about 80 older single adults into a
dynamic ministry reaching those under 35 in the Washington DC area. The
result is Frontline Ministries, which serves as a church-within-a-church at
McLean Bible Church, drawing in close to 1,200 people to two Sunday
evening services. Frontline features an impressive array of life development
groups, outreach ministries, and dynamic worship as they engage the GenX
population of the political nerve center of the country. The explosive growth
of Frontline has helped McLean Bible Church grow 90 percent in the last
year.
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Chris Seay planted University Baptist Church in Waco, Texas out of
his lovelhate relationship with the church. Chris sincerely loved the
community of believers that church afforded, but he had grown tired of the
traditional approach to church he found. Thus, he launched University
Baptist Church in January, 1995. UBC currently averages about 1,000
people at their SWlday service, which features a stripped-down, casual but
worshipful atmosphere. They have recently moved into their own building, a
former grocery store, in an ethnically mixed neighborhood.
In May, 1993, Trevor Bron graduated from Colorado Christian College
and took a staff position at Applewood Baptist Church in Denver, Colorado.
Through a series of conversations with CCU and Applewood, Trevor
spearheaded the launch of a praise and worship service for college students
at Applewood on Tuesday nights. As the service grew, Trevor sensed the
need to move from being one ministry of a larger church to being a selfsupporting church. The Next Level Church (TNL) became a reality in
September,1997. TNL still meets on Tuesday nights in a borrowed church
building, where they reach close to a 1,000 people.
Kerry O'Bryant toiled in Las Vegas, Nevada for six years as the singles
minister at a prominent church. Kerry discovered a passion to reach his
generation for Christ while attending a GenX Forum sponsored by
Leadership Network. Since his church in Las Vegas was not ready for this
type of ministry, he took a position at Kensington Community Church in
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Detroit, Michigan. At Kensington Kerry is heading the PRIMEtime ministry
to Xers. Kensington has a goal to plant 40 churches by the year 2020.
PRIMEtime will be the first in January, 1999. Till then, PRIMEtime
functions as a church-within-a-church, much like Frontline (see above). Its
bi-weekly services attract over 400 people.
Tim Celek started Calvary Church Newport Mesa in Costa Mesa,
California a decade ago. Unbeknownst to him, he became an Xer ministry
pioneer. Tim desired to reach the unchurched of his community. He
discovered that his community was populated with Xers who had no
Christian experience or memory. Tim now oversees a multi-faceted ministry
involving small groups, work teams, short-term missions, and community
outreach. The average age of the congregation is 31, which squares with the
demographics of the Costa Mesa community.
In 1996 Mark Driscoll left the staff of multi-racial church in a Seattle
suburb to launch a new church plant in the heart of the University District
in Seattle near the University of Washington. In two years Mars Hill
Fellowship has made significant strides in penetrating the arts and
intellectual communities that populate the area. Mark, a philosophy major
and debater in college, presents a thoughtful apologetic for the Christian
faith.
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Other GenX Ministries
In addition to these six churches, the following churches and people
provided data:
1. Newsong Church in southern California, along with Cavalry

Church Newport Mesa, was one of the first Xer churches. Dieter Zander, in
charge of the Xer ministry at Willow Creek Community Church until 1998,
planted the church in 1986 in order to reach the "people in between."
2. The Young Adult Ministry (YAM) at Southland Christian Church in
Lexington, Kentucky began in 1988 under the direction of Monte Wilkinson.
The YAM at Southland continues today under the leadership of Rusty George
through a network of small groups and mission opportunities.
3. Crossroads Fellowship in Raleigh, North Carolina reaches over
2,000 people in the Research Triangle, about half of whom were previously
unchurched. Their experience shows the viability of reaching unchurched
Xers even in a traditionally churched region like the South.
4. Ray Jones began the Xer ministry, Souljourn, at Ginghamsburg
United Methodist Church. He is using that experience to launch a similar
enterprise at Temperance (Michigan) Community Church just north of
Toledo, Ohio.
5. Church of the Resurrection, a United Methodist Church plant in
Leawood, Kansas pastored by Adam Hamilton, reaches over 2,000 people in
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this Kansas City suburb. About 80 percent are formerly nominal or
unchurched. Andrea Smisek heads the dynamic singles ministry.
6. Richard Miller, associate minister at Fairfax United Methodist
Church in Fairfax, Virginia, guides The Edge ministry, targeting Xers,
particularly those still in college. Miller also heads the GenX ministry thrust
for the Virginia Annual Conference.
7. Real Life Church is a new church plant sponsored by Tim Celek's
Cavalry Church Newport Mesa. The founding pastor, Tim Steward, is
utilizing Ralph Neighbour's (1990) cell church model. Also, the intentional
discipleship model employed by Real Life is built upon a retreat/pilgrimage
format.
Theoretical Framework for Interpreting GenX Church Data
The treatment of data garnered from churches that are reaching Xers
is based on Donald McGavran's pioneering work in Church Growth theory,
specifically the homogenous unit principle, people movements, and the
"bridges of God" (social networks) (McGavran 1955; 1990). The motivation
behind Church Growth theory is to find the causes of church growth and the
reproducible principles of church growth (Hunter 1992b: 159).
Additionally, this project relies on George Hunter's amplifications of
McGavran's original theories. Hunter (1987) describes six "mega-strategies"
for church growth in To Spread the Power: Church Growth in the Wesleyan
Spirit. They include identifying receptive people, reaching across social
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networks, multiplying recruiting units, ministering to people's needs,
indigenizing the church's ministries, and strategic planning. I draw from
Hunter's work on reaching secular people (1992a) through "apostolic
congregations" (1996) in which he researches both the context of the target
population and identifies the kind of church that is effective in reaching
them. The reader should make note, particularly, of my indebtedness to
Hunter's (1996) methodology and interpretation in Church for the
Unchurched.
Finding Connections Among Unchurched Xers
Looking at these churches and ministries offers one view of the
problem in reaching Xers with the gospel and retaining them in Christian
community. What is the view of the problem from the other side, through the
eyes of the people these churches are trying to reach--the unchurched Xer?
Interviews with unchurched Xers in each of the six communities
corresponding with the field research churches identified above provided this
perspective. The goal was to complete ten unchurched interviews in each
city. Additional interviews in Lexington, Kentucky rendered a total of 60
completed interviews. Eight interviews were eliminated because the subjects
did not strictly meet the definition of unchurched for this study (see
"Definition of Terms" in Chapter 1). Thus, data emerges from 52 unchurched
Xer subjects.
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Theoretical Framework for Interpreting Unchurched Interviews
The treatment of the interview data of unchurched Xers is based on J.
Russell Hale's (1980) typology of the unchurched. As a sociologist, Hale
believed that unchurchedness in America "is a significant social phenomenon
and a legitimate field of inquiry" (1980: 170). His typology (see Chapter 1 for
a summary of his unchurched typology), by his own admission, is an
exploratory study not meant as "proof of facts." Rather, his conceptualization
of unchurched types are "clarifying depictions" that serve as the basis for
further research. My excursion into the unchurched Xer world builds on
Hale's foundation.
Hale spent six months of 1976 visiting six highly unchurched counties
(Boone County, West Virginia; Marion County, Alabama; Orange County,
California; Polk County, Oregon; Sarasota County, Florida; Waldo County,
Maine). He stayed a month in each locale getting a feel for the physical and
attitudinal landscape. In his sample of 165 interviewees he exercised some
informal controls to encourage diversity. His study was decidedly qualitative
in order to let the stories of the unchurched be heard best. The typology he
developed represents the recurrent themes from the unstructured interviews.
Modifying Hale's Approach
While this project builds on Hale's original work, it is not an actual
replication of his work. The sample is smaller, and it focuses on a particular
segment of the population: Generation X. The interviews do offer a degree of
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geographical diversity, since the interviews were conducted in the cities
where the key GenX churches are located. Other than Orange County,
California and King County, Washington (the locations of Calvary Church
Newport Mesa and Mars Hill Fellowship), the places were not among the
highly unchurched counties of the cOlmtry. Also, the interviews were more
structured than Hale's. An interview schedule of 17 questions, developed
prior to the field research, guided the interviews (see the Appendices for
interview questions a table of responses). The questions related to Hale's
existing typology at particular places in order to discover the viability of
Hale's unchurched typology for unchurched Xers.
The interviews of unchurched Xers took place primarily at student
centers on state university campuses, at mails, in restaurants, and,
serendipitously, on city streets. My usual pattern consisted of spotting
people who were by themselves eating and/or reading a newspaper. I avoided
people who were studying or working, out of respect for their time. I
introduced myself as a graduate student doing research, and I asked them if I
could ask them a few questions. Before I began, I would tell the subject that
the topic concerned attitudes toward church. I assured the subjects they
would remain anonymous. The names used in my report are fictitious.
Almost to a person, I found people to be extremely willing to talk freely in the
interview process. Only three people refused to be interviewed. I did not use
these interviews as tools to share my faith, though the opportunity often was
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there. I made every attempt to remain objective, though I am aware that the
interview schedule, my follow-up questions, and my body language may have
affected the outcome.
The Unchurched as "Spy"
Hale observes that the unchurched "spy" on churched Christians to see
if Christians live according to what they say. Questioning these spies, then,

is a great source of insight for church effectiveness.
Who are these spies, who when debriefed reveal the intelligence they
have gained from forays into the camps of the unchurched? Most of
them are indistinguishable from most of those on the inside, except
that they are on the outside. Some were once themselves insiders;
that is, members with varying degree of involvement in the churches.
They report what for them the inside was like. They draw pictures in
their heads that are their own real pictures, however different from
the pictures the committed insiders draw. Some have spent almost a
lifetime inside and have only recently joined the outsiders. Others
have been outside so long that they must recall their adolescence or
childhood to recover what it was like to be a member or participant in
the church. Some few have never really been inside at all, only
infrequently in their entire lives having known what the inside of a
stained-glass window looks like. A handful of those have not only not
themselves been inside but also are totally unacquainted with
insiders. At best, they only know the inside from rumors they hear
now and then from other outsiders who once were insiders. Finally,
there are those who have moved in and out with reckless abandon.
They have joined the ranks and quit the ranks, spending shorter or
longer periods in and out. The spies, in short, report what they know
for themselves or think they know. Their pictures are drawn from
their own perceptions, gained from their own remembered life
experiences. (Hale 1980:34-35)
Like Hale, this study attempts to see these pictures from the unchurched
perspective. What is seen will prove valuable, even to those churches already
reaching Generation X.
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A Domestic Missiological Framework for the GenX Context
In addition to Hale's work with an unchurched typology and Hunter's
theory and methodology in reaching the unchurched, the dissertation draws
from an emerging literature that is trying to speak to mission in the West. l
Lesslie Newbigin framed the major issues. Returning to his home British
culture after many years as a missionary in India, Newbigin focused his keen
missiological insights on the West. In Foolishness to the Greeks, Newbigin
(1986) queries, "Can the West be converted?" In his subsequent work, The
Gospel in a Pluralist Society, Newbigin (1989) calls for the church to
radically live out the "plausibility structure" of the gospel so that dialogue
between the gospel and culture is enhanced. This analysis challenged many
in the West to see the missionary quality of their own context.

1 This does not imply that Hunter and other Church Growth writers are
neglecting a Western domestic missiology. Indeed, Hunter (1992; 1996) is
one of the most vocal proponents for the American church to recognize and
reach the mission field in its own backyard. Hunter writes, "May I suggest
that the cause of reaching the growing secular populations of North America
is not a fad, or a new program, or something interesting to try for a year.
The issue is no less than the identity and mission of the Christian
congregation in every community of the American mission field" (1996:16).
The difference, perhaps, is in terms of pragmatism. The Church Growth
Movement is unabashedly committed to pragmatism. Writers like Van
Gelder (1992; 1996a; 1996b) and Hunsberger (1996), however, are reluctant
to emphasize particular methods that help churches grow. Indeed, they are,
at times, critical of those who do (Hunsberger 1996:295-296). Nevertheless, I
find their analyses of the Western context and their mission-centered
ecclesiology a helpful complement to Hunter's research.
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In North America Craig Van Gelder and George Hunsberger (1996),
particularly, have accepted this missiological challenge. In their work, along
with others in the Gospel and Our Cultural Network, they outline an agenda
for the church. Hunsberger (1996), borrowing from Newbigin, articulates the
issues of a domestic missiology for North America by noting the three-way
relationship between gospel, church, and culture.
Van Gelder and Hunsberger (1996) describe the relationship as "the
church between gospel and culture." The church can be viewed as a bridge
linking gospel and culture with a firm foothold on each. This project
attempts to understand those who have not crossed the bridge, those who are
crossing the bridge, those who have crossed the bridge, and those who have
crossed back over the bridge. Thus, the data on unchurched Xers and the
churches that are reaching them moves toward a domestic missiology that
meets the reality of 21st century context.
Three writers help to flesh out the ecclesiological framework for a
domestic missiology in America. First, Loren Mead's (1991) model helps to
rediscover mission frontier which now exists at the Western church's
doorstep. Second, David Bosch's (1991) analysis on the changing perspective
of the church's role in mission during the twentieth century begins to clarify
the role of the church. Third, Howard Snyder's (1996) analysis of the nature
and function of the church, specifically his model of the ecology of the church,
provides a helpful picture to describe how church should be done in a
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Generation X context. Each of these writers lends a piece to the theoretical
framework used to delineate how the churches in this study effectively
navigate the contours of the postmodern landscape in engaging Generation X
with the gospel of Jesus Christ.
A Framework for the Effective Use of Symbol and Ceremony
The research and field study led me to believe that the effective use of
ritual symbol and ceremony have benefits for Xers in their search for
significance in this world. While I did observe churches exploring this area,
they typically were not intentional in their efforts. A. H. Mathias Zahniser's
(1991; 1997) analysis of the use of ritual process in Christian discipling is
crucial to the development of a viable model for use with Generation X.
Zahniser expl~res the use of symbol and ceremony in Christian discipling and
offers constructive examples of how these various forms can facilitate a
Christian's move toward maturity.
Zahniser's theoretical framework draws heavily from Victor Turner's
(1977) work on rites of passage. Turner identifies humanity's search for
meaning in the interplay between structure and anti-structure, in which the
desire for pragmatic ordering of a society competes with the desire for
creating intimacy. A rite of passage, then, facilitates both order and intimacy
as it functions to move an individual from one status in society to another.
The individual is not only changed in the sense that one performs within a
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new role, but the individual's new role within society also is culturally
recognized.
Taking the Risky Research Plunge
The previous chapter closed with Gary McIntosh's (1995) call to ride
the generational waves of change. Speaking of riding waves reminds me of
the Christmas vacation I spent in Hawaii. I was in sixth grade visiting my
brother who was stationed on an army base on the island of Oahu. We spent
several days on the North Shore, the site of some of the best surfing in the
world. As a brave, yet naive, 12 year old, I looked at the incoming waves my
first day at the beach, smirking. I had heard the warnings about the
treacherous waves with severe undertow, but they did not look so tough. The
waves did not look tough, that is, until I found myself amidst wave after
crashing wave struggling to get back to shore.
Riding generational waves is much the same as my experience on the
Hawaiian beach. The view from the shore is comfortable, giving one false
hope and a naive sense of courage. To truly experience the wave means one
must dive into the water. It's dangerous. But the ride is worth the risk!
My research methodology is a plunge into the generational wave of
Xers. I bathed in the world of unchurched Xers, soaking in their views and
attitudes toward church. I immersed myself into the vital ministries of
churches and ministers who are actively engaging the GenX context, bringing
lifesaving news to a generation drowning in unfulfillment. I discovered from
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my dive into the generational milieu not a murky, stagnant pool. I found a
strong, steady stream guiding the church into effective ministry for the
twenty-first century.

CHAPTER 4
Entering the World of Unchurched Xers

Chapter 1 featured three people's experience of life outside of church.
These three members of Generation X--Alise, Lisa, and Brad--expressed
feelings of tension, ambivalence, and irrelevance concerning their perceptions
of church.
Alise grew up in a family that regularly attended a nondenominational evangelical church. She questioned many of the things she
was "forced" to learn at church, but she did not have an outlet to discuss her
doubts. Her existential moment occurred when she was the victim of a
severe car accident. This was the tragic incident, she believed, that her
family and friends had prayed would bring her back to God. She recovered
without God, and she has never returned.
Lisa is a non-practicing Roman Catholic. She struggles with what she
perceives as outdated stands on contemporary issues. While she is drawn to
the ritual and structure of Catholic worship, Lisa is repelled by the church's
political pronouncements.
Brad reminds one of the old Cyndi Lauper song, "Girls Just Want to
Have Fun." Only in this case it is a young man who just wants to have fun.
Brad has always seen church as an intrusion in his life. He would much
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rather spend time surfing or playing baseball than going to church. He
might, of course, enter the sacred walls of church to pursue romance.
Alise, Lisa, and Brad can find real fulfillment through a maturing
relationship with Jesus Christ. The problem is that the instrument through
which such a relationship could happen--the church--is experienced as a
source of tension, ambivalence, and irrelevance. This project seeks ways to
break through these attitudinal barriers between unchurched GenXers and
the church. One of the first steps to overcoming these barriers is developing
an understanding of unchurched GenXers. This chapter begins the process.
The American Religious Context
American religious historian, Sydney Ahlstrom, writes in A Religious
History of the American People,
A traveler in 1700 making his way from Boston to the Carolinas would
encounter Congregationalists of varying intensity, Baptists of several
varieties, Presbyterians, Quakers, and several other forms of Puritan
radicalism; Dutch, German, and French Reformed; Swedish, Finnish,
and German Lutherans; Mennonites and radical pietists, Anglicans,
Roman Catholics; here and there a Jewish congregation, a few
Rosicurians; and, of course, a vast number of the unchurched--some of
them powerfully alienated from any form of institutional religion.
(1972:4)
Ahlstrom's quotation, and J. Russell Hale's (1980:3) use of it in The
Unchurched: Who They Are and Why They Stay Away, depicts well the
situation that permeates American society. America has grown a strong and
vital religious heritage with an influence that probably exceeds its actual
numbers. At the same time, America has within its borders a very large
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unchurched population, and many who are counted as church-goers are
nominal at best.
Cycle of Revivals
A typical way to relate American religious history is to report it as
recurring cycles of revivals followed by periods of religious apathy.
Ahlstrom's (1972) epic on American religious history, A Religious History of
the American People (quoted above), indicates such a pattern. The Great
Awakening spurred by the preaching of Jonathon Edwards and George
Whitefield laid a revivalistic foundation that colored America's development.
The Great Awakening Revival waned, though, during and following the
Revolutionary War when church attendance plummeted. Spiritual vitality
returned through the Second Great Awakening during the first half of the
nineteenth century, especially seen on the Western frontier through camp
meetings. Following a lull during the years surrounding the Civil War and
Reconstruction, an upsurge in religion is noted in the late nineteenth century
through the growth of foreign mission programs. The cycle continues into
the twentieth century. Mer years of the modernist-fundamentalist debates
and attempts at ecumenicism, the late 1960s through the 1970s are seen as a
time of Consciousness Reformation (or Raising) when cults seemed to flourish
and interest in Eastern mysticism was at an all-time high.
The previous paragraph is a typical summary of American religious
history that can be deciphered from the pages of other authors. Martin
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Marty describes a pilgrim people who have navigated their lives "between the
foreseeable chaos of individualism and [the] specter of a totalist social faith"
through a series of revivals and declines (1984:476). Generational historians
Neil Howe and William Strauss (1991) base their entire thesis on recurring
cycles of spiritual awakenings and secular crises to which each generation
has responded. The idea of periodic revival in American religious history,
then, is deeply imbedded in American lore (Ahlstrom 1972; Marty 1984;
Wuthnow 1988:60-61). Ahlstrom (1972:844fi) notes that revivals have had a
wider impact than mere church reform and individual conversions. The
effects of revivals shaped the way America thinks of itself. Revivals were
shaped by and gave impetus for a democratization of American society. It
was a religion of the people, by the people, for the people. Also, revivals
became entwined with America's sense of manifest destiny. Many Americans
believed that America had a God-given mission for the world. So, revivalism
played a major role in the development of an American civil religion.
The Churching of America
Not all subscribe to the idea of recurring revivals. Sociologists Roger
Finke and Rodney Stark (1992) write a scathing critique in The Churching of
America 1776-1990 concerning the historical reporting of religious revivals in
American history. Their research attempts to debunk the idea that there
were times in American history of religious frenzy and fervor followed by
times of relative apathy. Rather, they indicate that America has gradually
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become more churched through the steady growth of religious adherents.
Their data shows an increase in religious adherence from 17 percent of the
total population in 1776 to 62 percent in 1980 (1992: 16). Their main point is
that "since at least 1776 the upstart sects have grown as the mainline
American denominations have declined" in terms of the market share of
religious adherents. They show how the "upstart sects" of the Methodists
and Baptists "won" the nineteenth century, becoming the dominant
Protestant organizations in America. Subsequently, in the twentieth century
Methodists and other mainline denominations have suffered drastic losses
while the Southern Baptists have continued to grow. Finke and Stark assert
that Southern Baptists and other smaller "sectarian challengers," like the
Nazarenes, have continued to grow because they continue to operate like a
sect. l
Reading the American Religious Context
Themes like revivals and the churching of America may seem
extraneous in a chapter devoted to understanding unchurched people. This

According to Finke and Stark (1992:40·41), a sect is a religious body that
sustains a high level of tension with its surrounding environment in terms of
beliefs and practices. A church exhibits a relatively lower amount of tension
with its environment. In the sect-church process new religious bodies begin
as sects. Over time they shift their concern away from the next world to this
world. By doing so they ease the tension with their environment, becoming a
church. As a church, in the Finke and Stark definition, they are less likely to
satisfy members who desire a higher tension (1992:42). "When successful
sects are transformed into churches, that is, when their tension with the
surrounding culture is greatly reduced, they soon cease to grow and
eventually begin to decline" (1992:148).
1
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material is relevant, however, for several reasons. First, it lays out the
historical context that, in one way or another, America is seen and sees itself
as a religious country. Typically, the religion, until recently, is some form of
Christianity. Second, drawing logically from the first statement most
Americans see themselves as religious. Most Americans believe in God, and
a majority see going to church as a good thing. 2 Third, it is possible that
there has been a turn away in both attitude and actual participation from
organized religion. After over 200 years of growth, this downward turn is an
indication of a new era in the way church should be done. 3 Fourth, knowing
the important role that religion has played in American society helps the
reader to understand the difficulty in identifying who the unchurched are in
America. Researchers operate with different assumptions and different
definitions.
A fifth reason is that American religious data can be interpreted in
several ways. Hale suggests three (1980:4-6). The first way is that one can
reject the idea that the number of religious adherents is a significant
indicator of religious vitality. "The intrinsic quality of faith among church
members and the ability of both laity and clergy to make their faith credible
in discourse and behavior has never been a function of numerical dominance"
(1980:4-5). A second reading is to conclude that there has been an

For example, Gallup and Castelli (1989:45) report that 94% of Americans
believe in God. Ninety percent pray. Eighty-eight percent believe God loves
them. Over 75% see religious involvement as a positive thing.
3 I pursue this topic more specifically in Chapter 5.
2
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increasingly positive attitude in America toward church and the tasks in
which churches have participated. Hale cites several authorities who predict
future growth for American churches based on this understanding. A third
interpretation suggests that for much of American history there have been
more people outside of organized religion than inside. Therefore, any
attempts to project long-term growth or decline are dubious. "It may be, too,
that the meaning of belonging has changed from former times to the present
and that the members today, although relatively large in numbers, exhibit a
secularized version of faith without the distinctive commitments of earlier
generations" (1980:6).
Studying the Unchurched
After World War II observers of the Western and American religious
context began to talk more frequently about the phenomenon of unbelief in
society. Some began to speak of a post· Christian era. Fervor about an age of
irreligion and unbelief picked up in the 1960s and early 1970s. Sociologists
of religion began to focus serious study on the rejection of religion in Western
society (Hale 1980:6-8).
For Hale, the motivation to study the "enigma of the unchurched" and
its impact on the future of the church came from a 1969 Vatican symposium
on "The Culture of Unbelief." In order to move past conceptual ambiguities
in the study of unbelief, Hale "made the pragmatic decision

to investigate

the way the unchurched pictured their world of reality" (1980:10).
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Defining who the unchurched are is not as simple as Hale's "pragmatic
decision" might seem. Hale points out some of the problems.
Agreement breaks down when the "churched" or "unchurched" are
counted. What kind of belonging is implied? How much "involvement"
or "participation" --and of what kind--qualifies for the designation
"churched"? Whose judgment do we trust, the reporting person or the
reporting institution, what does ··membership" mean--the baptized,
the adult confirmed, total adherents, church attenders, financial
givers? Are the reported figures reliable? (1980:36)
Taking these matters into consideration, Hale arrived at the following
definition for his 1976 field research:

The unchurched in the United States, then, as defined in this study,
comprise some 78,425,146 people--that is, persons not included in the
number of total adherents (communicant, confirmed, full members plus
actual or estimated child members, and adjustments for nonreporting
churches) reported by or estimated to belong to local congregations in
1971. Compared with first count 1970 U.S. Census data, which
recorded the total population as 203,211,926, the unchurched
percentage of the population is 38.6 percent. These figures, rounded,
make it possible to speak of approximately 80 million unchurched, or
40 percent of the population. (1980:40; Hale's emphasis)
In this modified replication of Hale's study, I chose to augment Hale's

original definition of unchurched. An unchurched person in this collection of
data refers to any person who is not an official member of a religious
organization and/or who has not attended church, other than for a special
event or holiday, in the last six months (Gallup and Castelli 1989:136).4
Chapter 3 describes other modifications and the methodology. Viewing
reality through unchurched eyes is the goal, like Hale's. The unchurched,

4

See Chapter 1, "Definition of Terms."
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then, play the role of a spy, seeing what cannot be observed from the inside.
Essentially, the unchurched data turns the church inside out.
The following section summarizes Hale's original findings, paying
particular attention to his conception of an unchurched typology. Following
an overview of each typology are the current findings based on interviews of
unchurched Xers across the country. The data reveals similarities to Hale's
work from the 1970s. Also, contrasts and new trends not found in Hale's
original study come from specific attention given to Generation X. Hale
concludes his study with an "unscientific postscript" describing the
implications of his findings on the church and evangelization. His
implications serve as a springboard for insights into evangelism of
unchurched Xers.
Exploring Hale's Unchurched Typology and Its Application to Xers
As we enter into Hale's unchurched typology and the application of

unchurched Xers according to it, a few explanatory and cautionary words are
needed. Hale's typology is the result of an inductive approach. He started
with the 165 specific cases from his interviews and moved to a general
understanding or classification of his many responses. He found that
it is possible to identify ten different categories of unchurchedness,
several with subcategories. This taxonomy or classification is not
exhaustive, nor are the types mutually exclusive. Every attempt has
been made, however, to create a typology that permits classification of
the mass of phenomenological data with maximum discreteness.
(1980:99)
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The reader will discover that the typology is accessible. Hale avoids
academic jargon in favor of more colloquial terms. The typology is like a pair
of binoculars. One lens shows how the people on the "outside," the
unchurched, view themselves. The other lens reveals unchurched
perceptions of the "inside," the churched world. Together they form a
complete view of the landscape.
At this point Hale's cautionary note needs emphasizing: "This
discussion of classification should not create the impression that persons are
types" (1980: 108). The use of this typology is limited to the strengths and
weaknesses found in any typology. The people interviewed for this study do
not fit into anyone type. If the reader looks carefully, one will find pieces of
Allse's, Lisa's, and Brad's stories (Chapter 1) scattered about several types
(see Appendix D). Hale elaborates:
Type labels comprehend a cluster of pictures that unchurched people
draw. Thus, the clustered responses of people form our heuristic
categories.
Several types may be drawn from individual accounts.
The pictures they draw of themselves and the churches they have
known may take on different colors in the oral unfolding of their life
experiences. At different stages, the accounts may change and often
do. That this should happen is normal and consistent with the
essential ambiguity of human nature and changing circumstances of
life development. (1980:108)
The Antiinstitutionalists
Hale gave the name, antiinstitutionalists, to those people who are
repelled by their perception of "the church's preoccupation with its own selfmaintenance" (1980:100). Whether by doctrine, by policy, by political action
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or inaction, by financial decisions, or by posture toward the world,
antiinstitutionalists point to some aspect of church governance that turns
them away from "true religion."
Hale points out that antiinstitutionalism is not a new phenomenon in
religious history. The years are littered with names of people who battled the
institution of the church. John Hus, William Tyndale, Martin Luther, John
Wesley, and St. Francis of Assisi come to mind. Certainly, the American
religious experience has had a strong anti-clerical tone. As mentioned earlier
in this chapter, American revivalism has contributed to a strong democratic

flavor to American religiosity.
Even so, the previous examples are people who were committed to and
remained in the church (albeit some were martyred for their stand and
others were forced to start new forms of churches). This begs the question:
What perception of, or experience with, the institution of church could drive a
person away? Hale found several. First, some were put off by a loss of focus
on the church's part. The church had become too concerned about raising
money or so enamored with maintenance that it no longer appeared to offer a
living or vital faith. Finding little difference between the church and the
world, some opted to just stay in the world. Second, part of the problem
resides in the ability of churches to get and keep adequate ministerial
leadership. Third, others became bored or outraged (depending on one's
point of view) with the church's irrelevancy to address immediate needs and
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issues. Finally, a large group of antiinstitutionalists' stomachs turned at the
competition and infighting between the various denominations. "They had
heard the claim that 'the churches are one in Christ,' but they fail to see the
unity" (1980:117).
The interviews revealed a strong antiinstitutional bias among
unchurched Xers. The bias appeared in two recurring themes. First, some
Xers disliked the stands churches took on contemporary social issues. Both
liberal and conservative points of view were expressed. For example, Nate, a
25 year old from northern Virginia, expressed concern about homosexual
ministers: "Now, I have several friends who are gay, and I don't have a
problem with their lifestyle. But, I don't think homosexuals should be
ministers. They are supposed to be role models, you know, and, I don't know,
it just doesn't seem quite right." In contrast, we have already heard from
Lisa who complained about the church's "addressing modern issues with
fifteenth century values." She indicated to me what would have to happen
for her to go to church: "I would want better treatment of women, like,
liberalizing the anti-abortion stand. I would want to see women as priests.
And, I don't think priests should have to be celibate. I have a real problem

with the pope--basically, rewrite the whole Catholic religion." Obviously,
Xers are not a monolithic block when it comes to social issues. What most
are looking for is a church to express its views forthrightly but without
condescension.
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A second antiinstitutional theme among Xers is a distaste with the
way many churches present themselves publicly. Chris, a chemistry major at
the University of Washington, summarizes this theme well: "1 dislike church
because it seems too commercialized. It's all just a song and dance. They
seem to have lost the true meaning."
In Virtual Faith Tom Beaudoin (1998) picks up on this aspect of Xers
"irreverent spiritual quest." Beaudoin's analysis of popular music videos
highlights the problem Xers perceive about the church in general.
What these opening scenes illustrate is the extent to which official
"Christianity" has become intimately bound up with American middleclass culture. In this way, the gospel's radical message has been
liquidated and made to support the American dream of middle-class
(white) Americans. (1998:56)
The result is that antiinstitutionalist unchurched Xers find the church
inadequate in its presentation the Christian life. They believe that the
church has domesticated the gospel, making it part of a marketing strategy
for membership drives. For example, Lynn from Toledo, Ohio dislikes it
when churches are "pushy" and "flashy." "Go ahead and be church," she
admonishes. Abby, who has a doctorate in sociology, adds, "I don't think
churches should recruit. It seems fake." Laura, a sophomore biology major,
concurs, "Don't try to sell it [Christianity]. Prove God to me. Make him
tangible." Julie pleads, "Don't try to manipulate me with fun and games."
Apparently, many Xer antiinstitutionalists see the church concentrating
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more on marketing God rather than making God real in people's everyday
lives.
The Boxed-In
The Boxed-In are those who feel confined by church doctrine or certain
stands on moral and social issues. Hale describes the Boxed-In as being
constrained by the dogmatism of a particular denomination, or thwarted from
attaining higher personal development, or too independent to let go of their
fierce individualism (1980:101-102, 119-125). "Whether the unchurched
spoke of doctrines that were too narrow, restricted lifestyles, or stances that
arrested continued development of the individual, they spoke of the need for
space and room to grow" (1980:125).
Among the unchurched Xers interviewed for this project, the most
adamant and vociferous statements came from those who found church to be
too confining. Many expressed discomfort with churches and individual
Christians who talked about having to believe a certain way. In other words,
when it comes to religious beliefs, many Xers are intolerant of intolerance!
Boxed-In Xers see the church's truth as one version among many. Many
writers and thinkers attribute this to the prevalence of a postmodern
worldview. The reader will recall that Chapter 2 noted a hallmark theme of
postmodernism is relativistic pluralism. Without a unifying worldview,
truth, notably religious truth, becomes a relative concept. Many Xers, then,
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no longer see the church as holding a special place in the arbitration of right
belief or right behavior.

Tim Celek and Dieter Zander (1996:45.46) cite an extreme, but
pertinent, example. Gretchen, a youth minister, was involved in a
conversation with a young man Andy. The discussion turned to philosophical
issues, particularly the problem of sin and the forgiveness God offers.
"There is nothing you've done in your life that God can't forgive,"
Gretchen told him. As an example, she mentioned the case of Jeffrey
Dahmer, the Milwaukee man who murdered and cannibalized his
young male victims.. "God is even willing to forgive a person like
Jeffrey Dahmer if he repents," Gretchen said. "His grace is big enough
that it covers the sins of Jeffrey Dahmer."
"So what's wrong with Jeffrey Dahmer?" Andy asked.
Gretchen wasn't sure how to take that response. Maybe he was joking.
"Well," she said, "he killed people. And then he ate them."
"So what?" Andy said. "We eat animals." Andy wasn't kidding.
In my interviews I heard nothing as shocking as this. However, permeating
many of my conversations was a rejection of the idea that the church has any
corner on the truth market.
The three unchurched Xers introduced in Chapter 1 all showed signs
of feeling boxed·in by church. Alise felt constrained by the religious system
forced on her by her parents. Lisa felt thwarted by a Roman Catholic Church
that she saw as holding women in subservient roles. Brad is too independent
to submit to "listening to a man talk about what to believe."
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Here is a sampling of the chorus ofXer voices who feel the church
unnecessarily boxes them in.
The church should be more open to things outside the norm.
Every religion says it's the best--ifyou don't believe my way you'll go to
hell. It's not realistic.
I don't like it when the church tells you what to believe.
The church's prescribing of morals is not relevant.
I believe in some God--not the church's specific version of God.
I believe in some of the same values as the church, but I don't link my
values to the church.
There is too much emphasis by the leaders on how to run my life.
The Boxed-In experience of many Xers drives them away from the
church. The Boxed-In perception, sometimes valid and sometimes invalid, is
that churches are too narrow for broad-minded people.
The Burned-Out
AB the term suggests, the Burned-Out represent people who once
stoked the fires of religion but who now feel they have nothing left for the
fires to consume. Hale (1980:102-103, 125-127) notes two ways that BurnedOut withdrawal is expressed. Some feel manipulated or exploited by past
church experiences. They gave the church their best, received little in
return, and refuse to give any more. Others are "light travelers." They found
church attendance beneficial for a certain period of life, for example in
raising children. Now, however, church is an unneeded encumbrance.
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Several among the Burned-Out Xers identified with being used or
pushed into church activity. As adults, they choose to live life apart from
church involvement. Greg, a student at the University of Colorado, described
a childhood experienced shared by several unchurched Xers. "I never go to
church now. My mother use to drag me there. It was a big war. After fourth
grade, she gave up."
Sade recalled her childhood growing up in California.
My mom was Catholic and my dad Muslim. I attended Catholic school
though. I think that when all us kids were yOWlger that mom and dad
went to church for our benefit. I went because I was required to. I did
not like the idea that I must go. I don't think I need to be in church, so
I no longer go. My parents don't go anymore either.
Most Burned-Out Wlchurched Xers I interviewed were what Hale
called the "light travelers." Church was O.K. for a time, but "the baggage
that was once needed is no longer useful" (1980:102). Twenty-one year old
Darla from Orange County, California provides insights into this
phenomenon: "I remember that in junior high I really became involved in
church. We went to a non-denominational church with a large youth group.
All my friends went to this church. We did all the youth group stuff like
going to summer camp." The main thing that keeps Darla away from church
now is "not having the church I grew up in." However, she no longer feels a
real need to look for a church where she would feel comfortable. For Darla,
and many other Wlchurched Xers, involvement in church was a passing life
phase that few seem motivated to reenact.
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The Floaters
Floaters are people who for some reason--or for no "real" reason--never
sank deep roots into a church community. Hale (1980:103) describes two
kinds of Floaters. The apathetic Floaters are an indifferent group who,
apparently, have no substantial feelings about church. "They are insensible
to claims or loyalties. They simply take it or leave it on an extremely
superficial level" (1980:103). Other Floaters, according to Hale, are marginal.
These Floaters navigate life on the fringes of church activity. They come and
go easily among various groups, always avoiding any close ties and long-term
commitments.
Generation X's seeming inability to take on a viable adult role in
society is well-documented. Chapter 2 outlined the Xer search for a "place in
this world." Many Xers were pushed through adolescence at an adult-like
pace with adult-like responsibilities only to arrive on the threshold of
adulthood with no place to go. Latch-key Xers bonded significantly with
television programs as surrogate baby-sitters. Their worldview was formed
as much by afternoon programming as their dual-income, absent, separated,
divorced parents. Though functioning in adult roles for several years, many
Xers graduated into a job market ill-prepared to receive them. Economic
success, at least along a traditional path, proved to be illusive. As a result,
many Xers take longer getting through college, many continue to live with
one or both parents, and many take jobs for which they are over-educated.
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Many older adults, then, perceive that Xers will not grow up. The list
of undesirable labels applied to Generation X demonstrates the negativity
with which some view this generation (see Chapter 2). Many Xers mock
these derisive attitudes by finding positive alternatives to traditional success
through relationships, egalitarian models of leadership, entrepreneurial
spirit, and voluntarism.
Even though Xers desire these alternatives, they sometimes find them
di:fficult to attain. In spite of their efforts and desire for sustained adult
commitments, Xers typically are unsettled in their adult choices. Celek and
Zander explain it this way,
If Boomers are reconnecting with their childhood, many [Xers] never
really had one. "Because of the divorce rate, I think we grew up too
fast," one [Xer] told us. This may be why [Xers] are hesitant to cross
They see no
over once they arrive at the threshold of adulthood.
"standard" for adulthood, they're insecure about themselves and their
ability to maintain relationships, they've been conditioned to trust
nothing but their own experience, and they're uncertain about the
future. It's no wonder they're hesitant to take on the trappings that
society has come to expect from the post twenty-one crowd. (1996:39)

The same hesitancy that Celek and Zander describe in the previous
paragraph can be seen in unchurched Xers' choice to "coast" when it comes to
church involvement. Among the unchurched Xers interviewed in this study,
there were many apathetic and marginal Floaters. These included guys like
Travis, a computer analyst in Virginia, whose level of church commitment
rose in accordance to its benefit for his romantic life--I would go to church if
"I happen to have a girlfriend who wants to go." Travis continued, "Going to
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church is a great and moral thing to do." When I asked Travis why he did
not go to church, his answer was vague. "I don't know. I haven't really gone
since elementary school. Sometimes I'll go here or there. Unfortunately, I
just never stick anywhere."
Keith, a business major at the University of Colorado, fits this mold.
My spiritual life is not real active. It's more like there when I need it.
I guess that's because of my upbringing. My parents didn't really push
their beliefs on me. They just tried to guide me. We went to a United
Methodist Church. Well, we went off and on. For awhile I went to
the youth group because I was dating the minister's daughter. Now,
work and school keep me busy. It will be there if I need it.
I sat and talked with Daniel. His well-sculpted body, obviously the
product of many hours in the gym, enhanced his image as a personal trainer.
Daniel did not take church or religion very seriously. Like many other
Floaters I interviewed, he grew up in a family with divided religious
loyalties. His father was Episcopalian, and his mother Methodist. Daniel
focused all his energy on his physical body, but he did conjure up one
insightful statement about his attitude toward church. "I don't feel a need to
go to church. I don't need to reaffirm my need by going to church. I can do it
anywhere." The problem I saw in Daniel was not that he felt free to "do it
anywhere." It was that he was not doing it anywhere.
Over and over again, the interviews identified Floaters among
unchurched Xers who dabble in church attendance. They will go once in
awhile, especially if a friend invites them, but they seem afraid to commit to
the larger group. They never become assimilated. Perhaps, this condition is
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promulgated by their insecure childhood and their ambiguous role in adult
society. At any rate, there are many in this generation who are floating on
the fringes of the church. They lack the incentive to drop anchor.
The Hedonists
Hale's interview research from the 1970s unearthed a group of
unchurched people he called "happy hedonists" (1980: 104, 138-140). Their
pursuit of leisure and fun apart from the work-a-day world left no time for
spiritual activities. Hedonists see the church as "a poor competitor. Either
'the church does not want me to have a good time,' or 'compared to the other
excitements I can find or buy, the church can't compete'" (1980:104).
Among the unchurched Xers interviewed for this project, several
clearly are what Hale would call "happy hedonists." They range from Brad
(see Chapter 1), who "would rather spend my time surfing and experiencing
nature," to Bob from Colorado, who feels a bigger draw to mountain biking
and skiing than to church. Brad and Bob are representative of many Xers
who find fulfillment in the exhilaration of the momentary experience. Often
this includes high-risk outdoor activities. U.S. News and World Report ran a
cover story on the emergence and growth of extreme sports, particularly
among people in their 20s. Radical skiing, mountain biking, sky surfing, and
BASE jumping have captured the attention of a good measure of the
American population. Less "extreme" sports, like in-line skating and rock
climbing, are the fastest-growing sports in the country. The participants live
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out the motto: "If you're not living on the edge, you're taking up too much
room" (Koerner 1997).
Such risky behavior is not without purpose. It points to the fact that
"experience is key," according to Beaudoin (1998:73·95), in a typical Xer's
spiritual quest.
Xers generally find the religious in personal experience, particularly in
an emerging form of sensual spirituality. In this turn to experience,
there is a constant yearning, both implicit and explicit, for the almost
mystical encounter of the human and divine. This turn to experience
also manifests in a new interest in communities of faith, as well as
faith lived in the everyday experience of the world. Key to this
discussion is the theological concept of sacramentality. This pop
culture sacramentality suggests that the body and personal experience
represent signs of God's grace in the world. (1998:74)

In this light Beaudoin and Kevin Ford (1995), interestingly, push the
idea beyond the world of extreme sports and outdoor activities. Ford depicts
Generation X as the "just do it" generation when it comes to sex. This is
done, according to Ford, in spite of the confusion about sexual morality and
in the face of physical risks, even death from AIDS (1995:90·102). Beaudoin

suggests that the Xer craving for spiritual experience can be observed in the
fashion statement of body art: piercing and tattooing. Also, he sees the
weaving of "body and soul together" in the sensual juxtaposition of sexuality
and spirituality in music videos. It is possible that Beaudoin is reading too
much spiritual meaning into GenX pop culture. But, there is an overriding
lesson. Like Bob and Brad, many Xers are searching for fulfillment in
physical activities apart from the church.

III

There is another category of Xer "Hedonist" that Hale did not mention
in his original study. These include Xers whose lives are so busy with school
and/or work that they have no time for church attendance. Perhaps, this is
an indication of how American society has become somewhat "church
unfriendly" --at least for those churches that are inflexible in their service
times. I can recall during the 1970s, when Hale did his field research, that
few, if any, grocery stores or department stores were open on Sundays. All
day Sunday and most Wednesday evenings were free of club meetings and
sports activities. This was "church time." Currently, this is rarely the case.
A number of unchurched Xers felt squeezed by time pressures in
juggling school and work and social pursuits. And, when the squeeze came,
church was the one thing usually squeezed out. Phil, a University of Toledo
student from Cleveland, is typical of this type. The late hours he keeps on
the weekend getting with friends, combined with working and studying over
the weekend, made Sunday morning services an impossibility, in his eyes, to
attend. Lauren, who was raised in an evangelical church, bluntly admitted

to me that Sunday church services are "just too early." It seemed the only
thing that motivates unchurched Xers to get out of bed on a Sunday morning
is work. Several Xers in the interview sample juggled multiple jobs, in
contrast to the mythical "slacker" image. So, Sundays are often work days. I
find this to be true even among the students at the local evangelical
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Christian college and seminary in the community where I live. I know
several whose church participation is limited due to employment conflicts.
These Xers who choose work and school over church are not the
"happy hedonists" Hale describes. Some are "trapped hedonists;" Some are
"struggling hedonists;" some, perhaps, are "hard-working hedonists." 5 All
are caught up, in some way, in an American culture that seems to value
education, work, and especially leisure above church.
The Locked-Out
Hale (1980:104-105, 140-146) noticed that some unchurched people feel
Locked-Out. One Locked-Out group are rejected because they have not lived
up to the moral expectations of the church. Others are neglected, usually the
poor, minorities, and the old. A third group experience discrimination, often
by real or perceived class or economic stratification. They are not a part of
the "in" group.
Few Xers in the interview sample truly could be considered LockedOut. Shawna, though, was one of the few. She spoke of a happy childhood,
much of it spent with her mother and sister attending the Church of God, a
pentecostal denomination. She bemoaned the strictness of the moral code,
one which she was glad to be without. However, I detected a wisp of

5 Bruce Tulgan (1995) in Managing Generation X describes what he calls
"Star Xers." These Xers willingly work 60 to 80 hours a week--in contrast to
the "slacker" myth--presumably making consistent church attendance a
struggle. Personally, I know some Xers like this, but I did not happen to
interview any for this project.
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melancholy, as if she missed the church in a way. I asked her, "Do you think
you could go back to your church." "No," she said, "I live with my boyfriend."
That fact alone, apparently, kept her locked-out from full participation in the
church of her youth.
Others felt a judgmental attitude from the church and church people,
particularly with regards to dress. In Dan's experience church is "just a
fashion show. If you don't wear the right thing, then you are shunned."
Andrea wishes the church would be "more open to dress that's outside their
norm." What might that be? Beaudoin's laundry list ofXer fashion "events"
include "heavy-metal clothing styles; crucifixes as accessories; body piercings
and tattoos; ripped clothes; the gothic look, grunge, and camouflage;
undergarments as outerwear; oversized styles; and blue jeans" (1998:43).
Xers want the freedom to wear what they want where they want. As one Xer
rhetorically asked me, "What's the problem with wearing black anyway?"
Despite these previous examples, most Xers interviewed for this
research did not feel locked-out of participation in church. Quite a few did
decry judgmental, narrow-minded, stereotypical behavior on the part of the
church and its people. For example, one Xer related to me that he disliked
the "exclusionary" practices of the church. "It always seems to be an us/them
thing with the church. They are not tolerant." However, when I would ask
people if they felt this intolerance was directed at them, they usually
responded negatively. It seems that, while intolerance is part of the
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unchurched lore about the church, few unchurched Xers have experienced it
personally.
The Nomads
Nomads, as the term indicates, move around so frequently that they
find it difficult, or maybe even painful, to settle into church life. Among the
Nomads are some who Hale described as virtual exiles. They have moved
into communities without a viable congregation of their preferred
denomination. Thus, they choose not to go at all (1980:105-106, 149-153).
The interview sample contained several nomadic unchurched Xers.
Usually, it was a function of their stage in life. College students, even those
who grew up as churched Christians, find it cumbersome to fit in church
activity when away from their traditional support structure for the first time.
Once out of school and into a full-time vocation, many Xers, unused to going
to church, do not automatically add formal religious involvement to their

schedules. This is not a new phenomenon among young adults, but church
avoidance does seem to be occurring at a higher rate for Xers in comparison
to other generations.

AI, a freshman at George Mason University, epitomizes the difficulty
many college students experience in going to church as a college student. AI,
a minister's son, exuded a personal faith in Jesus Christ. Nonetheless, he
had not been to church in quite a while because he had no car at school.
Lacking transportation to church, he had become frustrated with some
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church people who promised to pick him up for church but never followed
through. So, when he was not visiting his girlfriend at another college, AI
spent his week-ends in his dorm room.
For other Xers lack of transportation was not the problem. The
characteristic nomadic existence of many young adult Xers in relocating for
school and job opportunities makes choosing a church seem extremely
pedestrian. Hale portrays them well when he writes, "They know from
experience that the new territory will be another waystation on the road to
someplace else" (1980: 105). It takes a certain intentionality on both the
potential attender's and the church's behalf to involve new people in the life
of the church. Unfortunately, it is an intentionality that Nomads and
churches often fail to exhibit.
The Pilgrims
Pilgrims are on an intentional search for religious truth, but they
remain tentative in embracing anyone ideology. Hale discovered many
searchers for truth among college students and young adults, but he also
discovered Pilgrims throughout all phases of life. The core value that seems
to guide Pilgrims is tolerance. They are tolerant and open to a plethora of
religious styles and beliefs and expect others to be tolerant of them (Hale
1980:106, 153-156). "To each his own" is not a cliche to Pilgrims; it is a
philosophy of life.
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The field research discovered more Pilgrims among unchurched Xers
than any other type. Even figuring in the fact that Hale found many
Pilgrims among young adults in his original research, the dominance of the
Pilgrim type in unchurched Xers is significant. Several factors play into this
phenomenon. First, the Pilgrim type is postmodern in outlook. Generation X
is frequently called the first purely postmodern generation (e.g. Long 1997).
More than just a label, many Xers exhibit postmodern tendencies in their
pilgrimage to find truth. For postmoderns, the doctrine of relativistic
pluralism demands tolerance as a key value. On the one hand, this life of
relativity reveals a world of options that can be sampled. On the other hand,
it usually prevents one from wholeheartedly committing to a particular set of
beliefs. Second, unlike previous generations many Xers did not benefit from
a stable childhood. Many had parents who were on their own pilgrimages to
find their own truth, often leaving their Xer offspring to themselves. Also,
American society in general has grown more mobile. So, many Xers have
never experienced the feeling of being grounded or rooted in a particular
community that holds to a common truth. Third, Xers are the most diverse
generation in recent American history (Strauss and Howe 1991). In schools,
daycare, clubs, and sports teams they have mixed and mingled with friends
from a variety of cultures with various religious beliefs. Fourth, Xers are
immersed in a complex web of communication media. Whether it is radio,
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computer, video, or television, which are postmodern arbiters of truth, Xers
capably explore the world without ultimate commitments.
In Virtual Faith Beaudoin (1998) describes the Xer religious
pilgrimage as an "irreverent spiritual quest." He suggests that Xers have
"taken religion into their own hands" in three ways. First, they experience
religion through popular culture: fashion, music videos, cyberspace. Second,
Xers give significant credence to paganism. The revival of ancient Celtic
religion is an example. Third, Xers show a "growing enchantment with
mysticism." This mysticism is
often expressed as religious eclecticism. Xers take symbols, values,
and rituals from various religious traditions, and combine them into
their personal "spirituality." They see spirituality as being far
removed from "religion," which they frequently equate with a religious
institution. As one GenX friend observed, "My spirituality is drawn
from Hinduism, Buddhism, Christian and Muslim mysticism, and
Native American religions." (Beaudoin 1998:25)
Beaudoin, himself, seems to be a classic Pilgrim, although he is now
happily churched. Raised Roman Catholic, Beaudoin began earnestly to
search for a relevant religiosity in the late 1980s. This included playing in a
number of rock bands, both Christian and secular. During his college years
Beaudoin regularly attended a reform Jewish synagogue, a Southern Baptist
church, and a Catholic church. His interest in Judaism spurred him to spend
a year in Israel as a volunteer in the Israeli Defense Force. Later, Beaudoin
added a Messianic Jewish congregation to his repertoire. Beaudoin has
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found (returned to) a home in the Catholic church. However, the unchurched
Xers I interviewed are still searching.
Bryan, a pre-med student at the University of Washington, grew up in
a family that went to the Baptist church every week. He is unchurched today
because he dislikes the intolerance displayed by churches. "They have to tell
you what to believe." Though annoyed by this aspect of church, Bryan goes to
various churches at times, usually at the invitation from a friend. Bryan is
currently searching for religious truth among classic Christian writers. "1
like St. Aquinas," he told me.

Lynn from Toledo, Ohio, unlike Bryan, has never consistently gone to
church. However, she is motivated by a need "to discover truth." "I need to
feel a connection to God and to people:' So, she tries different churches but
can never commit. "There are conflicting things inside [myself]. I want to be
a part, but I can't give myself to the belief thing."
Delani is the product of parents from different religious backgrounds.
Her mother was Roman Catholic and her father Protestant. As a result
Delani describes her childhood church experience as "church-hopping." "I'm
trying to find the right church, but I'm having trouble figuring which church
is right. I do know that it must be open minded and have a willingness to
discuss different viewpoints."
This search to find the "right" church also consumes Julie from
Virginia. "I was involved in church when I was younger because 1 didn't
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know about other options. Now, I wonder which one is right." Or as Laura,
also from Virginia, intimated, "1 need to figure out which form of Christianity
is for me."
Though Pilgrims like Cary, a chemist in Colorado, feel their spiritual
life is "complete," several unchurched Xers seemed uncertain concerning
religious issues of God, belief, and church.
All these conflicting beliefs are a problem. I don't know what I believe
about God.
If I wanted to, I could make more time to go to church, but I'm not
sure what I believe.

I'm not officially religious, but I enjoy going to church. I like the
environment. Actually, I'm officially a confused person.
Hale summarizes well the Pilgrim's dilemma. "All the Pilgrims
seemed to need other people as they continued their searching but did not
find in the churches the supporting communities that aided in their
pilgrimage" (1980:156). His words are true for Xers, a generation of pilgrims,
in search for a home for their souls.
The Publicans
Hale (1980:107, 156-160) called his largest group of unchurched
Publicans. Publicans are those that find church goers hypocritical, phony,
and fake. In other words Publicans see those on the inside of church as
Pharisees; their piety is a superficial show with no depth. As a result,
Publicans prefer to remain outside the church. Hale indicates that
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"variations on this theme are almost universal among the unchurched
(1980:107).

Many unchurched Xers, too, express a certain amount of skepticism
regarding the faith of church people. Those who were turned-off by "flashy"
recruitment overtures felt manipulated by church attenders. As one young
woman said, "It seems fake." Others gave responses one might expect, like
"the church is just full of hypocrites." Even so, I found the responses to be
given by rote. It was as if many of these Xers I interviewed were repeating
cliches that they had heard somewhere. They did not seem to be their own
words. They were said without energy.
Several unchurched Xers, however, did represent the Publican type
with the belief that people inside the church are no better than those outside
of it. As one young man commented, "I disagree that churches are full of
hypocrites, but people inside the church are no better than people outside of
it." It seems that charges of hypocrisy are aimed more at the institution and
its leaders rather than at church attenders in general. Several unchurched
Xers I interviewed were careful to make this distinction. For example, Chris
in Seattle, Washington noted that it is "the institution [that] is full of
hypocrisy. It's lost the true meaning. I like the people, though, that I meet
at church. The relationships are important."
The unchurched Xer Publican sentiment is summarized by Alise,
introduced in Chapter 1 and this chapter. She has rejected her churched
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upbringing, but she holds on to the relationships. She has grudging
admiration for these friends and family members who hold on to beliefs and
doctrines she finds incomprehensible. These individuals are not hypocrites,
though the church as an institution forces people into hypocritical actions
because it is black and white on most issues. She would never label her
friends and family hypocrites, but Alise sincerely believes that they are no
better off inside the church than she is outside of it.
The True Unbelievers
Hale's research unveiled few True Unbelievers. Hale expected this
because at the time of his research about 95 percent of Americans professed a
belief in God. He also notes the possibility that some True Unbelievers will
fail to own up to the stigma of not believing in God. According to Hale, True
Unbelievers may be atheists-agnostics, who deny the existence or the
know ability of God. They could be deists-rationalists, relying on human
reason. Some True Unbelievers are humanist-secularists, whose primary
concern is human dignity and self-realization (Hale 1980:107, 160-163).
The unchurched Xer interviews revealed few True Unbelievers.
Americans persistently hold on to a belief in God, more so than other
Western countries (Gallup and Castelli 1989:45-48). Moreover, Americans, in
general, believe in a God that is active in their personal lives. For example,
Gallup polls reveal that 82 percent believe God performs miracles today and
79 percent are very conscious of God's presence (Gallup and Castelli 1989:58-
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59). Even with this being the case, a few Xers can be conceptualized as True
Unbelievers.
I hesitated to approach Maria, an English major at George Mason
University. She sat staring at the table. Her hair was disheveled and she
looked just plain mad. I worked up my nerve and asked her if I could talk
with her. She started to blow me off but then, surprisingly, she warmed up
to my questions. I quickly learned the reason for her sour disposition: it was
Monday and she was getting over her week-end bender. Maria let me into
her True Unbeliever world.
I think my generation is a bunch of self-absorbed losers. We are all
mall-oriented. Personally, I think my future is grim. I don't think
society is on a downward spiral--there's always been problems--but
each one can make a difference, have an impact. Unfortunately, I
don't.
The conversation turned to spiritual matters.
I think people who go to church are brainwashed. They're dependent
on others to think for them. My own spiritual life is lacking. I've
never been very active. When I go, it's for the music. I like the
classics.
I asked Maria if there was anyway she could see herself a part of the
church.
No, I don't think so. I don't believe in God, at least not as defined by
any particular religion. I might go to church if God spoke to me
[laughs]. Well, maybe not.
Cory, a chemical engineer in Orange County, California, is another
True Unbeliever. He grew up in a family that "basically" believed in God, but
there was never a time when he was really involved in church. Cory thinks
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Christians are "fanatics," who are always "trying to push God on you." Cory
began to rant, "Christians are close-minded. It's always the Bible says this,
the Bible says that. All religions are like that. Every religion says it's the
best. It's all a big hoax."
Though Cory's and Maria's opinions were strong, their numbers were
few.

Implications Concerning the Unchurched and Evangelization
In concluding his study on the unchurched, Hale spent several pages
reflecting on the implications of his findings. A perusal of his thoughts still
finds relevance for today. Several implications for relating to unchurched
Xers today, follow Hale's implications.
Hale's Reflections
Hale cites several sources from various church traditions asserting the
centrality of evangelization in the church's mission. The problem, Hale
analyzes, is that the various church traditions do not agree on the content or
the methodology of evangelization. Two interpretations of evangelization,
both biblical and both with flaws when overemphasized, dominate the debate:
(1) The New Testament mandates to win people to Jesus Christ as their
Savior and to assimilate them into the church, and (2) effective
evangelization is measured by depth of commitment and potent penetration
into the world.
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After Hale raises some of the issues surrounding the definition of
evangelization, he turns to the problem of communication. How can the
Christian message be plausibly communicated? Hale responds, first, by
drawing from Paul Tillich.
Tillich's answer was--"participate in human existence." The
plausibility of the Christian faith requires that the communicator help
others understand their own predicament, mirror their structures of
anxiety, and facilitate a process wherein another's free yes or no to
Christian claims is made possible. (Hale 1980:181)
The initial communicable act in evangelization, then, is entering into
another person's world on the other person's terms. This demands, second,
an attitude of acceptance on the part of the communicator. In other words, it
is a willingness to not have to win the debate. There must be a vulnerability
on the Christian communicator's part to be open to alternative expressions of
religious faith. This is not a willy-nilly abdication of orthodox Christian
faith. Rather, it is a relational commitment to the other person. Third, such
a commitment requires active listening. Hale writes, "The overwhelming
experience my conversations with the unchurched conveyed to me--the sort of
conversion from which I never will recover--was that those outside the
church wanted and needed to be heard" (1980: 182). Patient, attentive
listening often leads to opportunities to share one's own faith.
Hale then shifts his reflections to how the church can be a more
effective corporate witness. This includes, Hale says, presenting the "good
news" of the gospel, rather than "sectarian versions of the Christian
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message" that often get tied up in legalisms. "If the Christian gospel is an
offense to the unbeliever, it is legitimate to ask whether the central message
has in reality been proclaimed and if so whether the offense may lie in the
offensiveness of the proclaimers" (1980: 185).
The shape and scope of how the good news of the gospel is
communicated is enhanced, according to Hale, when the church does its
homework to understand its community and the world of the unchurched.
The church must be actively engaged with the culture of its community in
order to assist in its adaptation of the Christian story for its neighbors.

Many, if not most, of the church's neighbors are unchurched, and so Hale's
typology can guide the "response and action" needed to communicate the
gospel to those disengaged from church life.
Finally, Hale asserts that his research indicates that the church must
repent in order to reestablish its credibility among the unchurched. It seems
that the church's own behavior, individually and corporately, is the primary
reason for the unchurched to separate from church life.
Churches may have intentionally or unwittingly communicated an
interpretation of the Christian gospel that has reduced it to legalistic,
rulebook morality. Whether this exhibits itself in terms of narrow
prohibitions and petty prescriptions of acceptable Christian behavior
or undue emphasis on good works, the consequences are the same.
(1980:188)
The result is that many unchurched feel excluded, bored, belittled, and
presumed upon. If these feelings are based in reality, which most probably
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are, then the church has "unfinished internal business that needs attention
before outreach can be effective" (1980:188).
Reflections on Unchurched Xers and Evangelization
Hale's reflections from his 1970s research have significant relevance
today in communicating the gospel to unchurched Xers. Particularly
captivating is his call, borrowing from Paul Tillich, to enter another person's
world on their terms. This is a mandate to P3!ticipate in incarnational
witnessing as exemplified by the life of Jesus and continued today by the best
of cross-cultural missionaries. In short, it means being careful to exegete
culture as well as Scripture in order to communicate the full force of the
gospel in culturally relevant terms. The excursion into the world of
unchurched Xers showed that unchurched Xers live and operate from a
worldview that is different than the one found among church-goers.
Effectively communicating the gospel to unchurched Xers, then, means
functioning as a cross-cultural witness, incarnating the gospel across cultural
barriers. Hale provides several excellent suggestions on how such an
incarnational witness develops and takes place. These include accepting
others on their terms, active listening, understanding one's community and
the unchurched world, and repenting for past failures. Hale lays a superb
foundation upon which the following reflections build. 6

Later, in Chapter 9, I will spell out in more detail the role of witness
(service, justice, and evangelism) in reaching Xers with the gospel and
assimilating them into Christian community. What follows in this section
are general reflections based on my field research in interviewing

6
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Chapter 2 surmises that Xer active church participation hovers around
16 to 17 percent. Polling data by Gallup showed that about 40 percent of
Americans attend church in any given week. 7 A Barna study indicates that
church attendance has fallen steadily since 1990 (The Christian Century
1996). In the case of adults under 30, about 33 percent indicated regular
church activity (Zielinski 1996). Another study revealed that Americans tend
to overreport their church attendance, estimating that the church-going rate
actually is only 20-25 percent (Hadaway et al. 1993). That sets the
Generation X church attendance rate approximately at 16-17 percent.
Certainly, then, effective communication of the gospel is necessary to a
decidedly unchurched population.
Three themes clearly emerged from the conversations with
unchurched Xers that relate to the communication of the gospel. First, the
people interviewed for the study were drawn to the relational context of the
church. Over and over again, unchurched Xers gave positive comments
about the relationships with others one can find in a church community.
Church provides a place to get together.
I felt an identity as a people.
Church brings people together.
I like the sense of unity.

unchurched Xers. These reflections, in a true sense, foreshadow what I will
discuss about the best of churches that are reaching Xers with the gospel
(Chapters 5-9).
7 See the February, 1998 edition Emerging Trends for the 1997 figures
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It was family-oriented. There was a sense of group-belonging.
There is a connection with other people.
I like the social atmosphere.
I like the fellowship.
There is a support from people in the church that keeps you focused
and motivated.
I like the feeling of community, especially at the passing of the peace.
Church is like a little community where everyone is your parent.

It seems that what unchurched Xers are looking for, and what,
perhaps, the church does best, is relationship building.
A second theme consistently heard in visits with unchurched Xers was
a desire on their part to experience God in a tangible way. In the mind of
unchurched Xers, this is set in contrast to what Hale calls "legalistic,
rulebook morality" (1980:188). Many Xers have a distinct distaste for
someone to dictate the details of their lives. This is clear from the comments
of the Boxed-Ins, but the conviction appears in various forms among
Antlinstitutionalists, the Locked-Outs, the Publicans, and the Pilgrims. Xers
dig in their heels at the "forced sense of respect" and the "must do" that
comes from "someone up there telling me what to do." The longing, rather, is
for an experience of God. Some want God to talk to them or show them a
huge symbol. Others want a group of people to work with regarding specific
issues. Churches must ask themselves what are they doing to facilitate such
experiences.
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The longing for relationships and an experience of God can be summed
up in a third theme: Xers are looking for a definite reality of God. The first
catch is that most Xers dismiss the notion that the reality of God will be
found in a set of propositional truth statements or in a list of expected
behaviors. The second catch is that this undermines traditional ways of
doing evangelism, focused as they are on one-time events that seek a hurried
closure to the deal. So, churches must patiently invest their time and
resources into the process of evangelization.

In The Sacred Canopy: Elements of a Sociological Theory of Religion,
Peter Berger (1967) says that transformations and conversions, in order to
last, require the convert to "dissociate himself from those individuals or
groups that constituted the plausibility structure of his past religious reality,
and associate himself all the more intensely

with those who maintain his

new onen (1967:51). Hale's interpretation of Berger notes that these "strongly
affective identifications" with new associates and forms "guide people into
new realities and sustain them" (1980: 167).
Traditional churches, typically, do not provide such relationships and
structures, for they are not poised to communicate the gospel to an
unchurched generation through building relationships, providing experiences
of God, and investing time and resources into the process of evangelization.
There are churches, here and there, however, who have restructured and
who are intentionally building relationships with Xers in order to
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communicate the gospel to them and bring them into sustained Christian
community. They have accepted the challenge to take the gospel across a
cultural, unchurched barrier and live it out incarnationally in the world of
Generation X.
The next chapter begins to tell their stories--stories that could change
the shape of the American church.

CHAPTER 5
A Model of Church for Generation Xl

Church Matters
Chapter 4 closed with insights from Peter Berger and J. Russell Hale
concerning the vehicles that promote and sustain transformation and
conversion. Dramatic and subtle turnings to faith do occur among the
unchurched and the unbelieving. The degree of change and the longevity of
the commitment to a new worldview, suggests Berger, depend greatly on the
institutions and bodies of faith with whom the potential believers come into
contact. A socialization process is required to ensure "quality contror' of the
group's tenets. This social control keeps people within limits, but it also
legitimizes or makes normative the objective realities of why and for what
purpose the group or institution exists. The group identity provides meaning
to the individual within the group (Berger 1967:29-30).
Entrance into a life of faith requires guidance. It is not merely a
private journey. Relationships with others of faith are crucial, as are
"plausibility structures" that provide a visible, public anchor for one's faith.
In short, church matters.

A version of this chapter appears as "After Christendom, What? Renewal
and Rediscovery of Church and Mission in the West" in the April, 1999 issue
of Missiology.
I
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Chapter 4 revealed a large group of unchurched Xers for whom,
unfortunately, church does not matter. They apparently live busy, full lives
outside of any positive influence from churches. Hale says that churches
cannot count on the unchurched returning to religion or church in significant
numbers (1980:167). His assessment is correct. As things stand now, it is
highly unlikely that Xers will begin to pour into the doors of American
churches today, in the near future, or at anytime in their lives. The
Christian church no longer occupies a place in the functional memory of this
generation. That is the bleak projection based on how things stand now. But
as Kathy Troccoli sang a few years back, "Everything changes when you look
through the eyes of love." If the Church of Jesus Christ will begin to "look
through the eyes of love" upon Generation X, then it can make the necessary
changes to reach them and retain them in Christian community.
Newbigin's Call to the Church
Making changes, as the song implies, means looking at things in a new
way. Lesslie Newbigin, a British missionary to India for many years, was
able to take a fresh look at the church and culture when he returned to his
home country. In The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, Newbigin (1989) calls
the church to a new way of functioning. He encourages the church to live out
the "plausibility structure" of the gospel in order to provide a quality witness
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to the reigning culture. Newbigin insists that the church must no longer
abdicate its role in the public debate of ideas. 2

Newbigin eloquently delineates Christianity's proper role in bringing truth
to a diverse society. Newbigin attacks the false dualism that reached fruition
during the 17th century Enlightenment. Christianity's failure to critique the
rise of reason and empiricism as the sole basis of knowledge allowed a
separation between the world of facts and values (see the discussion later in
this chapter). By questioning the assumptions of this prevailing plausibility
structure, Newbigin shows how Christians can confidently assert the truth
claims of the gospel. We are called as Christians to live within both the
biblical tradition and our Western cultural tradition.
Newbigin suggests that every system has a dogma and tradition
operating within an assumed plausibility structure. Drawing principally
from Michael Polyani, Newbigin reminds the reader that every systematic
thought rests on a foundation. This foundation is its dogma which rises from
a history of interpretation, its tradition. Since the Enlightenment in the
West, we have relied on empirical science to provide the basis of what we
"know," the world of "facts." Religion has been relegated to the world of
"values," what we "believe." The radical dualism is false and dangerous.
Newbigin rightly asserts that "there is no knowing without believing,
and believing is the way to knowing" (1989:33). He unmasks the plausibility
structure of science by showing that faith is required to believe that the
universe is rational and contingent (1989:20). This cannot be empirically
proven. Therefore, Newbigin unearths the secrets of the reigning plausibility
structure of the Enlightenment: it forces religion into a pluralism while
retaining an absoluteness for the world of "facts." And, the reader discovers
that intuition, imagination, and faith are just as crucial for science as they
are for religion.
Unfortunately, Western Christianity has tended to abdicate its
tradition in favor of reason. Christians need to recognize Christian
tradition's proper place in the public square of debate (see Neuhaus 1989).
Doubt and personal choices are inadequate places to begin (1989:40).
Tradition, as it embodies a particular language, as it illuminates the debates
that have gone before, and as it has related to previous cultural changes
(1989:53-54), brings coherence and insight to the present situation.
The Christian tradition arises from the "happenedness" of the biblical
record and includes the experiences of Christian communities as they have
struggled through the ages to live the gospel truths. The Western Christian
today also lives squarely within the reigning tradition of rationality.
Newbigin's call, which every Christian should heed, is to enter both
traditions. As members of contemporary society, we share in the reigning
plausibility structure. Though it is not our tradition, we know what it feels
2
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This chapter presents a church model that helps to facilitate the
dialogue between gospel and culture by repositioning and structuring itself in
order to make a positive and lasting impact on Generation X. We commence
with the story of two "typical" American churches. Their example leads to an
explanation of how the Western church arrived at where it is today. Drawing
from Loren Mead (1991), an effective model of church and mission begins to
emerge. David Bosch's (1991) views of church and mission are added to the
mix, and Howard Snyder's (1996) ecological rendering of the church

completes the model of the dynamic church-in-mission. Examples are cited
from the field study of six GenX churches: McLean Bible Church in McLean,
Virginia; University Baptist Church in Waco, Texas; The Next Level Church
in Denver, Colorado; Kensington Community Church in Detroit, Michigan;

Calvary Church Newport Mesa in Costa Mesa, California; and Mars Hill
Fellowship in Seattle, Washington.
A Tale of Two Churches
There once was a church (Church A) located in a medium-sized city of
the American South, the heart of the Bible Belt. A thriving and growing
church, Church A effectively drew its members from the surrounding middle
class, white neighborhoods. As the congregation grew in faith, they grew
together in a tight bond of fellowship. Church Ns programs, and the

like to live in it. We internalize the debate. A healthy participation in the
Christian tradition prepares us for external dialogue with others.
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professional ministers who administered them, met the needs of Church A's
people. Mission for Church A was always a foreign enterprise. They were
willing to listen to a furloughing missionary's report, viewing the obligatory
slide shows with detached interest. Many Church A members even gave
money to support missionary causes. But, mission seemed so distant, so
unrelated to the central life of Church A.
There was another church (Church B) in the same medium-sized city
of the American South. In contrast to Church ~ s growth, Church B operated
in a survivalist mode. Over the years the demographics of the neighborhoods
surrounding Church B had changed. The original members of Church B had
moved from these neighborhoods, which were now populated by many lowincome, ethnic families. Though Church B's members had abandoned the old
neighborhood, they still laid claim to the church.
However, the church was an anomaly. It was a middle-class white
island in a sea of poor black and brown faces. Church B had no effective
outreach to the people who lived in the vicinity of the church. The church did
sport a foreign missions program. But, the foreign missions program was
carried out in spite of the obvious needs in Church B's own community. The
congregation felt the "pagans over there" needed Jesus, failing to see how
they could be Jesus to the people in the shadow of the church's walls.
The plot twist of the above tale is that these two churches are actually
the same church. I know, because I spent the first 25 years of my life in this
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church witnessing its inability to change to meet the shifting context. What
this story illustrates in a specific circumstance is true for the church at large,
particularly in the West. The church has continued to operate as if the
mission frontier exists only on "non-Christian" continents, such as Asia and
Africa, while local ministry is geared to the churched, or at least the churchinfluenced.
The result is a double irrelevance. First, the Western church is
irrelevant and potentially dangerous when it views mission as only a foreign
enterprise executed by religious professionals. This fosters ignorance,
paternalism, and imperialism. Second, the Western church is irrelevant
when it fails to recognize its changing local context, a context heavily
influenced by secularism, ethnic diversity, and generational differences. The
understanding that mission is both "here" and "over there" presents a
challenge to the traditional perception of the church.
The point is that the Western church is blinded by a paradigm of
church and mission constructed to meet the needs of Christendom and the
institutional church. The Western church must adapt to a new contextual
reality by embracing a model of church that will nourish and empower people
for worship, fellowship, and witness. In other words, the Western church
needs a domestic missiology that speaks to the role and purpose of the church
as it negotiates the labyrinth between the gospel and culture (Hunsberger
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and Van Gelder 1996). This kind of understanding is needed for the church
to reach Generation X.
The Apostolic and Christendom Paradigms of Church and Mission
In The Once and Future Church Loren Mead (1991) concisely
delineates the challenges facing the church today. Mead suggests that an
understanding of the circumstances of the early church is helpful for today's
church.
Lamin Sanneh indicates that, in the formation of the early Christian
communities, the gospel believers were forced to break out of the
Hebrew/Aramaic Jewish world and break into the GreeklLatin Hellenistic
world. In this simultaneous process of relating to and distinguishing from
the cultural milieu of the first century, a model or paradigm of church began
to emerge (1989:9-48).
Mead calls this initial paradigm of the church the Apostolic Paradigm.
The church community formed around common values. Their distinctiveness
was enhanced by their beliefs centering on the person of Jesus, by rituals
involving teaching, preaching, fellowship, and the Eucharist celebration, and
by attitudes of selfless love and grateful joy (1991:9-13).
The locus of mission was the local congregation who was surrounded
by a hostile environment. The early apostolic church had a sense of being
sent to engage its environment. Though the world outside the Christian
community often was antagonistic and even persecuting, "the quality of their
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church life" fueled a vital witness (Green 1994). "The congregation came to
see that its front door was the frontier into mission" (Mead 1991:12).
Structures and roles developed to support this kind of mission.
The conversion of the Emperor Constantine in 312 A.D. marked the
start of another paradigm, the Christendom Paradigm. The church now
became identified with the empire, an established entity of the state.
Mission shifted from the front door of the church to the empire's frontier
boundary. Religious responsibility and citizenship became synonymous. The
common Christian no longer had a role in the witness and mission of the
church. That was reserved for religious professionals. Though the Roman
Empire no longer exists, the Christendom Paradigm has lingered for 1500
years (Mead 1991:13-22).
The Crumbling of Christendom
Christendom has been with us for a long time, but the strength of the
paradigm began eroding 500 years ago. The Christendom Paradigm has
suffered through a process of secularization. Peter Berger defines
secularization as "the process by which sectors of society and culture are
removed from the domination of religious institutions and symbols"
(1967:107). This secularization process not only affects institutions, such as
the separation of church and state; but it also affects all of cultural life, so
that religion no longer is a centerpiece of the arts, literature, or philosophy.
"This means that the modern West has produced an increasing number of
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individuals who look upon the world and their own lives without the benefit
of religious interpretations (1967:107-108).
Hunter (1992:26-29) identifies six "watershed events" that precipitated
Christianity's retreat in the West and gave rise to the "modern project" (Van
Gelder 1996:58-59). First, the Renaissance challenged the church's
worldview with the introduction of new ideas and other options for
understanding the nature of truth. Second, the Reformation divided the
church and forced it to deal primarily with internal matters.3 Third, the rise
of nationalism continued the divisiveness and encouraged war between
"Christian" nations. 4 Fourth, the rise of science and the scientific method
presented another challenge to the church as many found new ways to
determine fact and truth. 5 Fifth, the Enlightenment, with its unabashed

Also, Berger indicates that Protestantism, because it removed many of the
mediations between the natural and the supernatural, narrowed the channel
of God's grace. It was easily severed, causing humanity to rely on itself.
Thus, "Protestantism served as a historical decisive prelude to secularization,
whatever may have been the importance of the other factors" (1967:113).
4 David Bosch indicates that nationalism permeated Christian mission at the
time as it gave Western nations the idea that they were specifically chosen by
God to spread His word (1991:298). Nationalism also shifted people's
loyalties away from God. "It was only after the revolution in the Western
worldview precipitated by the Renaissance and the Enlightenment that the
emphasis moved from God or king to the consciousness of the people." Now,
"the people' became the "ultimate source of authority' (1991:299).
S Both Berger (1969) and Diogenes Allen (1989) observe that science's first
blow to Christianity came in the form of Copernicus' and Galilea's challenge
to the cosmology of the Middle Ages. Even so, this threat was somewhat mild
when compared to the eighteenth century French philosophes harsh critique
of religion (Allen 1989:28) and the human sciences' view of religion as a
human product (Berger 1969:38-39). These influences drove a decisive wedge
between religion and science.
3
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confidence in human good and inevitable progress, produced an alternative
ideology to traditional Christianity.6 Finally, urbanization exacerbated
secularization by breaking down agrarian and parish models of life. 7
Martin Marty (1969) describes secularization as a schism. Christian
history has experienced several schisms: the first century Jewish-Christian
division, the East-West Christian separation in 1054, and the ProtestantCatholic split of the sixteenth century Reformation. In Marty's scheme the
Renaissance and Enlightenment are the initial stages of a "final kind of
schism, in which Christianity and the culture which it had largely informed
went separate ways" (1969:12). In America this "modern schism" of the
nineteenth century took the form of "controlled secularity." American
religious groups progressed, "but religious forces accepted a division of labor;
they were boxed in" (1969:98). Thus, Americans lived, worked, and played
simultaneously in two contrasting worlds: a "secular public culture" and a
"private churchly culture" (1969:101).

Allen notes four pillars of the Enlightenment: (1) the belief that God is
superfluous, (2) the belief that reason can form the basis for morality and
society, (3) the belief that progress is inevitable, and (4) the belief that
knowledge is inherently good (1989:3-5).
7 In "Secularization and the City: Christian Witness in Secular Urban
Cultures" from Roger Greenway's Discipling the City, Craig Van Gelder
(1992) illustrates how secularization began as a "muscle period" with labor
intensification, shifted to a "machine period" of industrial metropolinization,
and is now entering a "mind period" of informational globalization. This
"modern project" of secularization, urbanization, and industrialization has
led to a breakdown of traditional ways of life, and its affects are now
worldwide.
6
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Secularization took on a new face as the "modern project" began to
deteriorate at the beginning of this century. Thinkers in various disciplines
began to recognize the futility of constructing a rational whole from the
essentials of life based on Enlightenment thinking (Van Gelder 1996a:59-63).
So, many now see Western culture as postmodern because the intellectual
basis of the Enlightenment, which has shaped thought since the eighteenth
century, is viewed as a spent force. The Enlightenment did not live up to its
own rational billing. Recent developments in philosophy and cosmology
actually point to the existence of God. Human beings are not as good and
rational as once thought. They are capable of and, indeed, participate in evil
activities. Religions appear alike on the surface but actually contradict each
other at their cores. A moral consensus, apparently, cannot be developed
based on reason alone. Science and education did not bring inevitable
progress. Problems like crime, war, and poverty remain (Hunter 1992a:3738; Allen 1989:1-6). Hunter notes that this crumbling of "intellectual
foundations" has left "Western humanity without a consensus worldview"
(1996:22).
The Pathological Response of the Church
Typically, the Western church has been ineffective in responding to
movements of secularization and postmodernization. Leonard Sweet writes,
"The church has been at the wrong end of things for too much of its history"
(1994:209). The turbulent period following the Reformation is an example.
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Catholics and Protestants feverishly were defining the nature of the church.
David Bosch notes that Catholics leaned toward institutional descriptions,
and Protestants consistently spoke of doctrinal standards (1991:248).
In all these instances the church was defined in terms of what happens
inside its four walls, not in terms of its calling to the world.
The
Reformation had come to its conclusion with the establishment of state
churches, and of systems of pure doctrine and conventionalized
Christian conduct. The church of pure doctrine was, however, a
church without mission, and its theology more scholastic than
apostolic. (Bosch 1991:249)
So, we discover that though the Reformation reshaped the doctrine and
geography of the church, both Protestants and Catholics proved reactionary
by hanging on to a Christendom understanding. This has led many to say,
along with Ogden, that "the Reformation never fully delivered on its promise"
(1990:11).
In another historical example Craig Van Gelder (1996a:63-65)

describes the story of the American church in three phases of
disestablishment and pluralism. 8 The first phase occurred with the
institution of separation of church and state in the American Constitution.

This resulted in a pluralism of Protestant denominations sharing "a vision of
creating a Christian society" (1996a:64). The second phase took place in the

8 Martin Marty (1969:109-11) indicates that the disestablishment of the
American church led to the development of adaptive forms of Christianity
that continue today as normative: denominations, modern missionary
movement, Sunday Schools, benevolent societies, and revivalism. Marty
comments, "Reformers and prophets in the later church could try to revise or
replace the forms; the meaning-system on which they were based was
assaulted in the secular, ecumenical, dialogical age. No matter: they live on"
(1969:110).
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transition from the nineteenth to twentieth centuries. Increased
immigration and the growth of cities led to a break-up of the Protestant
establishment and sharing of societal responsibility with Catholics and Jews.
Finally, in the 1960s and 1970s the "Christian culture" collapsed with the
mainline denominations moving to the sideline and with evangelical
churches shrinking from the secularized culture. This "restructuring of
American religion" between the (mostly) liberal mainline and the (mostly)
conservative evangelical world has resulted in an institutional maintenance
fixation. "The question for USAmerica's 350,000 congregations is whether
they will be found in the frontlines of mission and new paradigm ministries,
or whether they hide out in the back of the rearguard, fighting the perils of
the right or the pitfalls of the left" (Sweet 1994:19).9
These, and other, examples have led Hunter to speak of the church's
"pathological pattern" in responding to the dramatic shifts of the last 500
years--"l'esponses that undermined the Church's credibility and distanced the
people from her witness" (1992:29). We are now in the midst of another shift,
a shift into a postmodern world that offers opportunities and pitfalls. When
we encounter such a fissure on the landscape of time, there are, according to
Sweet (1994:12-13), some typical responses. We can deny that change is
happening, such as when old mainline churches assume their traditional role

Peter Berger sees the American example as a prototypical case of the
connection between secularization and pluralism. "Secularization brings
about a demonopolization of religious traditions and thus, ipso facto, leads to
a pluralistic situation" (1967:134).
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when, in fact, they have been sidelined. Perhaps, we can preach to the forces
of change asking them to leave us alone--a futile exercise. Others may want
to "hunker-in-the-bunker," living out a remnant lifestyle in a Christian
subculture that makes a difference to no one on the outside. Some, fatefully,
try to "ride the falling rocks," replacing timeless values with trendy fads.
Sweet suggests that the best choice is the Issachar alternative. The
tribe of Issachar, according to Scripture, "understood the times and knew
what Israel should do" (1 Chronicles 12:32). The church needs "leaders who
would be a people, like the sons and daughters of Issachar, who know the
times and know what to do" (1994: 13). Today, our times present the church
with a new apostolic era. What will it do?
A New Apostolic Era
Relics of the Christendom Paradigm exist in the way we continue to
"do" church, but they are no longer effective. Mead suggests we are in the
early stages of a new paradigm, a paradigm similar to the Apostolic
Paradigm, which features the apostolic urgency of mission at the church's
front door (see Figure 1). As Mead pictures it, the rediscovered mission
frontier for the contemporary church in the West features a mission field that
exists in the local congregation's sphere of influence. While the immediate
environment of the early apostolic church was antagonistic, the postmodern
world of mission according to Mead's model is ambiguous--sometimes hostile,
sometimes supportive, always ambivalent (1991:22). So, we must leave our
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precious Christendom understandings and forms behind, reinventing and
rebuilding what it means to be church and to be in mission (Mead 1991:2229).

The Rediscovered
Mission
Frontier
~...- -....~

"The World"
An Ambiguous
Environment

Ministry
of
.....- -... - Some Hostility
the Laity • Some Indifference

*---... - Some Supportiveness

Figure 1. The Rediscovered Mission Frontier (after Mead 1991:26)

Mead does an excellent job in recognizing the new mission frontier.
His diagram on the rediscovered mission frontier becomes the foundation of a
new model of church seeking to reposition itself in a changing context (Van
Gelder 1996a:66-68).

Twentieth Century Breakthrough
Though the church often has dragged its heels by refusing to change to
meet the missional reality at its doorstep, David Bosch (1991:368-389) has
observed a shift in the perception of church and mission in recent years. The
significant world missionary conferences of the twentieth century have
influenced Protestants, both ecumenical and evangelical. Catholics, too, have
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seen an evolution in the concept of church and mission culminating in the
Second Vatican Council. The resulting shift in ecclesiology has encouraged
the Western church to break out of its Christendom isolation, to recognize
the missional reality in the local parish as well as the world, and to bring
renewal to the body of Christ.
Several aspects highlight Bosch's development of church and mission.
First is the emphasis on the missionary nature of the church. Mission no
longer is a "fringe" activity of special groups and people in the church.
Mission is the very essence of what the church is about. The church is sent
into the world by a missionary God. Moreover, the local church is "the
primary agent of mission" both "in its own environment and further afield"
(1991:380-381).
A second emphasis according to Bosch is a new relationship between
the church and the world. Rather than setting church and world in direct
conflict, Bosch shows how many now see the two more in solidarity. Bosch
suggests a coexistence that sees mission as "church-with-others." Therefore,
the church truly can be salt, light, and a servant to the world. "Just as one
could not speak of the church without speaking of its mission, it was
impossible to think of the church without thinking, in the same breath, of the

world to which it is sent" (1991:377).
Bosch submits, third, that in the new paradigm a tension exists
between two views of the church. One sees the church owning the exclusive
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realm of salvation. The other views the church as a sign of God's interaction
with the world. Bosch suggest.s that the two views need not be mutually
exclusive. Rather, he advances a perception of the church with a dual focus
held in "creative tension." The church's gathering together in worship and
prayer snstai.'1S itcl involvement in the world (1991:3Rl-389).
Bosch's study proves helpful by reeapturing the missionary urgency of
the church. Add this to Mead's image of the redis(:overed mission frontie:;:,
and a model of church for a new paradigm begins to emerge (see Figw'e 2).
One may, therefore, perceive church as an ellipse with two foci. In and
around the first it acknowledges and enjoys the source of its life; this is
where worship and prayer are emphasized. From and through the
second focus the church engages and challenges the world. This is a
forth-going and self-spending focus, where service, mission and
evangeJism. are stressed. (Bosch 1991:385)
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Figure 2. The Church in Creative Tension (after Bosch 1991:381-389)

Bosch demonstrates the need for a reconception of church with a
missionary emphasis. His call to hold competing views of the church in
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creative tension is useful. However, it was not his intention to develop a
complete model of church and mission. To take the next step, the work of
Howard Snyder is considered.
Snyder's Ecological Model of the Church
Rediscovering the mission frontier at the church's front door is a
crucial step in repositioning churches to reach unchurched Xers. However,
even when churches see the need to reach out missionally, they often cannot
see past the traditional way they have always done things. They need new
models. Howard Snyder began calling the church to a renewed vision of
mission and ministry in the 1970s, when many in Generation X were in
grade school, in diapers, or only in their parents' imaginations. His call for
new wineskins to meet today's realities gave pause to many Christian
leaders. Snyder helps to conceptualize what kind of church can reach the
mission field of Generation X.
Snyder (1996) develops an interesting model of the church in Radical
Renewal: The Problem of Wineskins Today. 10 He presents the church as
organism, in contrast to institution, and offers a picture of church life that is
ecologically balanced (see Figure 3).11 Central in his model is the purpose of

The model originally appeared in Snyder's (1983) Liberating the Church.
It is important to note the interdependency and fluidity of Snyder's
ecological model of the church. He strives to present "an experience of
church that is biblical and cross-culturally relevant (1996:117). His emphasis
is on the church as a "living organism." Therefore, it only makes sense to
speak of a church's ecology. "The church's life may be viewed ecologically as
a dynamic interplay of many parts. Like every organism, its health depends
10

II
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the church, to glorify God. From this starting point three essential functions
of the church emerge, worship, community, and witness. 12 The interaction of
these functions provides the church with balance and vitality. By praising
God and witnessing about what God has done ill the context of shared lives,
the church helps the reign of God break into the world (1996:117·124). As
the authors of Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in
North America put it, the missional vocation of the church is to represent the
reign of God in its culture (Guder 1998:77·109).

Figure 3. Snyder's Ecology ofthe Church Model (after Snyder 1996:125)

on the proper balance and functioning of the parts. Understanding the
ecology of the church means discerning the key elements and how they relate
to each other" (1996:117). So, Snyder's model represents a "synthesis of the
New Testament teachings on the ecology of the church" (1996:118). He
writes, "I emphasize that this is a model. That is, it is not a complete
description of the church's life, nor is it the only valid way to view the local
church. It is a fairly comprehensive model, however, and it is consistent
with Scripture and particularly apt for church life in today's world" (1996:118
emphasis added).
12 One finds Snyder's worship, community, and witness to be similar to
Newbigin's (1989:144, 148) call for the gospel to be embodied in culture and
centered in the biblical story through the believing community's worshipping,
teaching, ~nd apostolic life.
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Snyder expands the model by exploring three components for each
function. Worship involves celebration, instruction, and repentance. The
community comes together in celebration of who God is and what he has
done. "Worship liberates the church for the Kingdom" (1996:126). The
church is a people of the Book who are instructed through the creative use of
Scripture in worship. Repentance is the church's faithful response to the
Word (1996:127-129).
Community features discipline, sanctification, and spiritual gifts. The
church becomes a community of disciples as believers encourage and sharpen
one another through sharing life. Sanctification, then, becomes a real
possibility as the Holy Spirit works in persons and the community. Spiritual
gifts are the base of the church's ministry providing "much of the dynamism
of the church's witness and worship, as well as building community" (Snyder
1996: 133-134).
Evangelism, service, and justice constitute the church's witness.
Evangelism is the sharing of the gospel, the good news of Jesus Christ. It
should never be slighted or distorted. Service speaks to the way the church
models Christ, who came to the world as a servant. The church through
prophetic witness echoes justice in an unjust world. "The church is prophetic
when by its worship, community and witness it points toward and manifests
the new age of the Kingdom" (Snyder 1996:135).
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A Dynamic Model of the Church-in-Mission
What are the implications and issues when Snyder's ecological model
of the church is added to Mead's and Bosch's models (see Figure 4)?

The Rediscovered
Mission
Frontier

"The World"
An Ambiguous
Environment

• Some Hostility
• Some Indifference
~K-_--I~

• Some Supportiveness

Figure 4. The Dynamic Church-in-Mission (after Mead 1991; Snyder 1996)

1. Mead's innocuous "parish-congregation" and Bosch's church in

"creative tension" become a full-bodied church. The central fUIlctions of
worship, community, and witness interact in such a way not only to give
glory to God but also to penetrate the cultural context in which the church
exists. The new mission act described by Mead no longer exists as an
isolated ministry of the church. Snyder's church ecology shows how worship
and community empower the church's witness. Moreover, it indicates how
witness provides a leaven for the church as it intersects with the world.
2. Snyder's ecological church model is given a context. The
combination of the ecological church model with Mead's model of the new
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mission frontier reveals that the church is never isolated from the world's
conditions. Indeed, the boundary is permeable, suggesting an intentional
influence on the prevailing culture. Further, the permeable boundary
implies that the world exerts an influence on the church also. Ideally, this is
a positive effect which allows the church to be culturally relevant in its
ministries. The church, then, becomes an indigenous expression of authentic
Christian community within a given culture.
3. The creative tension of the church is revealed. The church is both
separate from the world and sent into the world. Keeping in mind Bosch's
work, this is a reminder of a new relationship between the church and the
world that began to be understood in the twentieth century. Church and
world are seen more in solidarity rather than in hostility. Bosch delineates
six implications of this view: (A) The church is not the only goal of mission.
(B) The church is a sign of the kingdom, not the kingdom itself. (C) There is

a convergence in evangelizing people and proclaiming God's reign. (D) The
church is a "community of the Holy Spirit." (F) The church that is not
involved in the world is heretical. (G) The church bears the good news as a
privilege (1991:377-378). Creatively, the church is both a theological and
sociological construct. It glorifies God and reaches out to people in "an
inseparable union of the divine and dusty" (1991:389). So, we see that
retreating into a Christian ghetto is not the answer. Embracing the society
so tightly that no differentiation can be made between the reigning culture
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and Christianity is fruitless. The only adequate answer lies in being fully
participative in the world but resting firmly in the Christian tradition. It is
so preposterously easy, and so maddeningly difficult, as being in the world
but not of it (John 17:14,16).
4. The mission act of the church is more clearly defined. Overlaying
Snyder's ecological model of the church onto Mead's new miesion frontier
brings into sharper focus how the church can carry out the new mission act
in the rediscovered mission frontier at its front door. In the model of the
church-in-mission, the mission act carried out by the people flows from the
church's witness through evangelism, service, and justice. Snyder writes,
"From an ecological view, then, evangelism, service and justice combine and
interact to constitute the church's witness in the world. And this witness is
nourished and authenticated (or else starved and betrayed) by the quality of
the church's worship and community life" (1996:135). The renewal of the
church and the rediscovery of mission, then, become a truly dynamic force as
the inner life of the church and its witness to the world energize each other.
5. The church is identified as the locus of mission. Our dynamic
church-in-mission model represents a kingdom-oriented ecclesiology. The
center of the model, the glory of God, is no cliche. It speaks to the reign of
God breaking into this world (Snyder 1996: 11 7-124). Van Gelder notes that
"the missiological challenge is to develop an identity for the church that looks
first to God and his kingdom and second to the world and its present
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condition" (1996b:46-47). When this is done well and the church exudes a
missionary character, then the church becomes what David Watson
(1996: 185) calls "the hermeneutical locus of evangelism." Watson expounds:
This position concurs with Newbigin's designation of the congregation
as the hermeneutic of the gospel for the culture in which it lives and
serves: as a community of praise and thanksgiving, a community of
truth, a community for the world and of the world, a community of
responsibility for God's new order, and a community of eschatological
hope. (1996: 185)13

Dynamic GenX Churches
With this dynamic model of the church-in-mission before us, we now
take a look at how some churches that effectively reach Xers are living out
this model. The mission statements, vision statements, core values, and/or
ministry philosophies of these churches reveal congregations that recognize

and engage the secular, postmodern mission field that is their American
context. Significantly, their worship, community, and witness dimensions
function ecologically, empowering their people to creatively tell the gospel
story to Generation X and the world. In other words, they do church
differently than Christendom-encased traditional churches.
Being Real--University Baptist Church
Dotting the map of the United States are rising churches that are
repositioning themselves in the rediscovered missional context of Generation

Watson is referring to Newbigin's (1989) call for the church to recapture its
missionary character in The Gospel in a Pluralist Society. Also, see
Hunsberger's (1996a:14-16) discussion of Newbigin on this topic.
13
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X that is the current reality of American culture. They are actively engaging
the mission field at their front door. One church has sprouted up in the most
unlikely of places. Waco, Texas hugs the Brazos River in central Texas
between DallaslFt. Worth and Austin on Interstate 35. Prominent on the
religious, historical, sociological, and economic landscape is the existence of
Baylor University. The Southern Baptists have operated Baylor as an
institution of higher learning here for over a century. Could there possibly
be a need for a dynamic church-in-mission next to this major Baptist
institution in a Texas town located in the heart of the Bible Belt? The
answer is yes, and University Baptist Church (UBC), pastored by Chris Seay,
proves it daily.
Chris Seay began UBC three and half years ago in response to his
lovelhate relationship with church. A third-generation pastor's kid, Seay
wanted to move beyond merely "playing church" and wanted to make church
"what it's supposed to be." As in the dynamic church-in-mission model, UBC
seeks to be an agent of God's kingdom in their multi-ethnic neighborhood,
among Xers (mostly affiliated with Baylor), and throughout the city of Waco.
The vision of UBC is to "be real before God and one another and to find
a chance to plug into the ministry opportunities at UBC and all over Waco:'
They accomplish this with an intentional, yet casual, worship, community,
and witnessing life. Worship takes place on Sunday mornings in their
auditorium featuring bare light bulbs, exposed brick wails, a section of
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"pews" made from old couches, and a candle-lit ambiance. Seay describes
their worship:
The services consist of worship and the Word. We generally kick off
the service with a contemplative song that draws your focus to God.
We leave a lot of time here for individual prayer. Typically, we sing
worship songs for 35 minutes or so. Then I bring the Word. That's
followed by a decision time, while Dave [the worship pastor] plunks
away at the guitar and I guide people in prayer and a time of
commitment.
Many of the services feature communion (about every other week). This
central role of the sacrament differs from typical Southern Baptist worship.
UBC emphasizes communal participation in the body of Christ. The
language and metaphors used in spoken and written communication
intentionally speak of connectedness. This connectedness is worked out
primarily through a network of small groups. UBC offers recreational groups
(mountain biking, rollerblading, golf) and friends groups (women's stuff,
men's stuff, dating stuff, philosophy, theology). The staff sees its role to
affirm the community that already exists among the church members.
In addition to worship and community, UBC stresses the missional
aspect of church. Where is the mission field in Waco? UBC engages two
distinct mission fields. One consists of unchurched Baylor University
students. Despite being a major Southern Baptist institution, only 2,400 out
of 13,000 of Baylor's students are churched. Seay notes that college
ministries of traditional churches in Waco have dwindled considerably in
recent years. "At UBC we realize we are dealing with a post-Christian
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generation," says Seay. A second mission field exists in the neighborhood
surrounding the church. UBC's neighbors are low-income Black and
Hispanic families, many of whom are unchurched. While other churches
have abandoned this part of Waco, UBC has located here in a former grocery
store with the intent to make connections in the local community.
Becoming Church--The Next Level Church
The Next Level (TNL) Church of Denver, Colorado seeks to be a
church that is doing something to reach the unchurched mission field at its
front door. TNL began as a college ministry of Applewood Baptist Church in
1993. Trevor Bron, the pastor, felt God's leading to launch a church. This
became a reality in 1997. Over 800 people now attend its Tuesday night
services. A recent market analysis of the church shows that TNL Church is
reaching significant numbers of unchurched Xers. Many in this
congregation, average age 25, report little or no church background.
TNL Church is able to compete with social venues, such as night clubs,
concerts, and coffee houses, because it lives out its mission: "Using the Bible
as our guide, we desire to be a generation who is used by God to expand His
family, expound on the Truth, explain clearly the Christian life, and exit fully
devoted followers of Christ." TNL Church recognizes that many unchurched,
non-Christian people, espec.'ially Xers, populate Denver. They have broken
out of the institutional choke-hold of the traditional church and have
positioned themselves on the cutting edge of this field in order "to reach our
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generation and the generations to follow." So, TNL Church has changed
itselffrom a quality college ministry to a well-rounded church through the
effective implementation of their core values: relationship, teaching, worship,
and ministry.
Lighting Capitol Hill--Frontline Ministries
Lon Solomon, senior pastor of McLean Bible Church in the
Washington D.C. area, had a vision to move his church out of its insular
mindset. He wanted his church to do something about the new paradigmatic
possibilities that existed in the mission opportunities that surrounded the
church. He quickly became aware that the church needed specific action to
reach unchurched Xers. The way McLean Bible Church traditionally did
church would not cut it. So, Solomon hired Ken Baugh to take over the
singles ministry and turn it into a ministry that reaches an entire
generation.
Today, Frontline Ministries of McLean Bible Church operates as a
church-within-a-church. Frontline seems to be fulfilling their vision "to
reach unchurched young adults for Christ and develop authentic
relationships within biblically functioning communities within the
Washington D.C. metro area." In his booklet, Generation X Sub-Cultures,
Baugh expounds on the mission frontier that is Generation X.
Certainly, if Christ were walking the earth today, He would be
concerned about all the lost, but I can't help but wonder if the people
He would be most passionate about reaching would not be the Young
Adults of Generation X. They are our future and they matter to God.
May God help the body of Christ to implement effective ministry
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strategies for reaching them with the Gospel. We cannot expect them
to come to us, and cannot expect them to embrace our traditions.
Therefore, we must go into their world, to contextualize the Gospel
within their cultures and to speak their language. Generation X is a
mission field right in our own backyard. (1996:6, emphasis added)
The witness of Frontline is enhanced by dynamic worship and
community ministries. Over 1,200 people, most under 35, pack the two
Frontline services every Sunday night. In addition, Frontline has a goal to
involve all its members in some type of small group. Frontline values
building communities that develop healthy relationships with God, with
others, and with the world. Thus, every ministry within the church and
every outreach beyond the church is conducted with a commitment to
teamwork.
Laboring Together··PRIMEtime
Kensington Community Church (KCC) hired Kerry O'Bryant to help
launch its first church plant in the Detroit metro area. The plan was to start
a GenX service under the umbrella of KCC that would eventually become a
daughter church, the first toward a goal of 40. Thus, PRIMEtime was born.
PRIMEtime distinctly targets Generation X. Worship services at
PRIMEtime feature an alternative·flavored band, drama, and video clips.
The music leads the worshipers into an experience with God. The message
hits hard on aspects of Christian discipleship. Growing out of this worship
experience is a community of small groups for women, men, and couples.
O'Bryant believes these small groups are "essential" for connecting people
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with PRIMEtime. The worship and community aspects of PRIMEtime
empower its outreach ministry, People Movers. PRIMEtime's People Movers
lives out Snyder's service, justice, and evangelism by plugging people into
local community service opportunities with a particular emphasis on inner
city Detroit ethnic and racial tensions. These ministries help PRIMEtime
fulfill its mission to be "young men and women laboring together to receive

an intense love for Jesus Christ that is contagious to each other and the
world."
Saying ''Yes'' to GoduCalvary Church Newport Mesa
Tim Celek began Calvary Church Newport Mesa (CCNM) in Costa
Mesa, California almost a decade ago. He wanted the church to reach nonChristians. So, the church borrowed many of the strategies and techniques
of Willow Creek. Through the years they have refined their approach to
reach the many unchurched Xers in their community. Celek discovered that
many unchurched Xers cannot be assimilated into existing churches. They
come to church without a "box" and refuse to conform to the prescribed box of
traditional churches.
CCNM engages its mission frontier of unchurched Xers through a
process of belonging, becoming, and believing. Their mission statement
describes the process well: "We want to help people who are saying 'No!' to
God say, 'Yes!' to God in each and every stage and facet of their lives, in
essence moving people in process toward full followership of Jesus Christ."
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The church facilitates an encounter with God in worship services that speak
Xer's language through music, drama, and message. They encourage an
experience of the Christian life in the development of relationships in small
groups. The church invites people into an adventure with the gospel through
service and mission opportunities. Celek relates that in this process
unchurched and unbelieving Xers begin to believe in God and his reign for
themselves and for the world.
Knowing God, Each Other, and the World--Mars Hill Fellowship
For pastor Mark Driscoll and Mars Hill Fellowship of Seattle,
Washington the mission frontier for their church is more epistemological
than generational. Existing as they do in the heart of the University District
near the University of Washington, they experience intensely the postmodern
milieu of diverse worldviews. Their core philosophy--"to know God the
Father, God the Son, God the Spirit and to make him known to new
generations" --guides Mars Hill into a search for "meaning, beauty, truth, and
community."

As a result, Mars Hill uses a variety of arts, expression, and creativity
in order to penetrate the prevailing secular, postmodern society with the

gospel. Their worship services are an eclectic array of musical styles
(alternative, rock, reggae) and liturgical influences (Catholic, Celtic,
Orthodox) combined with biblical messages from Driscoll. They encourage
community through small groups and through church-owned houses where
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single men and single women live in community. They make a bold witness
in their context through raves, concerts, and a coffee house, penetrating the
University District with a radical, thought-provoking gospel.
Summary
This overview of the mission and ministries of these six GenX
churches reveals six superb examples of the dynamic church-in-mission
model presented earlier in this chapter. These churches are not hindered by
the crumbling of Christendom. The reality of a secular, postmodern
American society does not force these churches into a siege mentality.
Within each of their specific contexts, these churches have recognized the
burgeoning mission field at their front door (Mead 1991). The innate creative
tension of the church, its separateness and its sentness (Bosch 1991),
motivates these churches to empower its people to engage the culture with
the distinctiveness of the gospel. With uniqueness and artistic flair these
churches demonstrate vital worship, community, and witness in order to
represent the reign of God to Generation X (Snyder 1996; Guder 1998).
Truly, these churches are answering Newbigin's (1989) call to live out a
"plausibility structure" by embodying the gospel within the culture.
The next three chapters will explore in more detail the three functions
of church--worship, community, witness--as they relate to Generation X.
Chapter 6 begins the discussion on worship.

CHAPTER 6

The Xer Style Worship Encounter

The dim house lights and the colored staged lights effuse an ambiance
much like a concert. The audience comes into the auditorium in pairs and
small groups, rarely alone. Their conversations add to the excited buzz of
anticipation that permeates the atmosphere. They are here to participate in
an event.
The event is one of the regular Sunday night services of Frontline at
McLean Bible Church. The two services bring in about 1,200 GenX souls for
worship. The services begin with a song led by a band featuring keyboards,
rhythm guitar, lead guitar, bass, drums, and singers--a typical rock band setup. The crowd stands to sing. Following the opening Ken Baugh, the
minister, gives a greeting and introduces the announcement video. Another
song helps people transition their focus to God. The Scripture is not read but
is presented in a video translation that is highly graphic and professionally
done. The Scripture video is followed by a five or six song worship set. The
sermon is delivered in a conversational tone, like friends sharing ideas over
coffee at Starbucks. The band performs a song that ties into the night's
message.
In another place on Sunday evening, on the West coast three hours
later, Mars Hill Fellowship of Seattle prepares for its service. About 300
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people crowd into a small rented church in a quiet neighborhood that also
serves as the church parking lot. The atmosphere contrasts with the
Frontline experience. Where Frontline felt like a concert, Mars Hill offers a
more contemplative impression. Many candles are placed in the altar area of
the sanctuary, providing light for the dark room. While many people greet
each other with hugs and smiles, others choose to sit quietly in their pews.
To anyone over 50 the music might sound the same as at Frontline, but it's
different. The style could be called eclectic alternative. A fuzzy, early-70slike guitar serves as a counterpoint to the acoustic guitar, bass, and drums.
The band sometimes features a DJ who scratches records and does sample
loops to give the music an edgy, urban groove. This menagerie accompanies
a worship leader leading congregational songs that are, surprising to some,
worshipful and prayerful. The sermon lasts about 30 to 45 minutes and
typically is a didactic Bible study. Communion is celebrated every other
week.
Frontline and Mars Hill are both reaching Xers and meeting their
needs, but their worship services are not similar. On one end of a
continuum, Frontline presents a pop concert atmosphere. On the other end,
Mars Hill features a liturgical, evangelical mix with a decidedly 90s
alternative feel. This chapter attempts to identify the common elements
found in GenX worship services. First, Xers want worship that is real. They
do not want "church-lite." Second, worshipping with Xers demands
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relevancy. Xers are culture-savvy and expect the church to be also. Third,
Xer desire whole worship--worship they can see, hear, feel, smell, think, and
experience. This section of the chapter suggests that there is even more that
GenX churches can do to meet this need.
Real Worship
What does it mean to be real in worship? For Xers reality means
moving past legalisms and image and arriving at the essence. The makers of
the beverage, Sprite, provide an example. A couple of years ago Sprite began
an advertising campaign targeting Xers. It featured Xers doing extreme
activities and ended with the slogan, "Image is nothing; thirst is everything."
The ad campaign got to the point. Drink Sprite, not because a celebrity told
you to or because we have cool commercials, but because you are thirsty.
Sprite's campaign was successful and substantially enlarged their market
share in the competitive soft drink industry. For worship to be real to Xers,
it must get to the point in order to show God for who God really is.
A Real Church Experience
There is no formula that universally works for starting a worship
service that appeals to Xers (Morgenthaler 1995:208). I have talked to
numerous people over the last few years who have wanted advice about
reaching Xers. Most come with assumptions and plans and want a
confirmation or blessing from me that they are doing the right thing.
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In one phone conversation I spoke to a person who was heading an
effort to start an Xer service at a church in a college town. This person told
me, "We have a band, a drama team, and a place to meet. Can you think of
anything we've missed?" "Yes," I wanted to say, "How about a vision and a
passion for reaching lost Xers and introducing them to their Creator and
Savior?" Too many people operate from a "Field of Dreams" model--if you
build it they will come. Unfortunately, too many have failed because Xers

will not necessarily come if you build it.
In a subsequent conversation with another person (a Boomer)
beginning an Xer ministry, I decided to try to get to the real issue. After she
shared her plans for an Xer service, I told the person, "What Xers really want
is an experience of God." Apparently, I said something wrong to this

propositionally-focused Boomer. The Boomer replied, "Well, what they really
need is to be grounded in the Word. They need a good Bible study."
Obviously, the Boomer and I were talking past each other. While the Boomer
focused on truths to be accepted and believed, I was proposing that Xers want
a real worship experience in which they can encounter the living God.
Based on experience, interviews, and study of GenX churches, the
evidence suggests that Xers want a real worship experience. When
unchurched Xers finally cross the threshold into a church service, they expect
just that--a church service. George Hunter identifies the difference between
Xers and Boomers in what they expect from church.
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Some folks, including many Baby Boomers, want a service tailored to
them, and they need to process the possibility as anonymous
spectators-oat least for a while.
Some people, including many Baby
Busters, need to "try it on," or experience it before they can commit,
and they say, "Don't sugarcoat it or slant it for us. We want to hear
what you tell the Christians." (1996:73)
Seeker Services: History and Types
Hunter's comments occur within a discussion on seeker services. His
analysis is helpful here to help negotiate the way through the land mines of
seeker services. The issue of seeker services is debated among people of
various Christian traditions. Some see and experience the benefit of making
their worship services a comfortable, safe, and meaningful time for the preChristian seeker who knows little about church. Others view seeker services
as a devolution away from sacred traditions and believe seeker services are
doing pre-Christians a disfavor by serving up something less than a complete
Christian service. The issue is important for churches wanting to reach Xers
because, as the previous chapter indicated, most Xers are unchurched.
When, or if, Xers do come to church, will they understand what is going on?
Hunter (1996) notes that historic Christianity has several examples in
which church traditions were translated to make them more accessible to
more people. He describes the work of Martin Luther who pioneered
Protestant worship in the vernacular of the German people (1996:66). Also,
John and Charles Wesley are noted for taking the gospel to the common,
unchurched people of their day through field preaching and singable hymns
(1996:66).
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In the last 150 years American churches have effectively employed
seeker services; only "they were called 'Gospel Services,' or 'Evangelistic
Services,' or simply the 'Sunday Evening Service'" (Hunter 1996:69). People
commonly understood that the Sunday evening service existed for the benefit
of unchurched family members, neighbors, and friends. Church members
could safely invite their unchurched acquaintances to the "informal and
'user-friendly'" evening services. However, as society changed the Sunday
evening service became ineffective. Unchurched people did not know that
Sunday evening was when they were supposed to go to church. More and
more they came on Sunday mornings--with real church members!
Innovative church leaders recognized this phenomena. Since the
1970s, these innovators, according to Hunter (1996:71-72), have employed
three productive ways to make their church services accessible and
understandable to seekers. First, there is the" seeker friendly" service. In
some ways the seeker friendly service is like a traditional service. There are
hymnbooks, organ, and traditional symbols. However, it is done in such a
way to put seekers at ease. It is like entertaining guests in your home. You
do not expect them to know where the bathroom is; you show them. In a
seeker friendly service, seekers are treated as guests, but not singled out,
and guided through the worship service to make their trip easier.
A second productive way to reach the unchurched is through the "high
participation seeker service" (Hunter 1996:71-72). The pastor is dressed
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casually. Instead of a choir and organ, there is a band and singing ensemble.
The recently-written music matches the style the congregation hears on the
radio. It is celebratory and participatory. Non-religious language is
purposely used for all written and spoken communication.
A third way is the "high performance seeker service" (Hunter 1996:72).
The most prominent example of this type of service is Willow Creek
Community Church. Willow Creek believes a church cannot effectively
minister to seekers and believers at the same time (Olsson 1993:175). Willow
Creek holds high performance seeker services on the weekends. A believer
service meets during the week. At the weekend seeker service there is little
congregation participation, usually only one song at the beginning. They use
upbeat, contemporary music, drama, and topic-oriented messages in a tightly
produced service that appeals to their mostly Boomer crowd.
Seeker Services and Xers
This discussion about the history and types of seeker services begs the
question: What kind of services appeal to Xers? Initially, we can eliminate
the high performance seeker service. For many Xers this type of service feels
too much like manipulation. Recall what Chris, an unchurched Xer from
Chapter 4, said: "I dislike church because it seems too commercialized. It's
all just a song and dance. They seem to have lost the true meaning." Other
Xers, like Chris, resented it when they felt they were the target of a
marketing campaign by the church. This is no real condemnation on Willow
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Creek. They know their audience and effectively are contextualizing the
gospel to reach unchurched, pre-Christian people. However, the way they
are doing it does not connect with Xers.l
The seeker friendly service and the high participation seeker service
seem to fit better with the Xer mentality. These services offer an opportunity
for Xers to experience what worship is. AB seen in the example of Frontline
that opened this chapter, the service allows Xers, seekers and believers, to
participate in the worship event in language and forms they understand.
The Encounter Service
However, none of these seeker service labels adequately describe what
Xers desire or what effective GenX churches are doing. The best descriptive
phrase for a worship service that appeals to Xers who are searching is an
encounter service. Xers, unchurched and churched alike, want real worship.
They desire, and expect, to encounter several things.
First, they expect to encounter Christian hospitality. Most Xers would
not express it that way, but almost all would agree that Christian churches
are, or should be, places of acceptance. As the description of the Locked-Out
in Chapter 4 explains, very few unchurched Xers feel locked-out of church

1 Two of the churches I studied do borrow from Willow Creek's model-Frontline and Calvary Church. Both use the two-tiered system with a
weekend service more seeker-oriented and a week night believers service.
The weekend service, though, meets many of the needs for believers. Tim
Celek of Calvary Church explains, "We are like Willow Creek, but we've
made it us. We engage [Xers] by using more of their culture; we're more
secular. And, we're more raw and rowdy."
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participation. At the same time, there is the perception that many churches
are intolerant of people who are different. Still, the unchurched Xers
interviewed for this project expected to be accepted if they did go to church.
They expected hospitality. Dynamic GenX churches make hospitality a
priority. For example, Calvary Church features a hospitality tent that serves
beverages. Visitors to dynamic GenX churches do not have to wonder what
to do or where to go next. Each one I visited provided helpful printed and
verbal information. Effective GenX churches expect that they will have a
number of unchurched guests at their services, and they make the experience
pleasant by offering unconditional acceptance and Christian hospitality.
Second, Xers want to encounter community. Chapter 7 provides a
more detailed discussion of the importance of community for Xers. Here, the
emphasis is that worship becomes real for Xers when they connect with other
seekers and believers (Morgenthaler 1995:208). Xers are searching for the
family many never had. Intuitively, or in their distant memory, they seem to
recall that church is a place where people can encounter community. Most
first time visitors to the key GenX churches come because of a friend's
invitation. They go to church expecting to find other friends and to encounter
fellowship in a spiritual context.
Third, Xers expect to encounter real people in real worship. In other
words, they expect to see genuine people who have a lot of life figured out but
who do not have it all together (see Morgenthaler 1995: 199-201). On the part
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of the leadership, this calls for vulnerability. Ministers to Xers, particularly,
need to be willing to show when they mess up. Xers have grown tired of
seeing prominent Christian ministers involved in scandals. Xers recognize
the fallacy of putting Christian leaders on a pedestal. Encountering real
people in real worship means removing the pedestal. The effective GenX
minister transparently opens up one's life and says, "Listen, I may know
more about Christianity than you, but I have trouble living up to what I
know. I may be a bit further down the road on the journey toward God, but I
still make mistakes. Join me on the journey. It can be bumpy, but it's worth
the ride!"
There are two more things that Xers expect to encounter in worship.
They merit their own headings.
Relevant Worship
The Xer encounter service must be culturally relevant. Hunter
(1996:55-80) makes an excellent case for cultural relevancy in Church for the
UnchUrched. 2 First Hunter notes that in order to reach secular, unchurched,
postmodern people, like Xers, a church must be willing to be culturally
flexible. It is cultural inflexibility that keeps most people out of the church.
When "non-Christians experience the Church as a distinct subculture with

While I discuss the issue of cultural relevancy and indigenization here, the
reader will undoubtedly see that it involves more than just worship.
Worship, though, is the most visible and most controversial area for applying
this missiological concept.

2
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its own values, customs, norms, habits, language, music, aesthetics, and so
on, and they think that you have to think, dress, and act 'that way'

before

you become a Christian," then "they suspect that the Church's agenda is to
change other people culturally" (1996:60).
Second, Hunter (1996:60-61) provides a historical perspective. The
church has had controversy over cultural issues since its origin. The account
of the Jerusalem Council in Acts 15 is a fascinating case. The early church
was essentially a Jewish sect. A question quickly arose concerning Gentile
converts. Did they have to follow Jewish law? After much deliberation the
Council decided that Gentiles did not have to become Jewish in order to be
Christian. This ability to adapt to other cultures provides Christianity its
dynamic universal appeal (see Sanneh 1989). Still, every culture and every
era is tempted to revert back to being "Judaizers." We assume our way of
being Christian is the Way.

As we near the end of the twentieth century, Hunter indicates, third,
that the church continues to erect a culture barrier. Hunter describes the
situation colorfully.
Let's ask ourselves some painfully specific questions. How open are
we to people who drink, or smoke? How open are we to "hard living"
people with addictions and soap opera values? How open are we to
young men who ride motorcycles, who wear jeans, long hair, left
earrings, and leather jackets with the words "Life Sucks?" How open
are we, really, to illiterate people, to homeless people, to people with
AIDS? How open are we to people with dirt under their fingernails, or
unshined shoes, with bad breath and body odor, who might belch or
break wind or split an infinitive in the church building? (1996:63)
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Fourth, Hunter registers two key theological insights regarding the
culture barrier. First, Christianity has particular truth claims and a view of
the world that reflect God's revelation to the world. Second, the forms we use
to communicate and live out God's Truth are negotiable. As Ken Baugh of
Frontline says it, "Our values don't change, but our methods for
implementing them do." Hunter sums up the argument: "A faithful strategy
calls 'us' to adapt to 'their' culture and does not require them to 'become
kosher' and adopt our culture" (1996:66).
In the field of missiology, churches that operate on the Acts 15 model,
using their own cultural forms to express the universal truth of the gospel,
are called indigenous. William Smalley defines an indigenous church as "a
group of believers who live out their life, including their socialized Christian
activity, in the patterns of the local society, and for whom any-transformation
of that society comes out of their felt needs under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit and Scripture" (1978:150). A. R. Tippett (1973) affirms Smalley's
statement by saying an indigenous church is one that operates in their own
pattern of life. An indigenous church considers the Lord as their own,
worships in cultural patterns, meets the needs of their context, and
participates as a community (1973:158).
Xers are, as all generations are, a unique and unrepeatable generation.
They possess certain general attributes that give them a distinct peer
character. Their "searches" indicate needs and questions that older and
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younger generations may not have. The gospel needs to be indigenized from
generation to generation, not only culture to culture. For worship to be
relevant to Xers, it needs to make sense to their culture. Though Xer culture
is somewhat diverse, there are general themes and conceptual frameworks
that most find relevant. Following are two themes and the artistic
framework that are prevalent in dynamic GenX churches.
God Cares About You
Believing in God, or in a supreme being, is not difficult for Xers. Xers,
like most Americans, are significantly religious. Barna (1994) reports that
about 9 out of 10 believe in God. The key for the Christian witness is that an
Xer's definition of God is not a traditional Christian definition. An Xer's
search for God could involve dabbling in any number of religions.
Newsweek's issue on "The Search for the Sacred: America's Quest for
Spiritual Meaning" shows that spiritual adventures in a variety of religions
are widespread (1994:53).
Though Xers are searching for spiritual significance, it does not seem

to make a difference in their lives. Though they feast at the postmodern
salad bar of spiritual delights, many Xers fail to connect their spiritual life
with their everyday life (Mahedy and Bernardi 1994:58). Though the
"slacker" image is largely a myth expounded by older generations, there is an
apathetic attitude that runs through much ofXer life. When faced with
trouble, conflict, or the need to change, many Xers respond by saying,
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"Whatever." Relevant Xer worship must move Xers past the "whatever." At
Frontline sermons have two distinct parts. The first part provides the
biblical foundation; God's story is told. Before moving to the second section
on how God's story should be applied to life, the congregation, led by the
speaker, shouts, "Whatever!" Frontline ritually moves Xers past the
whatever to help Xers experience God's love.
Xers need to know that God cares for them. They respond to a loving
heavenly Father who reaches out unconditionally. Luke 15 is an excellent
passage to spotlight that God cares. The lost sheep, the lost coin, and the lost
son are all so valuable that they "warrant either an all out search or an
anguished vigil" (Hybels 1990:125). When the sheep, the coin, and the son
are "found," there is rejoicing. The theme, God cares for you, is necessary for
Xers who otherwise might muddle through life without realizing their
ultimate value to their Creator.
Reconciliation
Xers, like all peoples of the world, need to be reconciled to God. The
theme of reconciliation will also have implications for other current issues.
Xers represent the most diverse generation in American history, with about
25 to 30 percent ofXers being non-white (Howe and Strauss 1993:10; Barna
1994:13). Accustomed to diversity in society, Xers tend to have less patience
with lingering racial and gender inequalities, especially in churches.
Churches and Christian messengers who want to gain a hearing with Xers
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will show that reconciliation with God has a positive impact toward
reconciliation between races, genders, and generations.
Along this line most Xers are turned off by what they perceive as
homophobic churches. Whether or not one believes that homosexuals are a
legitimate minority group that should get preferential treatment, Xers
rightly expect that the church is a place where homosexuals should be
accepted and where reconciliation can begin. GenX churches seem to be able
practice "loving the sinner but hating the sin" better than traditional
churches. Mars Hill Fellowship is a notable example. Among their regular
attenders are homosexuals who are joining the journey toward righteousness.
They are not there yet, but they have a community supporting their journey.
In worship Xers also need to hear the theme of reconciliation as it

applies to their families. As noted earlier, Xers' record of family cohesiveness
is poor. Without sufficient family relationships, many Xers have turned to

alternative relationships to fill the void. Indeed, GenX churches are
providing a healthy and spiritual context for these alternative relationships

to blossom. Still, many Xers carry the pain of divisive and dysfunctional
family histories. That is why the leadership of Frontline says a major portion
of their time is committed to "reparenting" their Xer congregation. For Xers

to mature in their Christian faith, they must experience reconciliation with
parents, siblings, and other family members.
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Music and the Arts
John Stott notes that "each new generation of Christians has to
recover and restate the Gospel

to proclaim it in a way that resonates with

the prevailing culture" (1995:54). Stott is pointing out the need to make the
conceptual framework of worship culturally relevant. To make this happen
requires a focus on music and the arts (see Tapia 1994).
The Christian church, especially the evangelical, has tended to remove
itself from the dominant culture. This has been devastating to the
development of the arts in the life of the church. A vocation in the arts is
accepted only if it is done "for the Lord." The result is that many of the best
artists take their work elsewhere. During the twentieth century a distinct
Christian subculture has developed with own musicians, its own writers, and
its own artists. Media specialist and writer, Bob Briner, asks, "Where are all
the Christians" (1993:53)? He observes that Christians sit on the sidelines
"keeping score" on the "poor values" of the arts and entertainment world
while producing little of any quality themselves. Xers have no understanding
and no patience for a church that does not meaningfully engage the culture.
As Beaudoin (1998) asserts, popular culture is the arena ofXers' spiritual

quest. The search is for a conceptual vehicle that provides a spiritual
connection and an emotional experience of God rather than just theological
content. A revitalization of the arts in the church that expresses doubts,
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fears, hopes, and aspirations of Xers is needed for the conceptual framework
to be contextualized (Tapia 1994:21).
Music is the prominent expression of art and culture in a worship
service. Music is significant to Xers, perhaps more than previous
generations. As one Xer stated, "Music for us is our lifeblood; I'd rather buy
music than eat" (Tapia 1994:22). For one not familiar with the current state
of the musical world, one may wonder what kind of music is Xer music. The
simple answer is that there is no one kind ofXer music. The last ten years
have seen an explosion of styles that makes it hard to categorize musical
tastes.
What kind of music, then, should a church use that is trying to appeal
to Xers? A good beginning is to identify what one will not hear at dynamic

GenX churches. There will not be a worship service in which an organ is the
primary or dominant instrument. There will be no choirs, and, certainly, no
choir robes. Hardly ever will the congregation be asked to pick up a hymnal
and turn to page 93.
What one will hear are bands. These bands have the ability to playa
wide range of music. Some are more keyboard-heavy, tending toward a poprock style. Others have a more alternative/grunge feel with greater emphasis
on guitars. One will hear well-rehearsed, tight riffs that literally shake one's
bones (Morgenthaler 1995:185-188). The congregation will sing both
Christian and secular songs. All the songs, however, point the participants
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to God's truth. Significantly, one also will hear original music. Dynamic
GenX churches are empowering their musicians to create new music that
reflects their culture's worship of the true God. Three of the churches,
Frontline, University Baptist, and Mars Hill, have produced worship albums
featuring their original worship music.
Here is a sample by Frontline worship leader, Kevin Day:
Far beyond these words is a thankful heart
Far beyond these eyes are a glimpse of You
Far beyond this voice is a song of praise
Far beyond these words
Far beyond these words. (1997)
Many churches have struggled, and are struggling, over the
controversy of "contemporary worship" (Hunter 1996:73-77). Perhaps
worship, Xer style, would be considered "contemporary worship," but it is
more than merely singing praise choruses from an overhead accompanied by
a guitar. Praise choruses and Scripture songs, even if they really "rock," are
not necessarily satisfying to Xers. As Kevin Day's example reveals, the
search is for a conceptual vehicle that provides a spiritual connection and an
emotional experience of God rather than just theological contento-it's "far
beyond these words."
Dynamic GenX churches also are pushing the envelope in other areas
of the arts. Mars Hill Fellowship is an example. One of Mars Hill's stated
values is beauty: "God is beautiful and His creation reflects His beauty. God
created man and woman in His image and likeness to also create works of
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beauty. For this reason, Mars Hill values the arts, expression, and
creativity." Mars Hill encourages its people to be co-creators with the
Creator in producing works of art that reveal God's glory. Mars Hill's
attempts to break out of the evangelical Christian subculture and participate
in the art community of Seattle's University District is making an impact on
its own people and on the local artisans. Mars Hill is experiencing a freedom
in the arts because they understand God's role in art. "God is the source of
art since His creation is the essence of all art. God was the first Creator and
provided the elements necessary for art: light, color, shapes, natural objects,
diversity, creativity, space, unity, and beauty" (Driscoll 1998). Xers are
excited to worship a God that blesses their culture and empowers them to
participate in His work through their culture.
Dynamic GenX churches also incorporate drama and other
entertainment arts into their worship when appropriate. Calvary Church
regularly features drama as a part of their services to better communicate
the theme of the service. Other GenX church leaders expressed ambivalent
attitudes concerning drama in worship. If they had a very good script that
was well-rehearsed and it fit the worship theme, then they would use drama.
Otherwise, drama for drama's sake did not appeal to Xers across the board.
The use of video, likewise, is not an absolute necessity for Xer style worship.
Several of the GenX churches did use video, and used it well. They made
announcements on video; they experienced Scripture on video; they
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illustrated sermons using video; they played excerpts from "Seinfeld" and
"The Mission."
The important thing to remember is that there is no formula for Xer
worship. Drama plus video plus rock music does not automatically equal a
relevant worship experience for Xers (Morgenthaler 1995: 174-175, 208-209).
Xers expect the church to engage their culture with integrity, not
manipulating it to gain a market share.
'Whole Worship
Xers expect and desire to encounter whole worship in church. As
Hunter has said, Xers need a chance to try real Christianity on for size. The
innate postmodern spirituality of Xers is not turned-off by religious things.
When they visit a Christian church, they expect to experience Christian
worship.
Celebration, Instruction, Repentance
Whole worship refers to what Howard Snyder describes as "the central
activity of the church, its very life blood" (1996:121). The components of
whole worship in an ecologically sound church body are celebration,
instruction, and repentance.
That Christian worship includes celebration may be news to many
Xers, whose perceptions of church have been clouded by traditional churches.
Celebrating God's worth moves past theological constructions and praises
God for His action in our lives and in the world, freeing, cleansing, and
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strengthening us (Snyder 1996: 126). Celebration uses the material world of
culture (see above) to takes worshipers beyond the material world to
celebrate "the truth about God, our lives, and where history is going"
(1996:126-127).
People encounter celebratory worship at GenX churches. The desire
on the worship leaders' parts is to take the Xer crowd to a place where
celebration is possible. "The world may be screwing around with you. You
may not have much to be happy about. But, there is a God who cares, who is
worthy of our celebration." Once again, the emphasis is on facilitating a
connection between the Xer experience and an experience of God. Dan
Rebeiz, lead guitarist for the Frontline band, expresses the sentiment well in
an original praise song.
And if tonight I didn't need You
That's because I lived a lie
But You were here and now it's clear
I never should have made it through the year
Lord let me in
I wanna fly like the wind
I will never part from You. (Rebeiz 1997)
Whole worship is centered in experiencing God.' s Word. Snyder writes,
The church is the community of the Word as much as it is the
community of the Spirit. It is the environment where we learn from
God. Not only do we speak to God in worship; even more importantly,
we listen to God speaking to us. We worship in the Spirit as we
receive the Word. This is a basic part of worship. God has revealed
himself through his Word. We can be his faithful people only as we
hear, understand and obey it. (1996: 127)
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The previous section on relevant worship indicated the creative ways
that dynamic GenX churches express and interpret God's word. What may
be surprising to some is the emphasis on the spoken word through sermons
at these churches. Some sermons last as long as 45 minutes (the average is
probably 30 minutes). Market research will tell you that Xers will not sit
that long to hear a sermon. What keeps them in their seats? Preachers at
GenX churches are skilled communicators who know how to engage their Xer
congregation. They use popular references from movies, television, and
music that make sense to Xers. The speakers are authentic. They tell the
truth straight out, like Xers want to hear it (Tapia 1994:20). Also, they share
their personal struggles in living according to God's Word. In other words,
they share their stories and told how God's story intersected and changed the
story line (see Ford 1995:218-239). Some of the churches carryon the
encounter with God's Word throughout the week. For example, Mars Hill
holds conversational communities during the week where the sermon topic is
discussed in what they call a Hebraic midrash style.
Finally, whole worship of a worthy God calls for a repentant response
on the part of the people. Snyder notes that "worship is closely linked with
God's Kingdom and justice in the ecology of the church, and therefore with
repentance. At several points in its history, Israel truly heard God's Word,
repented and was renewed. It could then truly celebrate the Lord's goodness"
(1996: 129).
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Xers will respond to a call to repentance, albeit slower than we may
wish. 3 Indeed, Xers appreciate the integrity of a church that calls for
repentance corporately and individually. Xers acutely have experienced the
dehumanization of society's institutions; they have witnessed religious and
political scandals; they know too well the depravity that people are capable of
perpetrating. These are reasons why University Baptist Church desires to
"be real with God and with each other." Pastor Chris Seay says that "we
have to continually flesh this out in the hard times of social injustices and in
the personally difficult times. We try to be intentional about spiritual life,
calling each other to repentance and counsel."
Symbol and Ceremony
The reference to whole worship includes, too, the appropriate use of
symbol and ceremony with Xers. A bit of background may help the reader
understand this assertion.
Discovering the Role of Ritual. In my years working in youth ministry,
I noticed two phenomena among Xer youth. First, I observed that youth trips
provided a time to build community within the group, and they were times
when the youth were more open to spiritual things. This occurred on both
"spiritual" retreats and on "fun" trips to an amusement park, for example.
Second, I detected a willingness to participate in ritualistic worship. My
youth participated in the Harvest of Hope, a project in which the participants

3

Chapter 8 includes a section on the conversion process of Xers.
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gleaned fields of leftover crops for service agencies and learned about the
plight of the poor in the world during a week-long work retreat. Each
morning and evening the program called for prescribed worship that included
long Scripture readings, unfamiliar songs, and litanies. On the last evening
together the week of worship and work concluded with a footwashing and
communion service. To my amazement the youth loved it! Yes, they still
enjoyed the spontaneity and casualness of our youth worship service at home,
but they also appreciated the symbols and ceremonies of the worship they
experienced at Harvest of Hope.
When I began formal study of applying missiology to reaching and
retaining Generation X in Christian community, I unearthed more nuances
concerning this issue of symbol and ceremony in worship. Specifically, in a
class on cross-cultural discipleship taught by Dr. Mathias Zahniser at the E.
Stanley Jones School of World Mission and Evangelism at Asbury Theological
Seminary, I discovered four things. First, I learned the importance of
ritualistic behavior. Most societies in the world today and throughout history
are held together by the glue of ritual behaviors. Rituals provide meaning
and identity. Second, I realized, not for the first time but in a new way, that
American teenagers lack a specific, common, and identifiable rite of passage
into adulthood. When does one become an adult--when one gets a driver's
license, goes to college, turns 18, turns 21, graduates from college, gets a real
job, gets married, becomes a parent? The hoops one must pass through are
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plentiful and tend to be constrictive. Third, I recognized that the church's
ministry, including my efforts in youth ministry, added to the problem
because our attempts at worship and discipleship are shaped by an
Enlightenment paradigm that emphasizes rational thought. The aesthetics
of symbol and ceremony are considered secondary, particularly in the
Protestant, evangelical experience. Fourth, I began to surmise that Xers,
who were open to other experiences beyond the rational and who seemed
uniquely to suffer through the prolonged American adolescent experiment
and some of whom I knew enjoyed ritual worship as youth, would benefit
from the appropriate use of symbol and ceremony in Christian worship and
spiritual formation.
How do these ideas fit with cutting edge ministry to Xers? After all, do
we not have to strip away the clutter of the traditional church in order to
effectively communicate the gospel in an understandable form to unchurched,
pre-Christian Xers? Well, yes we do. But, that does not mean that ritualized
behavior has no place in ministry to Xers. Indeed, symbols and ceremonies
contextualized to Xer culture should have great impact.
Using Symbols with Xers. Zahniser (1997) published his rationale for
the use of rituals in Christian mission in Symbol and Ceremony: Making
Disciple across Cultures. Zahniser's primary audiences are those Westerners
and those trained by Westerners who are involved in cross-cultural discipling
in non-Western cultures. However, he notes that those who are discipling
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secular Westerners will profit from an understanding of symbol and
ceremony. Zahniser, borrowing from Bruce Bradshaw, calls most Westerners
who believe in God "modern theists" (1997:9-10). Modern theists practice the
means of grace of Christianity, but they compartmentalize their lives,
separating the religious and the secular. They acknowledge the ultimacy of
God but have trouble seeing how God interacts with the intimate, everyday
issues of life.
Xers are not as much modern theists as they are postmodern
polytheists. Xers readily partake of the postmodern religious buffet. Still,
like the modern theists Xers have difficulty transforming their spiritual
intake into spiritual energy that makes an impact on everyday life. In other
words, postmodern polytheistic Xers are paralyzed by the many choices of the
religious buffet. They are more religious than previous generations, but it
does not make a difference in the way they live their lives in a secular,
postmodern world.
Zahniser informs his readers that the effective use of symbols helps to
connect religious feeling and belief with the physical reality of life. That is
because, as Paul Tillich indicates, symbols "point beyond themselves, in the
power of that to which they point" (cited in Zahniser 1997:77). A personal
example emphasizes Tillich's point. While rummaging through the attic one
day, I came across a box of my daughter's baby clothes. In it I found the
dress she wore on her first day home from the hospital. Tears welled up in
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my eyes as I recalled the traumatic and wonderful experience of becoming a
father to my little girl. The power of the dress did not reside in the yellow
and white smooth texture of the cloth, but in the reliving of my daughter's
birth that the dress pointed to. As the dress did for me in the attic that day,
symbols can and should be used in Christian worship and spiritual formation
for "connecting sensory experience with Christian truth" (Zahniser 1997:77).
Xers tire easily of a rational, propositional approach to religion. They
need symbols of all kinds to connect their spiritual yearnings with the reality
of their lives. If the church does not provide it, then they will look elsewhere.
Tom Beaudoin describes a "religious" experience he had viewing "Rent," a
Broadway musical about young adults in their twenties and thirties.
During some songs, people raised their hands in the air as if at an
evangelical revival. They seemed to acknowledge that the drama--the
liturgy--was about us and yet beyond us, giving meaning to our lives,
and life to our fragmented existence. Still, I was astonished to hear a
woman spontaneously utter a quiet "amen" after a song. During most
of the show, like Teresa of Avila (who had levitational experiences
during Communion), I was everywhere but in my seat. I found myself
deeply within the liturgy on stage, inside the ritual. (It was sacred
ritual for my fourth time there, with the script, songs, and movements
all established. The ritual was inflected differently each time, though,
under the influence of something seemingly beyond the cast.) Like
those around me, I heard a religious message in this drama.
(1998:xiii)
Kevin Ford explains that Xer spirituality is transrational but that it is
expressed concretely. "Xers tend to believe in transcendent realities, but
they also like to pour their energies and put their bodies into a 'spiritual
experience' of the here and now" (1995:187). Because Xers need to experience
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their spirituality in a real and personal way, symbols can facilitate Xer
spiritual formation. Beaudoin would agree, since the premise of his book is
that Xers express their religiosity through the "sacramentals (miniature,
personal signs of God and God's grace in the world)" of popular culture
(1998:74).

GenX churches are beginning to understand that symbols can be used
effectively in Xer worship. For example, several of the churches in this study
place more emphasis on the celebration of communion than, say, traditional
evangelical churches. University Baptist Church celebrates communion
frequently. During the Lenten season leading up to Easter, communion is
celebrated every week. This is far more than the typical Southern Baptist
church. The emphasis on the sacrament of communion is highlighted in the
sanctuary by the "Last Supper" mural that covers the balcony wall. Rather
than receive communion while seated, the UBC congregation comes forward,
alone or in small groups of friends, to receive the elements. The physical
symbols of the bread and the juice or wine "come alive" for Xers as these
symbols connect heart and life to what they believe about Jesus.
Are the connections really there? They are as seen in the evidence at
The Next Level Church. TNL celebrates communion once a quarter. In this
service communion is the central focus. It is the only time TNL uses drama.
The pastor, Trevor Bron, described his Xer congregation's response to
communion. He said, "We have more people receive Christ at this service
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than at any other time." The connection between the physical elements of
communion and its spiritual significance were instrumental in eliciting a
faith response in the Xer congregation at TNL. When Xers physically receive
Christ in the elements of communion, they are more willing to receive Christ
into their whole lives. 4
These illustrations call for two comments. First, these communion
celebrations are contextualized for Xers. For instance, the UBC sanctuary
does not look like a traditional church. The sheet rock has been stripped off,
exposing the rough looking bricks. The unpainted wooden stage is covered by
several throw rugs. To the immediate left and right of the front stage are
collections of old couches that many of the congregation lounge on during the
service. There are no light fixtures, only bare lights hanging from the
unadorned ceiling by a single black cord. The music, while worshipful,
sounds like it came straight off a Dave Matthews Band CD. The total effect
is one of unpretentious, yet serious, spirituality. Chris Seay says they try to

achieve an "MTV Unplugged" feel. "[Xers] would rather have someone sit
down in front of them with a guitar and talk to them about who they are, and

4 I am not referring here to the issues of transubstantiation or
consubstantiation or other views of the sacrament. I am writing in regards to
the use of symbol. As Tillich reminds us, the symbols of the bread and juice
or wine as the body and blood of Jesus Christ point to the power of Christ's
death and resurrection. A real connection is made between the spiritual and
the physical. It essentially demands a rejection of or response of faith in
Jesus.
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who God is, and how we can know Him, and worship Him." In this setting
the symbols of communion have a powerful effect on Xers.
Second, with the exception of Mark Driscoll of Mars Hill, who was
raised Roman Catholic, GenX leaders do not always understand the powerful
importance of symbol for Generation X. Like Chris Seay and Trevor Bron,
they are drawn to it and see its positive effects. Still, much more could be
done. The problem is that the churches are influenced by what Zahniser
notes is a Western Protestant bias against ritual (1997:73). To reach Xers in
a holistic and dynamic manner, this must be overcome. Dynamic GenX
churches are beginning this process.
Rites of Passage and Xers. Zahniser expands the issue of the use of
symbol and ceremony beyond the realm of worship. His major concern is
"making disciples across cultures." An important aspect of his discussion in
making disciples is an understanding of rites of passage. The reader will
notice that the delineation of Zahniser's concepts which follow move beyond
the specific domain of the worship service. This, of course, fits with the idea
of whole worship because Xers expect to encounter a vital spirituality that
works outside of the church walls.
Drawing from the work of anthropologists Arnold van Gennep (1960)
and Victor Turner (1977), Zahniser (1997:91-107) describes the importance of
a ceremonial rite of passage for disciple making. The function of a rite of
passage is to move an individual from one status in society to another. The
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individual is not only changed in the sense that one performs within a new
role, but the individual's new role within society is also culturally recognized.
Three phases comprise a rite of passage: (1) separation, (2) liminality, and (3)
reintegration. Separation symbolically and actively removes the participant
from one's old status in society. Liminality is a transitional state in which
the ritual subject possesses none of the clearly defined rights or privileges of
their former or future condition. Reintegration returns the participant back
to society with a new status. Rites of passage common to most societies are
puberty, marriage, and death. Other holidays, commemorations, and
retreats usually incorporate a rites of passage model (Zahniser 1997:92).
Turner observes that people in the liminal state operate within a
statuslessness which allows them to "develop an intense comradeship and
egalitarianism" (1977:95). Turner calls this communitas, a generic human
bond and equality (1977:96). This creative community elicited by a liminal
state, Zahniser notes, is "ripe for bonding' (1997:95). Participants bond to
the community, and "they also bond to the beliefs and values of that
community. This discipling function of the rite-of-passage process--bonding

to meaning--makes rites of passage a powerful tool for discipling' (1997:96).
A common and obvious Christian activity that fits the rites of passage
model is baptism. Baptism takes on an important role in dynamic GenX
churches. These churches recognize the mission opportunities at their front
door. They are engaging the Xer culture and giving the chance for
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unchurched Xers to make a commitment (or a recommitment) to Jesus
Christ. Baptism marks the affirmation of the decision to follow Christ and
marks the initiation into the church body.
The initiates at GenX churches, typically, have been through informal
and formal training in preparation for baptism. Most have become
assimilated into some type of small group or ministry team experience as
part of their conversion process. Usually, the decision to follow Christ and
get baptized leads to a specific class that discusses the meaning of baptism
and church membership. Most baptisms in GenX churches take place in the
main weekly worship service. The experience is shared by the whole body,
and those in the process of making a decision for Christ get to witness what
may soon be their own rite of passage. At the baptism service initiates share
their testimony. One GenX pastor commented, "We want people to be honest.
Tell their histories, even the dirt. And, then, tell how your life has been
changed." One Xer member at Frontline commenting on the baptisms said,
"When people share their faith at their baptism, it is powerful. They tell
stories I can relate to."
Several "bondings" take place at these baptism services. Initiates bond
to their a new church community. They bond to the meaning and the
experience of the new life in Christ they now possess. Often the GenX pastor
invites the person or persons who helped lead the initiates to the Lord to
participate in the baptism service. The baptism service solidifies these more
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personal relationships. Baptism services also provide opportunity for the
church community to "re-bond" to their understanding of what it means to be
Christian in today's world.
Baptism, and the steps leading up to it, gives Xers a clear rite of
passage. They separate from their old lives and enter a new, unfamiliar
world of church. They enter a liminal state of chaos and confusion as they
process their conversion to Christ. Classes and small group relationships
guide seeking Xers to a conscious decision for Christ and the desire to be
baptized. The baptism service marks the climax of the process, reintegrating
the Xers into the church community in their new status as believers. The
GenX churches in this study seem to understand the importance of giving
Xers a definitive rite of passage into their new life with Christ and the
church community.
Retreats are another kind of rite of passage that GenX churches
employ. Zahniser indicates that retreats are similar to pilgrimages and that
they share the structure of a rite ofpassage--the separation of leaving on the
journey, the liminality of the journey itself, and the reintegration of the
return home (1997:139-140). Every church studied in this project was either
just coming off a time of retreat or preparing to go on one. These retreats
were truly communal activities. Volunteers joined together to plan and
execute the event. Kerry O'Bryant of PRIMEtime said that retreats take on
a life of their own. He noticed what I observed as a youth minister. Trips
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and retreats are times when spiritual growth and community building are
enhanced. Zahniser's work shows that retreats and other rites of passage
intensify the communication of Christian truth, values, and behavior.
One new GenX church has made the retreat model the focus of its
church planting and spiritual formation strategy. Real Life Church is a
church plant sponsored by Calvary Church Newport Mesa. The pastor of
Real Life Community Church, Tim Steward, was on staff for several years at
Calvary Church as the couples small group pastor. There he met Ronda
Denman. They teamed together to form Journey: The Experience. Journey
is a hundred day intense discipling experience for teens and their families
consisting of four weekend adventures, spiritual accountability, personal
journaling, and a family service project. The goal is to build the community
of the family through the development of right relationships with God, the
family, and the world.
Steward and Denman adapted Journey to fit an experiential learning
process for Real Life Community Church. Steward's vision is to do church for
a generation that distrusts institutions. He sees the cell church as ideal for
this cause. 5 As a group of people come together to form a cell, they are

Steward has been influenced by Ralph Neighbour. Neighbour (1990)
develops his rationale of the cell church in Where Do We Go from Here? In
the cell church model the basic structure of the church is 15 person (or less)
cells that meet in homes for teaching, worship, evangelism ,and pastoral
care. These cells are fully church. They are the place where people
experience true community. Clusters of cells come together at a
congregational level for equipping. All cells come together at the celebration
for a mass meeting of worship and evangelism. Neighbour identifies three
S
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launched into a four step process built around the core values of Real Life-connecting, knowing, reaching, and serving. The first step, connecting, is
built around a spiritual formation weekend retreat. Teaching at this retreat
centers on reconciliation, acceptance, and loving accountability. The natural
setting of the retreat offers opportunities for physical activities and worship
amidst nature. The Touching Hearts weekend highlights the second step.
The goal is to help people begin to know and experience an authentic love
relationship with God. At both retreats one of the purposes is to get people
out of their comfort zones, maybe by white water rafting or doing a ropes
course. These activities build community and facilitate trust within the cell.
The third step, reaching, involves a 90 day community outreach experience.
A cell has a social or develops some kind of interest group to which they can
invite unchurched friends. Cells learn and practice sharing their stories in
light of God's story. Finally, the primary cell launches a secondary cell, and
the process begins again.
The two retreats are the centerpieces in Real Life's experiential
learning process. The cells separate from the normal flow of everyday life for
a special weekend of worship, teaching, and activity. They are thrown into a
liminal state where communitas is magnified. The people are able to bond to

keys for the success of a cell based church. First, a cell must reproduce once
it has achieved 15 members. Second, cell based churches must be aware to
avoid program based tendencies. Neighbour sees program based churches
(his term for the traditional church) as ineffective. Third, cells must find
ways to relate to the unchurched.
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each other and to the core values of the teaching. The cells reincorporate into
the world through their community experience of reaching out to unchurched
friends and in the launching of a new cell group.
Steward, Denman, and Real Life Community Church have hit on
something significant. They realize that one of the needs of Generation X is
an identifiable purpose for life. The structures of society have let Xers down.
As Steward said, "Institutions like the church have let them down.

Marriages ended in divorce, politicians have lied to their face, pastors have
fallen, and churches have lacked a quality of real life." Xers who are
searching for a viable "place in this world" in the midst of this turmoil need
the bonding to community and the bonding to meaning that a rite of passage
provides. Most GenX churches place special emphasis on baptism and
retreats to meet this need. Real Life Community Church has taken it a step
further and made their experiential learning process into a rite of passage
that will guide an Xer into a new way of living that affects one's whole life.
Whole Worship for Whole Life. This discussion on whole worship lets
us know that Xers do not want or require some saccharin-laced "church-lite"
experience for worship to be meaningful to them. They crave the celebration,
instruction, and repentance of whole worship. They appreciate the effective
use of symbol and ceremony in whole worship. The key is to remember that
whole worship occurs in light of relevant worship. The celebration,
instruction, repentance, symbol, and ceremony of whole worship must be
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contextualized for Generation X to have meaning for Xers. Xers deeply desire
for religion to permeate their postmodern existence. Relevant whole worship

will quench that desire.
Summary
What is worship, Xer style? It is worship that is real. It is real in the
sense that Xers do not want a water-downed version of church. Xers
approach religions phenomenologically. They experience them as if they
were true on their own terms. When unchurched Xers walk into a Christian
worship service, they want to see what Christians do. They need a worship
service that is an encounter service. Xers expect to encounter an acceptance
in Christian churches that is best expressed through Christian hospitality.
Xers also expect to encounter the fellowship of a community at church. The
people that form the community should be transparent, willing to share their
struggles as well as their victories.
Xers want to encounter relevant worship. If worship is to be
meaningful to people, it must respond to the questions that the culture is
asking. Xers need to hear that God cares for them in a personal way. They
are bombarded by competing messages on a daily basis. Faced with multiple
decisions, many Xers say, "Whatever." God's message, when it is presented
relevantly, moves Xers beyond the apathetic whatever. Another key theme is
reconciliation. Many Xers are scarred and need their relationships with God
and other people restored. Finally, relevant worship with Xers includes a
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positive view of music and the arts. Culturally relevant music and art have
the capacity to express Christianity in more than propositional terms, which
relates to the postmodern minds of Xers.
Xers want to encounter whole worship. They want to experience
worship that praises and extols God, that engages God's Word, and that calls
for a response. They also desire whole worship that effectively employs
symbol and ceremony. The discussion of Zahniser's (1997) treatise on crosscultural discipleship has applications for ministry and evangelism with Xers.
Xers need help to connect religious feeling and belief with the physical reality
of life. Dynamic GenX churches incorporate communion and baptism into
their normal worship services because these "concrete" activities help Xers
connect to the "spiritual" side of life. Whole worship can move beyond the
church walls when rites of passage models of ministry, particularly retreats,
are utilized with Xers. The example of Real Life Community Church's use of
retreat in church planting and spiritual formation pushes Xers to encounter
a vital spirituality that moves beyond the church walls. Churches that
seriously want to influence Xers to the core of their worldview will continue
to explore the use of symbol and ceremony with Xers.

CHAPTER 7
Coming Together, Growing Together, Leading Together

Dimitri grew up in the shadow of the Rocky Mountains, but the dark
shadow of his life was more imposing. The shadow came early in the form of
a father who exercised control through mental and physical abuse. Dimitri
could never do anything successfully in his father's eyes. The lack of
acceptance caused Dimitri to leave home.
The shadow followed Dimitri. Life away from home, though he was
away from the immediate abuse of his father, was no better. He ended up
homeless, living on the street. Trying to find a way out of the downward
spiral, Dimitri joined the Marines. He hoped that he could find acceptance in
the disciplined community of the military. Dimitri, however, continued to
make wrong choices. He was kicked out of the Marines due to drug
problems. At this point, according to Dimitri's own confession, he turned into
a thug. He worked in organized crime, collecting money on gambling debts.
Dimitri ached for the acceptance and love he never received in his own
family. His military and gang excursions left him empty. He felt his life
slipping away. He questioned his identity and his reason for existing.
Dimitri was no longer covered by a shadow. He had become a shadow.
Dimitri represents, perhaps a bit dramatically, many in Generation X
who are searching for family. This chapter explores the idea that the Xer
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search for family can be found in the community function of the church as
depicted in the dynamic church-in-mission model presented in Chapter 5.
First, issues of family instability will show Generation X's great need and
desire for community--a need many lack the skills to meet. Also, the push
and pull of postmodern communitarianism and fragmentation will highlight
a societal movement toward community-based living. A second section of this
chapter will offer a theological foundation for community to a generation
crying out for authentic relationships based on Jimmy Long's (1997),
Generating Hope: A Strategy for Reaching the Postmodern Generation.
Following this presentation, third, examples of community life from GenX
churches will give a practical dimension to the discussion. Additionally, this
chapter will take up the discussion of leadership with, among, and by Xers.
Leadership issues fit well in the discussion concerning community and
relationship because of the Xer bent toward a team approach and the need for
effective mentorship with Xers.
The Xer Search for Community in a Postmodern Era
The search for family propels many young adults of Generation X into
relationships with peers, looking for the authenticity they never received in
childhood. Xers explore the contours of relationships, because in a very real
sense they have never been known. Resulting from a history of broken and
blended families, Xers, as a generation, have never had the stability and the
time to develop positive familial sensibilities (Celek and Zander 1996:54-55;
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Hahn and Verhaagen 1996:120-121). Xers' relationships alternately have
been forced upon them and severed, usually without their opinion mattering.
Therefore, it is not surprising to find many Xers with feelings of isolation and
aloneness (Mahedy and Bernardi 1994).
Besides family disruptions, many Xers have felt the isolation of being a
latch-key kid. Even if an Xer's family was intact, it was likely that they came
home from school with nobody home. Not only were they separated from
their parents on these afternoons, for safety reasons many were not allowed
to go outside and play with their friends. The house became their fort, their
protection, their isolation chamber.
In a recent publication, A Tribe Apart, Patricia Hersch (1998) unveils
the hidden world of adolescence. The book is remarkable as Hersch tracks
the lives of eight teens for three years, gaining the trust of and unfettered
access to her subjects. 1 Her efforts reveal that the key theme in the Xer
adolescent world is aloneness.
All adolescents are ultimately alone in their search for identity
whether at the top of a mountain or in a crowded room, flopped on
their bed listening to music alone or strolling in the mall in a pack. It
cannot be forgotten that the self-conscious journey inevitably also
occurs in a context. Today's teens have grown up in the midst of
enormous social changes that have shaped, reshaped, distorted, and
sometimes decimated the basic parameters for healthy development.
They have grown up with parents who are still seeking answers about
what it means to be an adult man or woman. They have lived in
families that seldom coincide with the old ideal, and in a culture where
the traditional wisdom of how to raise children has been replaced by a
kind of daily improvisation as parents try to fit child rearing into their
I Hersch did her research from 1992 to 1995, making the teens she tracked
trailing edge Xers.
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busy lives. At a time when adolescents need to emulate role models,
the adults around them are moving targets. Nobody seems to know
what is "normal" anymore. (Hersch 1998: 18)
Hersch states succinctly how parents and adults of previous generations
have failed Xers in their adolescence. "The piecemeal attempts to mend,
motivate, or rescue them obscure the larger reality: We don't know them"
(1998:14).
Adult Xers, to a large degree, still are unknown. Hence, the "X"
designation. But they have a deep desire to be known. This drives many
Xers to highly value their community of friends. Youth Ministry Professor,
Gary Zustiak (1996:50-51, 168) shares an illustration of this dynamic.

Stephanie, a 28 year old young woman who suffered emotionally and
physically because of a volatile family situation, invited Professor Zustiak to
a dinner with her friends. Stephanie introduced Zustiak to each of her
dinner guests. Then, she proudly swept her hand around the group and said,

"This is my family." Stephanie's rejection by her biological family drove her
to her friends in order to satisfy her longing to be known intimately by
others. Xers, like Stephanie, seem to have a "relational vision," as Mike
Starkey 1997:32) calls it, that points Xers beyond the isolation and
individualism of our society.
Though Xers search diligently for family, community, and
relationships, their childhood experiences render many incapable of
developing the authentic relationships they truly desire. The Xer relational
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pattern, then, looks this way: (1) Xers are not known, so (2) Xers want to be
known, but (3) Xers do not know how to be known.
In the midst of Xers' generational yearning for authentic community,
there has been a larger shift toward communal enterprises through the
influence of postmodernism. In Generating Hope: A Strategy for Reaching
the Postmodern Generation, Jimmy Long (1997:12-13) describes these
simultaneous forces with a hurricane metaphor. Generation X's movement
toward community is like the feeder-band wind patterns of a hurricane that
spawn the tornadoes and destructive high winds near the eye of the storm.
The postmodern shift toward community is like the steering currents that
direct the storm's path. As the first purely postmodern generation,
Generation X represents the forces of "the immediate consequences of
societal change. It is like a snapshot of change. Postmodernism, on the other
hand, can be thought of as the steering current of societal change. It is the
driving force behind long-term societal change" (1997:13). Long's contention
is that if we understand how to relate and reach out to Generation X then we

will know how to minister to future postmodern generations as well
(1997:16).
Stanley Grenz sees the postmodern push to community coming
because of the rejection of the modern worldview. In the Enlightenmentconstructed modern world there was an empirical search for truth--a
universal truth that held for all times and all places. Knowledge was seen as
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objective. Thus, the autonomous knower stood as the Enlightenment ideal
for humanity. In contrast, the postmodern basis for truth is centered in
community. "It affirms that whatever we accept as truth and even the way
we envision truth are dependent on the community.

Truth is relative to

the community in which we participate" (Grenz 1996:8).
There is always the possibility in a fragmented world, though, for
communitarianism to devolve into an even more radical individualism. This
seems a distinct possibility in the United States, where rugged individualism
is viewed as a birthright. So, while we see Grenz speaking about a new
communitarianism in the search for truth, we also hear Howe and Strauss
(1993:34) describing Xers as atoms bouncing hither and yon. Or, as Howard
Snyder (1995:208) critiques the postmodern search for meaning, it is a search
based in experience. Thus, it ultimately is an individual search.
Rather than a devolution, Leonard Sweet views the postmodern
dichotomous forces of individualism and communitarianism as a shift toward
a decentered society. These are dual movements without the need to
reconcile them. "Postmodern culture unites

while at the same time it

separates" (1994: 179). Sweet advises that this dual movement is natural and
has always existed: "The world was created in a dual movement from God
and to God" (1994:180). Sweet continues, "Once one understands that in
postmodern culture all things have their unity in the opposing movement,
this inherent doubleness, this distinguishing dual directionalism, one has
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found the key to living and moving and making a difference in this complex
era" (1994:180).
Perhaps, Sweet's dual movement explanation is the best way to see
Generation X's relational need. Xers, because of abandonment and chronic
aloneness, crave to be known as individuals of worth and significance. To be
truly and intimately known occurs only in the context of relationship, in
community. The postmodern Xer world, then, needs a new construct: the
individual-within-community (Grenz 1996:168).
The generational cravings of Xers for community and authentic
relationships combines with the postmodern societal shift toward
communitarianism to provide a grand opportunity for the church to step in
with a God-given answer. The church's resources seem clear. If the
individual-within-community is the postmodern construct that best deals
with the dual directionalism of postmodernism, then the church must speak
boldly from Scripture and tradition about the worth of individuals and the
benefits of community.
Grenz (1996:167-169) outlines what such a "post-individualistic" gospel
would look like. First, it would take into consideration Scripture's concern of
each individual's worth and each one's need for reconciliation to God.
However, it would reject the radical individualism that permeated modern
thought and made the pursuit of knowledge an objective enterprise. Second,
it would take seriously postmodern reflections on community. "The
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community of participation is crucial to identity formation. A sense of
personal identity develops through the telling of personal narrative, which is
always embedded in the story of communities in which we participate"
(1996:168). The Christian story tells us that our faith, when it is at its best,
is social. "The fact that God is the social Trinity--Father, Son, and Spirit-gives us some indication that the divine purpose for creation is directed
toward the individual-in-relationship. Our gospel must address the human
person within the context of communities in which people are embedded"
(1996:168-169).
Pragmatically, we have known for some time the benefits of embodying
the gospel in communal elements of culture. Numerous Church Growth
studies have highlighted the importance of social networks. For example, J.
Wascom Pickett (1933), a missionary bishop in India earlier in the twentieth
century, conducted a study on mass conversions among people groups in
India. His findings were published in Christian Mass Movements in India, a
tome which called into question traditional Western missions that were
steeped in individualism. Pickett's original study and his subsequent work
were a ringing endorsement of group movements. When like-minded people
in similar life circumstances come together to Christ, Pickett saw an

emerging power that could permeate every level of society (1933:334-335).
Pickett wrote thirty years after his first study, "Natural, rapid community or
group movements to Christian discipleship are more likely to produce a
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strong, healthy church than are cautiously controlled processes of slow
growth" (1963:11). Pickett saw in the group movements of India the most
natural, the most effective, and the most thorough way for Indians to become
Christian. Donald McGavran, the Father of the Church Growth Movement,
expanded on Pickett's work, universalizing key Church Growth themes. A
key theme was the importance of people movements (McGavran 1980:xi). At
the core of this theme was the necessity of community in reaching and
establishing a person in the Christian faith (McGavran 1955:13-68). This
idea is promoted by Win and Charles Arn (1998:29) in their book, The
Master's Plan for Making Disciples. Arn and Arn insist that people typically
come to the Christian faith through web movements. These web movements
occur within the matrix of family and other close relationships. These
movements to Christ along social network lines become the "bridges of God"
to pre-Christian people (McGavran 1955; Arn and Arn 1982:43-44).2

The reader should be aware of the controversial debate surrounding Church
Growth's use of people movements, particularly in McGavran's presentation
of the homogeneous unit principle (HUP). Without a doubt, in McGavran's
view, Christian discipling is most effective within the boundaries of a social
unit. McGavran gave the clearest and most concise statement of
homogeneity as it concerns Christian conversion in Understanding Church
Growth. "People like to become Christians without crossing racial, linguistic,
or class barriers" (1990: 163). The application of this principle, particularly in
the American context during the late 1960s and 1970s amidst racial turmoil,
caused many to question the morality of the HUP. The debate threatened to
tear apart the Lausanne Movement. Critiques of Church Growth, especially
centering on the HUP, have some merit. They usually point to the question
of the ethical content of the gospel and the issue of gospel reconciliation
amidst cultural diversity (Yoder 1983). Others critique the lack of biblical
foundation in Church Growth's theology of missions (Padilla 1983). Even
giving these critiques, one must acknowledge the benefit that the Church
2
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What many evangelical Protestants lack, though, is a solid theological
foundation of comm unity that moves it out of the realm of pure pragmatism.
Simply, we need to know why we are promoting community beyond the fact
that it works. Jimmy Long (1997) offers an intriguing treatise on Christian
community. His work is a good choice because his many years in campus
ministry encourage him to write with Generation X in mind.
Theological Foundations for Biblical Community
Generation X longs for a place to belong. The hit song by Soul Asylum
screams out, "I'm homesick for a home I never had." Xers, as a generation,
have suffered through families experiences filled with disruption and
heartache. Xers have plunged into a society moving toward postmodernism.
These circumstances keenly awakened communal feelings and desires in
Xers. Jimmy Long (1997) shows how these generational and paradigmatic
forces point to humanity's God-made need for community.
Created for Community
Long contends that the breakdown of the family, in conjunction with
postmodernity's rejection of the autonomous self and its corresponding
embrace of tribalism, reveals the need for biblical community. He presents
six aspects of biblical community (1997:81-98).

Growth Movement has provided evangelical mission, which had become
mired in modern radical individualism. Church Growth writers rediscovered
the importance of community in the discipleship process.
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First, we are "created for community" (1997:84-85). Genesis 1 paints
the picture that people are made in the image of God, putting humanity into
a special relationship with God. There is an expectation on God's part for us
to share in the community of the Trinity--Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Not
only do we need to be in relationship with God, but God also created us male
and female in order for us to form community with each other (Genesis 2).
"The relationship between God and Adam and Eve, as well as Adam and
Eve's relationship with each other, was a prototype of how God wants to
relate to people and how God wants them to relate to each other" (1997:85).
Second, though we are made to be in community, "we rebel against
community" (Long 1997:85-88). Adam and Eve chose to go against God's
commands, erecting a barrier of sin and shame between each other and
between them and God. In our dissatisfaction with life we continually build
new barriers that block community. At the same time, though, we deeply
desire to be in authentic relationships with others and with God. In Genesis
11 this tension culminates in humanity's futile attempt to reach heaven with
a great tower. Like this unsuccessful exercise, our attempts today to form
true community without God's presence predictably fail.
Third, God did not scatter humanity without hope. God's plan is for
people to be "restored to community" (Long 1997:88-92). Immediately after
the scattering of the peoples around the earth in Genesis 11, God begins to
gather together a people to restore community through the calling of Abram
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in Genesis 12. God's initiative was not only to the chosen people but to all
the peoples of the earth.
Fourth, God has made it possible for us to be "re-created in
community" through the incarnate work of Jesus Christ (Long 1997:89-92).
John 1:14 tells us that God came to live with us. His presence no longer was
restricted to the temple. As Harold Turner explains, the new temple for
Christians is "Jesus-in-community." "The New Testament records leave no
doubt that the centre of the new religious community was not an institution
located in buildings at a place

it was simply and entirely the person,

Jesus Christ" (Turner 1979:154).3 Jesus' life was a walking demonstration of
how to live a life in community with God and with others. Jesus expressed
this community through his service in washing the disciple's feet at the last
Supper (John 13). Michael Card's (1994) rendering of this story in song
unleashes its communal aspects.
And the call is to community
The impoverished power that sets the souls free
In humility to take up the vow
That day after day we must take up
The basin and the towel.

3 Howard Snyder (1996:55-64) emphasizes that Jesus is the fulfillment of the
tabernacle, the humble and mobile abode of God in the Old Testament.
Snyder understands the tabernacle to be a more the truer symbol of the
church community on earth. Snyder sees the temple as a secondary model of
God's presence with his people, which Jesus fulfills eschatologically in the
establishment of his future kingdom. The point for the purposes of a
theological statement of community are essentially the same. "For the
meaning of the tabernacle is God's habitation, and God already dwells within
the human community of Christian believers. The people are the temple and
the tabernacle" (Snyder 1996:63).
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Jesus' sacrificial service took him to the cross, where his death removed the
barrier to community that was erected at Adam and Eve's fall. Jesus did a
new work, a re-creation, that made it possible to fix the damage done in the
Garden of Eden and at the Tower of Babel.
Fifth, because of Jesus' life, death, and resurrection, we can be
"reconciled in community" (Long 1997:92-94). Ephesians 2:13-14 tells us that
"in Christ Jesus you who once were far away have been brought near through
the blood of Christ. For he is our peace, who has made the two one and has
destroyed the barrier, the dividing wall of hostility." As people in Christ, we
become part of God's household, the house God builds and dwells in
(Ephesians 2:19-22). Having been reconciled, we experience community with
each other and with God.
Sixth, authentic Christian community brings renewal to the church at
large (Long 1997:94-96). History is replete with stories of renewal
originating in dynamic movements of small communities. Mission-minded,
hospitable, monastic, Celtic communities are credited with the reChristianization of Europe following the fall of the Roman Empire (Bradley
1993; Cahill 1995; Mitton 1996). The pietistic Moravians under the
sponsorship of Count Zinzedorf revitalized the dead orthodoxy of the
eighteenth century. These communities influenced John Wesley, whose
Methodist revival in England featured small group communities. These and
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other examples show that people who are restored, re-created, and reconciled
in community present a powerful spiritual force for the world.
The Relational Side of Salvation
We are created for community. It is God's intention, but when we look
at our churches we see little evidence of authentic biblical community. Long
suggests that post-Enlightenment Christianity ignores the relational side of
salvation (1997:99-113). Christians today, particularly evangelicals in the
West, tend to emphasize guilt and justification. Long calls this the "objective
and rational side of salvation" (1997:100). This is a good and right emphasis,
but too often it comes at the expense of shame and adoption. As Long
queries, "guilt and justification teaches us that we are free from sin and guilt.
But what are we free to?" (1997:101). A proper emphasis on shame and
adoption provides a relational supplement to the rational understanding of
salvation.
Called out of Shame. Shame "refers to sin's effect on self-worth or selfidentity" (Long 1997:102). Before the Fall we read that Adam and Eve felt no
shame before each other. They could bare body and soul before each other
because they had nothing to hide. Similarly, their relationship with God was
unmarked by shame. This changed when they disobeyed God and sinned.
They realized their nakedness and felt compelled to cover themselves. Their
shame encouraged them to put up barriers between themselves and,
ultimately, between them and God. "The sin of Adam and Eve separated
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them from God. This separation is like a wall that God built to shield his
holy character from our guilt. We build a second wall when our shame
causes us to feel unworthy of God's presence" (1997: 103).
The good news is that Jesus not only took our guilt upon the cross, but
he also took our shame. The crosses we wear as clothing accessories actually
represent a shameful form of execution. 4 Jesus willingly submitted to the
shame of the cross in order for humanity to live a shameless life. "His
mission was to take our sins upon himself as a guilt offering of redemption
and to remove our shame by restoring us to a right relationship with God the
Father, thus tearing down the wall of separation" (1997:105).
Called to Adoption. To remove the alienation caused by the shame of
sin, God has made a means by which we can be adopted into his family as
sons and daughters. Long indicates that biblical adoption returns us to our
original family (1997:108). The Old Testament lays the groundwork as God
adopts the children of Israel for his chosen people. This adoption is made
available to the whole world through Jesus. Long describes adoption as "the
ultimate purpose of the incarnation and the culmination and climax of the
whole redemptive process" (1997:109-110).
Long asks, "But what are we free to?" (1997:101). In biblical adoption
we find we are freed to enjoy a new, trusting relationship with God as the

Beaudoin (1998:60-61), in an intriguing analysis, says that crucifixes have
emerged.as an Xer fashion statement in subtle protest to the institutional
church that has devalued the real meaning of the cross.

4
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ultimate parent. "Instead of being slaves, who have few or no privileges, we
are now sons and daughters who have the privilege of calling God Abba, an
intimate term that means 'dear Father'" (1997:111). We can already
anticipate that this salvific message of adoption into God's family will
penetrate the hearts of postmodern Xers, who ache for a home life many have
never experienced.
Hope for a Generation
Another important aspect of the theological foundation of community
for Generation X lies in the proclamation and living out of balanced
eschatological hope. Biblical hope, according to Long (1997: 117), is the
unconditional conviction of an assured fact. It is not a fanciful wish that
something might happen. Long (1997:129) describes hope as an assurance of
God's ultimate victory that penetrates our present life of suffering through
the work of the cross.
Xers have an acute awareness of suffering in the present. Some have
accused Xers of whining, sometimes with justification. Still, Xers' angst that
bubbles up through experiences of abandonment and economic recession in
the early 1990s is real. Tom Beaudoin affirms the suffering of Generation X
and suggests that it "sparks GenX religiosity" (1998:99). He details the
expressions of GenX suffering in fashion and music videos. 5 True liberation

s Beaudoin

(1998: 100-105) describes three fashion trends that express
suffering and alienation among Xers. There is grunge, with its flannel shirts
and ripped jeans emphasizing an unadorned look. Some Xers revel in
camouflage wear that "implied a fight for survival" (1998:102). Another
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for a generation in the throes of suffering comes only through solidarity with
Jesus' suffering (1998:98).
Long (1997:121-124) indicates that solidarity with Jesus' suffering in
his work on the cross is the basis for biblical hope. It is the hope that the
people of Israel looked forward to in their captivity. God remained faithful
while promising a new covenant and new kingdom (1998:118-121). God's
promise was fulfilled in Jesus' death on the cross and his subsequent
resurrection. God through Jesus defeated death to give us abundant life in
the Spirit on earth and the hope of a heavenly life for eternity.
Therefore, biblical communities are eschatological communities of
hope. They have experienced the exile like the people of Israel. They identify
with Jesus' suffering on the cross. Their hope is raised in his resurrection.
Their present and future is secure amidst their current suffering. They have
hope. Long summarizes it this way:
We can now begin to experience the reality of our inheritance, even
though it will not be fully realized until we go to be with Jesus in
heaven. Part of that inheritance is being part of god's family. We do
not have to feel like orphans. We have a new "tribal" group that will
. Generation X and the emerging postmodern
always be faithful.
world may be ready to hear this message of Christian hope with its

fashion trend is the gothic look. The dark clothing, white base make-up with
black highlights, and silver crucifixes make for a somber ensemble. It is a
way of dress and a way of life that depicts separation and sadness.
Beaudoin also describes two music videos that illuminate Xers'
suffering. One is "Jeremy" by Pearl Jam. With allusions to the fall in
Genesis, it portrays adolescent struggling against abuse at home and at
school. Another music video depicting suffering is "Crucify" by Tori Amos. A
preacher's daughter, Amos explores the suffering of women at the hand of the
church and society.
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vision of heaven because they live in the present without any hope to
sustain them in the present or the future. (1997:129-130)
Real Community in Real Places
By now it is clear that ministry to and with Generation X requires a
commitment to community. Their formative experiences and the reality of
postmodernism demand a response from the church that engages Xers'
communal craving with authentic biblical community. As the section above
points out, biblical community involves more than a coffee and donut time
between Sunday school and worship on Sunday mornings. It is a theological
product born out of the cry of people who desire intimate relationships with
each other and with God. It means adoption into God's household, a
household that God builds, lives in, and sustains. It brings meaning to this
world and provides hope for the future.
Several churches and ministries are attempting to form this kind of
authentic biblical community among Xers. Below are four that accomplish
their relational goals in slightly different ways.
Life Development and Teamwork at Frontline
The vision of Frontline Ministries at McLean (Virginia) Bible Church
is to help Xers "develop authentic relationships within biblically functioning
communities." The leadership at Frontline realizes that Xers do not process
truth propositionaliy. Rather, Xers experience truth, particularly religious
truth, through relationships. As Frontline pastor, Ken Baugh, relates,
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"Sanctification has to happen in relationship with one another." A truth
extracted out of the Bible apart from the context of community has no
relevance for Xers. The connection to Howard Snyder's contribution to the
dynamic church model presented in Chapter 5 is clear. In describing the
community function in the ecology of the church, Snyder (1996:103-134)
discusses three components of community--discipline, sanctification, spiritual
gifts. The community covenants to building up each other in Christian
discipleship. In this biblical ecology sanctification is as much a communal
activity as a personal one. "Part of the purpose of life together is the
sanctification of believers" (1996:132). As the community grows and
develops, spiritual gifts are awakened in order to edify the community and
empower witness to the world.
For this reason Frontline does not offer Bible studies as part of its
programmjng. What it does offer are biblically-based life development
groups. These life development groups find their purpose in Luke 10:27-"Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with
all your strength and with all your mind; and love your neighbor as yourself."
Frontline's community pastor, Jim Supp, outlines a three-fold purpose for life
development groups: to give people opportunities to grow (1) in their
relationship with God, (2) in their relationships with each other, and (3) in
their involvement in ministry to each other and the world.
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By Spring, 1998 Frontline had close to 500 people involved in its
network of about 50 life development groups. Because Frontline draws
people from all over the Washington D.C. metro area, many of the groups are
formed based on geography and marital status to facilitate meeting together.
Some groups emphasize loving God through the nurturing of spiritual
disciplines. Others are more therapeutic in nature as they deal with the
guilt and shame brought on by a life of sin and/or abuse. These groups focus
on the distinct need of Xers to be reparented because of many Xers' dismal
family background. Supp explains, "My job is to facilitate others taking care
of others. Group leaders are the pastors reparenting people." Still other
groups are action groups. They study the Bible and then develop plans to
implement what they learn into service for others. For example, one group is
working with AIDS victims and another helps out the homeless.
Frontline's life development groups affect real people in real ways.
Steve, a manager at a computer company, was looking for fulfillment in his
life. A co-worker invited Steve and his wife to Frontline. The fellowship
opportunities impressed Steve. He shared, "They show what community can
really be." Steve's experience is repeated hundreds of times across
Frontline's small group ministries. They minister effectively in a postmodern
era to a postmodern generation that needs to experience truth relationally.
Besides life development groups, Frontline fosters community through
ministry teams. Frontline's 13 ministry teams each focus on a particular
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area of ministry to help accomplish Frontline's overall vision. Ministry team
areas range from creative arts and multi-media to prayer and discipleship.
For many Frontliners the ministry team is their small group community
experience. While there is a task-orientation purpose to the ministry teams,
the intentional emphasis on teamwork provides a support system for the
people involved.
There are two ways to become involved in a ministry team at
Frontline. One way is simply to join by contacting the Team Coordinator.
Frontline encourages experimentation with several groups in order to find
one's fit. Frontline also offers S.H.A.P.E. Workshops that help people
discover their spiritual gifts and personality mix. These workshops look at
five areas: (1) spiritual gifts--what am I gifted to do? (2) heart--what do I love

to do? (3) abilities--what natural talents and skills do I have? (4)
personality--where does my personality best suit me to serve? (5) experience-what life experiences have I had? S.H.A.P.E. is designed to help find the
right ministry area for people. 6
Whether through life development groups or through ministry teams,
Xers at Frontline are discovering and developing community. They are
experiencing the truth of Christianity as they build up each other, minister
in their church, and serve compassionately in the world.

The S.H.A.P.E. Workshop employed at Frontline is borrowed from
Saddleback Community Church whose senior minister is Rick Warren.

6
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Calvary Church's People Focus
In his book with Dieter Zander, Tim Celek (1996:168-170) shares a
story from his early days of planting Calvary Church in Orange County,
California. Frustrated by the long hours, weary from carrying a heavy
ministry load, and isolated from family and friends, Tim spilled his guts to
his associate minister, Ian.
This just isn't working.
I don't feel like I'm part of a team, and I
don't feel like any of the people who are part of the core group feel like
they're part of a team. All we're doing is putting on a show every
weekend, putting on a program. But if we stop the program, I'm not
sure if anybody would really care. (1996:168-169)
From that point on, Calvary Church shifted from a program focus to a
people focus. Intuitively demonstrating the ecology of the dynamic church
model (Chapter 5), Calvary Church began to build people by helping them
establish communities of growing Christians (discipline, sanctification) who
are equipped for ministry (spiritual gifts). Currently, Calvary Church is restructuring their small group ministry so that every small group will have a
ministry goal built into it. For example, for reaching those who do not know
Christ there are discovery groups where people have a place to process
Christianity. For building significant relationships, there are connecting
groups. Discipleship groups give people a place to study and be accountable
to each other and God's Word. People can use their gifts, abilities, and
interests to serve others through serving groups. Financial management
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groups encourage giving to God's work in the world by assisting the
development of a financial life plan.
Ian Smith (mentioned above), pastor of ministry development at
Calvary Church, described the purpose of small groups for Calvary Church,
and any church hoping to reach Xers. "Groups are crucial. Xers don't want
just show; it must be real. The only way to experience it is through
relationships." Smith also outlined the essential components of small groups.
First, there is care. The first line of pastoral care occurs in the small groups
through the group members and the small group leader. Second is
equipping. Small group members are built up through Bible study and
training. Third, this makes mobilizing for ministry possible. Fourth, leaders
of small groups must be developed and equipped (more on leadership
development later).
Smith provided several points to remember about doing small groups
with Xers. "Transformation happens best in relationship with other people,
but Xers find it hard to get into and sustain relationships." It is important
not to "squeeze [Xers] into a men's, women's, or couple's box." Xers tend to
gravitate towards groups built around a common interest, like a particular
sport. The key is to "offer options that create venues of comfort."
Getting Connected at University Baptist
In contrast to the two previous examples of small group community at
Frontline and Calvary Church, University Baptist Church employs a less
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structured approach to its community and small group life. In describing
how University Baptist promotes connectedness, Pastor Chris Seay says, "If
somebody is into mountain biking already, then our role as leaders is to
connect that person with others with similar interests. We attempt to
energize what's already there."
The result of University Baptist's philosophy is an eclectic assortment
of small groups sure to meet almost any Xer need or interest. There are
recreation groups for rollerblading, hiking, painting, bowling, soccer, golf,
basketball, Nintendo 64, and mountain biking. Several discipleship groups
for men, women, and couples meet on Sunday mornings. For would-be
theologians suffering from insomnia, there is the nocturnal theology group.
Groups of friends are encouraged to start their own small group. The church
staff will e-mail curriculum on a variety of topics to the group. Topics include
women's stuff, men's stuff, dating stuff, theology, philosophy, and
foundational stuff.
In these various small groups community matures. Whether the group
is built around an interest in video games or in theology, the church
leadership requires a spiritual agenda at some point. Corporate repentance
is encouraged, and spiritual counsel is provided. Bible study and prayer may
occur in a room at the church, but it is just as likely to happen on the golf
course or on a hiking trail.
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Living Out Community at Mars Hill
Mark Driscoll tired of the suburban Seattle yuppie church where he
was on staff in charge of single and college ministries. Though the church
was unique in its cultural diversity, it still catered to the "mini-van crowd."
Driscoll dreamed of a church where the congregation did not jump into their
family vehicles to retreat to their suburban home fortresses. He dreamed of
a church that expressed its community in the daily lives of its people--a kind
of community that could penetrate the neo-paganism that is rampant in
Seattle. Driscoll's dream has become reality at Mars Hill Fellowship, where
the core value of community is expressed eloquently: "God exists in a perfect
community of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit and created men and women also
to live in community. For this reason Mars Hill seeks to model deep and
personal faith by serving others in a loving and authentic community."
Mars Hill embodies its community through various Bible study,
discipleship, and service groups. Mars Hill comes together on Wednesday
evenings as a large community for food, study, and hanging out. Various
group options are offered then on topics related to Sunday's sermon, essential
theology, and current issues.
Unique to Mars Hill's attempts at building community are the
community houses the church owns. There is a house for single men and a
house for single women (more hope to be added in the future) in which
accepted applicants come together to live daily in community. These houses
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are located in the University District of Seattle, where the church is located.
These communal dwellings present a real opportunity for Mars Hill to impact
the surrounding culture. Additionally, the church has recently purchased a
seven bedroom house adjacent to the University of Washington. This house

will be the home for Driscoll and his family and church planting interns.
They will live together in community. The interns will take their experiences
of community and church planting with them when they go out to establish
similar types of biblical community elsewhere. Driscoll's dream has become a
radical reality through the biblical counter-cultural community it is living
out in the University District of Seattle.
Leading Together
All the talk and great examples of community and small groups come
with a significant implication. In order for small group communities to
function effectively, ministry must be decentralized, people must be gifted,
empowered, and released into ministry, and leaders must be developed. The
concept of releasing the laity into the ministry is not a new one. The past 20
years or so has seen a groundswell of support for the idea of moving the
ministry of the church out of the cloistered grip of the clergy into the
grassroots hands of the ordinary church member.
Completing the Reformation
Greg Ogden (1990:11) suggests in his book, The New Reformation, that
this recent movement toward empowered lay ministry serves to complete the
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"unfinished business" of returning ministry to the people of God started at
the Reformation. In a real sense the clerical hegemony that many reacted
against in the medieval Roman Catholic Church was carried over into
Protestant denominations. The clergy-laity demarcation fit well with the
Christendom Paradigm (see Chapter 5). Ogden (1990:45-55) identifies this
type of church organization as the Institutional Model. The Institutional
Model is hierarchical in nature where authority flows from the top down.
Accountability is one way--those in charge evaluate the performance of their
subordinates. Roles are determined by one's position in the hierarchy, not by
one's gifts and graces.
In contrast to the Institutional Model, Ogden (1990:177-187) offers the

Organism Model as a more effective and scriptural alternative. The
Organism Model is egalitarian in approach where there is a plural
leadership. Accountability is a mutual enterprise. Roles are determined by
gifts and graces, rather than by heritage or title. The Organism Model

promotes servant leadership. Those in the "highest" positions have the
greatest obligation to serve. The model is rooted in relationship that seeks
mutual support and recognition of each other. Titles are functional because
authority does not flow from one's position. Authority ultimately is in Christ
and is affirmed as one answers Christ's call on one's life. In such a model the
role of the pastoral leadership is to be equippers of the laity, empowering and
releasing them into the frontlines of ministry.
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In Church for the Unchurched, George Hunter (1996:25-34) documents
nine churches who successfully reach and assimilate unchurched, secular
people into the life of the church. One of the key features of each of these
churches is that their lay people are involved in ministry, regularly providing
pastoral care in small groups and serving their communities through a
variety of ministries. John Ed Mathison (1992:73-87), the pastor of one of
these "apostolic congregations," Fraser Memorial United Methodist Church
in Montgomery, Alabama, leads a church in which about 90 percent of the
members are involved in some type of ministry, Lay ministry to that extent
does not "just happen," It occurs within a conducive climate. Dale Galloway
(1986:27-41), founding pastor of another church Hunter studied, New Hope
Community Church in Portland, Oregon, suggests that the climate for
effective lay ministry and leadership development requires the articulation
and motivation of a God-given vision, The vision must be clearly
communicated to the congregation, and the church must be organized
according to the guiding principles of the vision. For Galloway and his
church, the vision resulted in a church of 8,000 based on a network of small
groups. Galloway reports that this was made possible as the clergy gave up
their territorial rights and became equippers.
Xers' Issues in Leadership Development
The writings and experiences of Ogden, Hunter, Mathison, and
Galloway reveal the significance of developing the ministry and leadership
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capabilities of the laity. This has particular importance for Xers who are
bursting with an entrepreneurial spirit and who need to be involved both in
ministry and relationships. While generally there is a purpose and need to
develop people for leadership and ministry, Xers bring specific issues to the
church when it comes to leadership development. Bruce Tulgan (1995), a
lawyer and strategic consultant, identifies four misconceptions about Xers in
Managing Generation X. These misconceptions reveal real needs that Xers
have in terms of leadership development. In the following, these key issues
are delineated and examples are given of positive relational leadership
development from GenX churches.
Belonging to a Team. First, many see Xers as· uncommitted. It truly
can be said that there is some hesitancy on Xers' part to plunge headfirst into
long-term situations. Tulgan summarizes the circumstances well:
Growing up in a fast-paced and changing society, Xers have had fewer
opportunities for developing long-term connections with lasting
institutions. People no longer stay with the same church for very long,
the same doctor, the same political party, or the same job. Divorce,
multi-sexuality, and commuter marriages have reshaped our
expectations of family and community life. (1995:37)
However, Xers are not disloyal as much as they are "cautious investors"
(Tulgan 1995:8). Xers take time to scope out their institutional
entanglements. Xers are looking for jobs, churches, and clubs that reflect the
same values that they hold. Xers have a learned loyalty that comes when
they discover they have valuable contributions to make to the organization
(Tulgan 1995:36-39).
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Xers, then, have a keen need to feel connected, to belong to a team.
Every GenX church and ministry experiencing any amount of success that I
visited understands explicitly that Xers need to be a part of a team. The
Next Level Church in Denver, Colorado exercises their leadership
development through TEAM TNL. Senior pastor Trevor Bron explains,
"TEAM TNL is more than a gathering of leaders. It is a team of people who
are committed to becoming leaders. It is a team of people who have the heart
to be developed. TEAM TNL is committed to taking those who are willing to
serve and developing them into the people God would have them be." TEAM
TNL makes this happen by guiding their members through a process of
spiritual gift and personality assessment. Members then are encouraged to
join a ministry team that fits best with their gifts and style. The key is that
people are not sent out on their own. Rather, they become a part of a team
that works together to perform a particular ministry function. There is a
Parking Team, a Guest Relations Team, and a Tele-Care Team, to name a
few. Each team meets together weekly for instruction and encouragement.
Celek and Zander discuss why it is important for Xers to be feel
connected as they develop their ministry and leadership skills. "[An Xer]
wants to be valued as a total person who has feelings and thoughts and hurts
and needs that go beyond his or her identity in the workplace. We need to
say, 'You are important to me as a person. Not your role. Not your job. You'"
(1996:148-149).
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However, it needs to be said that promoting a team concept is not
always the natural thing to do. It is difficult, sometimes, for the clergy to
give up their territorial rights (Galloway 1986:96). In a personal
conversation Tim Celek related that "doing things as a team is not easy. I
have to remind myself that I am part of a collaborative effort. AB the senior
pastor, I have the final responsibility, but decisions are made at the team
level." Kerry O'Bryant at PRIMEtime concurs, "Hierarchy doesn't work. We
want to empower teams. But it's a hard, stretching experience because I
know I have the final call. Still, I need to let the teams run with it. More
often than not, they come up with something better than I could have done by
myself." This is not surprising because "Xers thrive in teams" (Tulgan
1995:42). Yes, Xers choose their team connections cautiously; but once they
have chosen, Xers become committed collaborators.
Providing Information and Training. A second misconception about
Xers, according to Tulgan (1995:44), is that they have short attention spans.
Like the child who is always asking the "why" questions, Xers are perceived
by many in the older generations as asking too many unrelated questions.
Xers seem to be concerned about "this" or "that" and never focus on the
matter at hand. Tulgan suggests that Xers "short attention span" is really a
"rapid-fire style of interacting with information" based on coming of age in
the information revolution. From video games to television, from cellular
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phones to the internet, Xers have learned to process huge amounts of
information.
Therefore, Xers need to have access to information. Churches and
ministries intent on reaching Xers pioneer new ways to make information
available. Several of the featured GenX churches have web pages. The most
impressive is Mars Hill Fellowship (www.marshillchurch.org), which
includes a site map, discussion pages on social justice and art, and previews
of their worship CD. The Next Level Church has an e-mail ministry team to
make information accessible to their members and attenders. This group of
e-mail J.U.N.K.I.E.S. (Jesus uses new kinds of innovative entities for service)
corresponds weekly with a large e-mail list for announcements and
encouragement. University Baptist Church also uses e-mail effectively,
including sending small group curriculum to their small group leaders.
Besides employing up to date communication tools, Xers need access to
information through training. Two reasons fuel this need. Generally, Xers
want "clear end-goals and every possible information resource necessary to
reach those goals" (Tulgan 1995:47). This demands what leadership gurus,
Bennis and Nanus (1985:33-43, 110-151), call transformative leadership,
which includes making the vision of the organization meaningful through
appropriate, shared communication. Or, as Peter Drucker (1990:45)
indicates, everyone within an organization should see, hear, and live the
mission of the organization. Specifically, Xers need training in what it
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means to be a Christian in ministry through their local church. Xers
typically come to church deficient in understanding ecclesiastical ways,
either because they lack church experience or because they have had bad
church experiences. Gone are the days when people expect or want to be
assigned to a committee, handed a folder of irrelevant information, and left to
fend on their own. That is a recipe to continue ineffective models of ministry
because "that's what we did last year." In Generation X the church has a
generation ready and, often, willing to be trained for effective and dynamic
ministry.
Frontline uses a model that guides their people through a process that
offers training at each step. Initially, those interested in becoming more
involved attend Frontline Upfront. Upfront orients people to the vision and
values of Frontline and introduces the concept of serving. People then are
encouraged to attend a S.H.A.P.E. Workshop (explained above), which
involves six hours of training. Frontline also offers a Leadership Summit
Seminar for those who desire to serve as team coordinators. Along the way
church staff and coordinators spend regular time with leaders for nurturing
leadership skills.
Affirming Entrepreneurship. A third misconception concerning Xers is
that they are arrogant (Tulgan 1995:49-50). To many, Xers seem to be
rebelling against authority. Actually, Xers have respect for authority when
Xers perceive that authority to be just and earned. The problem is that many
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of the authorities in Xers' lives have abdicated their roles, leaving Xers to
fend for themselves (Tulgan 1995:49; Hersch 1998:18). Xers have done well
on their own, becoming superior entrepreneurs (see Chapter 2).
Xers need to be validated in their entrepreneurship. They need to
know they can be trusted. They need to know they are free to create.
"Creative ability is the most prized Xer trait" (Tulgan 1995:53). Creative,
entrepreneurial Xers can be a boon to the church. Churches that nurture the
leadership skills in Xers and release them in ministry find they are having
an impact on society beyond the scope of traditional churches. Many stories
are told at GenX churches ofXers who came to the church leadership with an
idea. The leadership provided oversight while empowering these people to
carry out their vision. The result is a plethora of ministries including aid to
the homeless and poor, prison ministry, after school programs, and ministry
to AIDS victims. One example of Xer entrepreneurial spirit is People Movers
at PRIMEtime. Mary Ellen Lowe came to Kerry O'Bryant expressing a
desire for a more substantial outreach to the community. Lowe is now the
director of People Movers, whose purpose is to plug people into local
community service opportunities. Through Lowe's People Movers,
PRIMEtime is making a positive impact on the volatile racial climate of the
Detroit metro area.
Committing to Mentoring Relationships. Finally, Xers often are
viewed as being impatient, not willing to pay their dues (Tulgan 1995:8).
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Some question Xers' "slacker" attitude because they see Xers as unwilling to
work hard for a long-term goal. Tulgan says that "dues paying is an obsolete
concept for Xers who face an employment market which offers no hope of
long-term job security with anyone employer. Xers' impatience for shortterm rewards is a quest for a new kind of work related security based on selfbuilding" (1995:8). Tulgan's analysis of the problem is accurate, but his
solution is faulty. Xers' security will not be met in some kind of "selfbuilding." Rather, Xers find security in committed mentoring relationships.
As mentioned above, Xers need to feel part of a team. At another

relational level, Xers need the confidence that can be found with a trusted
mentor. Celek and Zander explain: "If [Xers are] willing to take the risk and
step forward, for instance, as small-group leaders, they expect the people at
the top to take a personal interest and make a personal commitment of time
to interact with them" (1996:147).
This mentoring principle works in GenX churches. At Frontline each
ministry team is led by a team coordinator. Each coordinator is encouraged
to have an apprentice coordinator. The coordinator works closely with the
apprentice coordinator, coaching and equipping so that the apprentice
coordinator will be ready to lead when asked. At the same time the ministry
team coordinators are being mentored by the Frontline administrative staff.
The mentoring principle at Mars Hill Church is worked out through their
intern program. Church planting interns live with Mark Driscoll and his
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family in a communal situation where he commits his time to disciple, train,
and edify the interns. Other interns work in other ministry areas of the
church, such as worship and hospitality.
Xers thrive in the security of mentoring relationships. Mentoring
provides the space and guidance Xers need. Xers demand room to creatively
explore new ideas and ways of doing church. Xers, whether they know it or
not, need the guidance of those who have gone before them. Mentoring
relationships provide the kind of "loose grip" Xers need to be empowered for
leadership and ministry. Effective mentors hold Xers like one would hold a
baby bird that is ready to fly, gently and protectively giving the bird a boost
to launch into flight.
Summary
This chapter explored the issues of community and leadership. Xers
uniquely feel the experiences of an isolated generation that craves the family
many never had. This experience compels Xers to desire relationships, but
they often lack the skills to develop authentic relationships. Along with the
rest of society, Xers also feel the push and pull of postmodernism as they seek
to reconcile a communal understanding of truth with individual pursuits.
The beginning of this reconciliation is the formation of biblical community.
Following the work of Jimmy Long (1997), the chapter delineates the
theological foundation of community which underscores the relational side of
salvation. We are called out of shame to adoption in God's family. This is a
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welcome message to postmodern Xers who continually search for family. The
prospect of authentic biblical community became a reality in the examples of
community from several GenX churches.
Developing authentic community implies certain leadership
expectations. Specifically, it means moving from a hierarchical model to a
more relational model of leadership development. For Xers, relational
leadership involves belonging to a team, receiving appropriate information
and training, feeling free to exercise creativity, and entering into committed
mentoring relationships.
Xers are setting the agenda for postmodern ministry. If the modern
understanding of organizations is the bureaucracy, then the postmodern
understanding of organization is a web of relationships. To build
organizations, then, we need to build people. In the church this is the
biblical concept of edification. Celek and Zander discern the issue well:
We need to check our human tendency to say, "We need more people to
get this accomplished." Where we turned the corner in our ministries
was when we said, "We want to build bigger people. We believe in
building bigger people, we're going to build the ministry." Building
bigger people mayor may not build a bigger church. But at least when
it's all said and done, you've accomplished something of value for the
kingdom of God. (1996:151)

Coming Home on Father's Day
When we last left Dimitri, he was a shadowy character collecting
gambling debts for organized crime. Dimitri decided he needed a new start.
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He moved to a new city in a new state. 7 Things began to look up when he
became engaged to a nice girl.
Dimitri's fiancee began attending church at the invitation of a coworker. She was impressed with the church because they did things
differently. She asked Dimitri to go with her to this "different kind" of
church. At first he wanted no part of it, but to make her happy he relented.
On Father's Day in June, 1994, Dimitri came with his fiancee to a
service. To his surprise the people did not look at him suspiciously. They
seemed friendly and genuinely glad he was there. Dimitri had never
experienced church like this. He felt lifted up.
The speaker on this Father's Day spoke on forgiveness. Dimitri was
reminded of his own painful relationship with his father. All he had ever
wanted or needed was to be loved by his father. On this Father's Day Dimitri
discovered the love of his heavenly Father. For the first time in 14 years,
Dimitri cried. He had come home.
Dimitri's restoration did not end there. Soon after that dramatic
Father's Day, Dimitri became acquainted with a small group leader at the
church. This small group leader took Dimitri under his wing and brought
Dimitri into the small group. Today, Dimitri meets regularly with his small
group. They exhibit to Dimitri on a daily basis the love of his heavenly

7

For Dimitri's protection I am concealing his identity and location.
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Father. This small group of men cannot replace Dimitri's earthly father, but
they do demonstrate the familial love Dimitri never experienced growing up.
Dimitri's story needs to be repeated a million times over. There are
churches that are seeing this story come to life. In order for the church to
continue being a viable entity in the postmodern age, other churches must
answer the call to community.

CHAPTER 8
Dimensions of GenX Witness
There is the temptation to look upon the witness function of a church
as a special evangelism program for the "few and the proud." Hearts warm
when the talk. is about vital worship and edifying community. But, let the
conversation shift to witness, and there is often a chill in the air.
However, if a church's worship is, indeed, full of vitality, and if a
church's communal life is, indeed, building up the congregation, then witness
should be a natural overflow of the life of the church. Howard Snyder speaks
of this dynamic when he writes, "Viewed ecologically, witness is not the
primary purpose of the church but the inevitable and necessary fruit of the
worshipping, nurturing community. Thus it is a high priority of the church's
life in the world" (1996:124).
Witness: More Than a Program
The best GenX churches are examples of this dynamic. They
understand that the mission field of Generation X will not be reached and
assimilated into Christian community only by a new program of evangelism
or only by starting a "seeker" or "contemporary" service. They will be
reached with a new way of doing church (Chapter 5).
The best writers in the field already have been saying this. Lyle
Schaller, one of the foremost authorities on how churches need to change to
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reach new populations, continually calls for no less than reformation of the
traditional church. l George Hunter also indicates that reaching unchurched
people in today's context means reformulating church. He asserts,

In most communities, most traditional churches cannot reach, or even
meaningfully converse with, their unchurched non-Christian
neighbors. In most communities, churches can no longer graft a "good
evangelism program" onto a traditional congregation and expect much
to happen. Most traditional churches, despite the loyalty and devotion
of their people and the conscientiousness of their clergy, can no longer
evangelize their communities, and many churches cannot even retain
most of their own young people. (1996:11-12)
The Gospel and Our Culture Network is beginning to develop a body of
literature that calls for restructuring the traditional North American church
into a "missional church" (Hunsberger and Van Gelder 1996; Guder 1998).
Reaching Generation X, and subsequent postmodern generations, is not a
part-time activity that can be attached to a traditional church program.
So, the discussion turns to witness to and by Xers in the context of
biblically- and ecologically-sound GenX churches. The chapter begins with a
look at how Howard Snyder regards witness in a church ecology. Next, there
is a reminder of what was learned from the research on unchurched Xers.
What implications does that research hold for witness to Xers? As the
contours of effective Xers witness are explored, the question will begin to be
answered: What does Xer witness look, feel, and sound like? Six dimensions
of effective witness to and by Xers are examined: experiential, communal,
active, narrative, cross-cultural, and process. The discussion reveals that

1

See Chapter 2 for a synthesized list of Schaller's insights.
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Christian Xers and their churches present a holistic Christian faith to the
unbelieving world.

Ecological Witness
Snyder insists that witness is ignited by vital worship and community.
Michael Green affirms this position (1994). For example, Green describes the
church at Antioch's vibrant church life as being the catalyst for an outreach
that was felt throughout the Roman Empire. Snyder's explanation of the
connection between a church's inner life and its witness is helpful.

In a healthy congregation, witness springs not only from Jesus' specific
COmmISSIOn
but also from the impulse of Pentecost and the
dynamic Christian community life. These are the primary springs of
the church's will to witness to the world. A living Christian
community has both the inclination and the power to witness. It
witnesses both from concern for human need and for the sake of the
coming Kingdom of God. In God's economy, the church's witness has
Kingdom significance. (1996: 124)

In the twentieth century American church the witness of the church
has become dichotomized. The reasons are many and varied, but basically
one wing of the church drew inspiration from the social gospel that pervaded
many church institutions at the turn of the century. They emphasized the
social action part of the church's witness. Many were grieved by the
destructive force of the Industrial Revolution and believed that effective
church witness must deal with oppressive social systems and the physical
needs of its victims. Another wing of the church emphasized the spiritual
part of the church's witness. They argued that society is changed best as
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people come into right relationship with God through Jesus Christ. Even in
this simplistic explanation of a complex problem, one can begin to see how
such a compartmentalized view of the church's witness can hinder the
church's overall witness.
Snyder helps bring into focus the church's witness. Witness consists of
three key elements: evangelism, service, and justice.
Historically, the church has found it difficult to hold evangelism,
service and the prophetic witness of God's justice together. But where
the church's evangelistic witness has been buttressed by loving service
in the spirit of Jesus and an authentic concern for justice, the church
has been at its best and has made the greatest impact for the
Kingdom. (1996: 134)
Churches that effectively are reaching Xers are holding these three
key elements of witness in creative tension. In the best postmodern sense
they are offering a holistic gospel to a broken generation and making it whole
again. Before exploring the dimensions of Xer witness, the following section
offers a review of the implications delineated from the interviews with
unchurched Xers.
Implications for Effective Xer Witness
J. Russell Hale indicates that plausible communication of the gospel
demands a vulnerable engagement with another person's life circumstances-an incarnational entrance into a person's world on the other's terms. With
the help of a few questions, I found unchurched Xers more than willing to
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begin to let me into their world. A summary of the implications of these
interviews with unchurched Xers follows:
1. Effective communication of the gospel to unchurched Xers requires

an act similar to that of cross-cultural missionaries. The communicator must
be an avid student of both culture and Scripture in order to get a plausible
hearing of the gospel message.
2. The need for effective witness to Xers is critical since vital church
participation among Xers may be as low as 20 percent.
3. Xers are drawn to the gospel and to the church through
relationships.
4. Xers long for an experience of God. Churches need to facilitate
these experiences.
5. Xers are looking for a definite reality of God. However, it will not
be found in a set of propositional truths; and, it will not be generated by

traditional evangelistic methods that expect singular, hurried closures to
faith decisions.
These implications reveal a great need for effective witness to Xers.
These implications also indicate that effective witness to Xers will not be
found in a particular evangelistic method or program. That is not to
disparage some of the traditional methods that have proven beneficial. The
point is that these methods are futile, perhaps dangerous, when used out of
context with Xers--out of the context of a viable relationship, out of the
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context of a vital expression of the body of Christ, and out of the context of
Xer culture.
A recent interview with Kevin Max of the band, dc Talk, illustrates
how evangelism needs to be different with Xers. Max describes an encounter
between Michael Tait's (another member of dc Talk) father and a nonChristian British Xer.
When we were in London, Mike's dad went up to a punker and gave
him a tract and asked him, "Do you know where you're going when you
die?" The guy said, "I'm an agnostic," and Mike's dad said, "There's no
agnostics in hell. They're all believers." And he walked off. In a way I
thought that was really cute, but I would never do it like that. I'd
probably take the guy to a movie and hang out with him a couple of
nights before I said anything to him about my faith. (Hefner 1998:38)
The kind of evangelism that works with Xers is the kind of evangelism
that Snyder depicts in the life of the New Testament church. "In a healthy
church evangelism usually just happens. Little is said about it. This is
probably why the New Testament gives many examples of the church's
evangelistic witness but says little about the need to evangelize" (1996:134).
Effective witness to Xers effuses out of the vital life of a church body in love
with Jesus. This love for Jesus affects every aspect of life--social, mental,
physical, spiritual. The love is shared because it overflows one person's life
and spills onto another.
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The Experiential Dimension of Xer Witness
Effective witness connects Xers to an experience with God. Xers want
face-to-face contact with God. The recent hit by Joan Osborne describes the
longing well.
What if God was one of us?
Just a slob like one of us.
A stranger on the bus.
When we as Christians can get past the juxtaposition of slob and God, we
begin to see that Osborne cries out for a generation who needs a real God.
The good news for Osborne and Generation X is that God is one of us. That
is the beauty of the incarnation: God in Jesus became human. Jesus, being
fully God and fully human (something that frustrates the modern mind but is
acceptable in a postmodern view), came to us (John 3:16), lived with us (John
1:14), suffered and died for us (Hebrews 2:14-18), saves us (Romans 10:9),
and continues to intercede for us as the perfect priest (Hebrews 7:25).
Xers experience this reality of God in a variety of ways. Every
dimension of effective witness to Xers explored in this section is an effort to
connect Xers with an experience of God. The reader will notice that Xers
experience God through relationships, through community, through "a faith
that works." In a real sense this first dimension, connecting Xers with an
experience of God, is a summary dimension that appears in some form in all
the other dimensions.
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Some eras of Christianity have been wary of an emphasis on
experience in Christian faith. However, history reveals that the appropriate
emphasis on experience produces renewal in the church. The Pietistic
Movement begun in the Lutheran churches of Germany provided a vital
alternative to the dead orthodoxy that had taken hold following the
Reformation. Pietists influenced John Wesley, who added experience to
Scripture, tradition, and reason to form what we call today the Wesley
Quadrilateral. Wesley's influence showed that an experience of God is a vital
part of Christian faith as seen in one of his famous sermons, "The Witness of
the Spirit, 1.
But what is that testimony of God's Spirit which is superadded and
conjoined with this? How does he "bear witness to our spirits that we
are children of God?" It is hard to find words in the language of men to
explain "the deep things of God." Indeed, there are none that will
adequately express what the children of God experience. (Outler
1984:274)
In this century the charismatic movement has been a source of renewal

across many denominations by emphasizing an experience of God.
In the postmodern context the question is not whether someone will

worship. Rather, the question is who or what someone will worship. Today
is a boisterous spiritual age. In this spiritual flea market Xers, particularly,
are looking for something that moves beyond propositional truth. They
desire an experiential encounter with God. Churches interested in the
ongoing vitality of the American church will facilitate Xers' experiences of
God.
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The Communal Dimension of Xer Witness
Witness to and by Xers has a definite communal dimension. The
previous chapter indicated the importance of community in postmodern life.
Churches wanting a viable witness to postmodern Xers will recover the
historic communal emphasis of the Christian faith.
Most people writing and talking about evangelism will say that
building a relationship is important. Interpersonal relationships are
significant for evangelism. But, Xers typically take it beyond one-to-one
relationships. Xers crave and thrive in community. In interviewing
unchurched Xers and seeing what they want out of church, and in looking at
how GenX churches reach unchurched Xers, a congruence emerges with
what Arn and Arn (1998:36-53) call oikos (from the Greek, ou(Q(j) evangelism.
As noted earlier, Xers' record of family cohesiveness is poor. Without

sufficient family relationships, many Xers have turned to alternative
relationships to fill the void. It is not surprising to discover that Xers define
"family" more loosely than the traditional definition of people related by

marriage and blood lines. According to Barna (1994:113-115), most Xers say
a family consists of people who are emotionally bonded, or who are committed
in a love relationship, or who are caring, good friends. "Their dominant
criterion for determining family membership has to do with depth of bonding
or personal commitment" (1994:114). This definition of family actually
comes close to the kind of community promoted by the New Testament.
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Ephesians 2:19 says, "Consequently, you are no longer foreigners and aliens,
but fellow citizens with God's people and members of God's household." The
idea of being in the household of God (in Greek,

OtKElOl tOU

8wu), formed the

early Christian understanding of community (Bultmann 1967: 134).
Therefore, one's primary commitment was to those in the Christian family of
believers (Galatians 6:10). This "family" includes an assortment of relatives,
friends, and acquaintances. Arn and Arn relate that in these webs of
common kinship, friendship, and association the gospel is more likely to
spread.
Dynamic GenX churches intuitively are utilizing oikos evangelism.
They may exist, but I have spoken to no Xer in the last five years who has
come to a vital faith in Christ and become assimilated into a church without
the benefit of a relational web. Dimitri, introduced in Chapter 7, is a good
example. He initially came to church through the encouragement of his
fiance. He grew in the process of his salvation and discipleship as the
community came around him, particularly the men from his small group.
Xers, like Dimitri, literally come alive when they come into contact with the
comm unity of the body of Christ.
The Active Dimension of Xer Witness
Effective witness to Xers communicates "a faith that works" (Ford
1995: 170-185). In describing "a faith that works" Ford talks about an
"embodied apologetic" (1995:174-175). Whereas apologetics for previous
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twentieth century generations consisted of logical, propositional arguments
about the truth claims of Christianity, Xers are much more concerned about
how Christianity's truth claims are lived out in everyday life. In evangelical
circles this means tackling issues some would rather ignore: homosexuality,
homelessness, racial reconciliation, and addictive behaviors.
PRIMEtime at Kensington Community Church in Detroit, Michigan
expands their witness through the ministry of People Movers. By connecting
people to local service opportunities, People Movers director, Mary Ellen
Lowe, gives the Xers of PRIMEtime a way to embody their witness. Through
People Movers PRIMEtimers get involved with tutoring students, helping
with an inner city kid's club, preparing meals for needy families,
participating in clean-up projects, helping substance abusing women and
their children, and raising support for a crisis pregnancy center.
University Baptist Church in Waco, Texas makes a concerted effort in
the area of social outreach. UBC relocated from a downtown auditorium to a
former grocery store in one of the poorest sections of Waco. Sitting in the
middle of multi-cultural diversity and economic deprivation, UBC embodies
its witness in service to its neighbors. First, like People Movers, UBC
connects its people to existing ministries such as Habitat for Humanity and
crisis pregnancy centers. Second, UBC offers its own services to its
community. For example, they sponsor a ministry and mentoring program
for elementary kids, many who come home from school with no parent home
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to meet them. Chris Seay hopes to expand the mentoring roles from being a
"big brother or sister" to being actual God-parents to these children. Seay
explains their philosophy of embodied witness: "This is the community we
live in. We want to become woven together to bring Christ to our
community."
In a recent issue of Prism magazine, a publication of Evangelicals for
Social Action, UBC was featured as one of several alternative evangelical
churches, or "alternachurches." Prism editor, Dwight Ozard, describes these
churches as "setting out to subvert the notion of 'church' for their postmodem neighbor" (1997:19). Kevin Rogers, 35, is pastor of New Song Church
in Windsor, Ontario. The church is located in a former biker bar. The
church's ministries include "Bible studies, 12-step meetings, job-training
classes, and a regular soup kitchen and pantry stocked with dry goods for the
down and out (no shortage of them in past-NAFTA Windsor). Upstairs are
four apartments being renovated to provide low-rent housing to needy
parishioners" (Ozard 1997:18). Another "alternachurch," The Refuge, is
located in downtown St. Petersburg, Florida. Trying to reach St.
Petersburg's underclass, Bruce Wright, the pastor, oversees an embodied
witness that features counseling for AIDS sufferers, a food pantry, organizing
peace festivals and rock concerts, and one-on-one efforts to reach "street kids,
skinheads, punks, and skaters" (Ozard 1997:19). The embodied apologetic of
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all these churches is demonstrating a faith that works. As a result, they are
earning the trust of a generation.
Not only do social action ministries reach Xers, and others, with a
viable gospel message, but those Xers who participate in such efforts are
discovering a new and vital faith. Beaudoin notes that he has "personally
known dozens of Xers who have been spiritually kickstarted by working in
soup kitchens and food pantries for the poor" (1998:93). In my own ministry
with Xers as youths through the 1980s and early 1990s, I discovered that
spiritual awakening occurred more often on mission trips than on "spiritual"
retreats. Andrea Smisek, singles minister at Resurrection United Methodist
Church in Leawood, Kansas, indicated that her younger singles (the Xers), in
contrast to her older singles (Boomers and up), rallied around events that
featured helping the poor. Smisek said, "The younger singles bring their
energy to the event. It becomes like a social gathering, in away. At the
same time, they seem more open to spiritual things during and just after
these times." Calvary Church Newport Mesa finds that encouraging nonChristians to serve in helping ministries under Christian leadership is an
excellent way to begin a non-Christian's faith walk.

In the past some may have hesitated putting non-Christians and
marginal believers in ministry positions involving outreach. Tim Celek of
Calvary Church explains that postmodern Xers enter the church's life
differently than older, modern generations. Picture the church as a triangle
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with each side representing a different aspect of the church's life. One side is
the believing aspect. This refers to the acceptance of a church's beliefs and
doctrines. Often, behavioral expectations merge into this aspect (e.g. Real
Christians, at least Christians at this church, don't drink, smoke, chew, or go
with girls who do--you get the idea). Another side reflects the belonging
aspect of church life. Individual lives become enmeshed, forming community
through shared experiences. The third side represents the becoming aspect
of church life. This is the ministering phase of church life. Celek suggests
that the modern starting point, where most non-Christians began their foray
into the life of the church, was on the believing side. This fits the modern,
propositionally-informed mindset that said, "You must accept our doctrines
before you can belong with us, and certainly before we can think about
letting you serve others." In contrast, Celek and other GenX ministers are
finding that Xers are uncomfortable entering church life through the "door"
of belief. They need to do Christianity before they can believe it.
Xers not only want to see the Christian faith working in the big issues
of society, they also want to know that faith in Christ works in their day-today lives. This is lived out in the life of Greg, the sound technician at
Calvary Church Newport Mesa. Greg volunteers about 20 hours a week
overseeing a group that is responsible for the sound at all the services at
Calvary Church. He also leads Bible studies and cares for the group's
spiritual needs. "In a real sense," he said, "I am their pastor." Greg told of
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one fellow in his group who was just beginning a faith walk. The fellow was
coming out of some bad behavior, probably drug related. "His time spent
working with the sound fills his time and gives him opportunity to process
his new faith away from his bad associations." Greg, too, had come out of a
dire situation involving drugs into a vital Christian faith. Greg has found a
faith that works, and he is passing it on to others.
So, what is "a faith that works?" It is an "embodied apologetic" that
lives out Christian truth in the societal and personal issues of life. Mark
Driscoll of Mars Hill calls it an "embodied theology." "Theology is not
something believed; it is something lived. Living out your theology is being
the good news of the gospel." When the Christian faith is lived out with
integrity in the real world, in both the "big" and "small" issues of life, then

Christianity becomes attractive to Xers.
The Narrative Dimension of Xer Witness
Effective witness to Xers involves telling stories (Ford 1995:218-239).
The church has a three-fold responsibility in narrative witness with
Generation X. First, it must tell the gospel story well by using the language,

art, and music ofXers. Second, the church's people must be empowered to
tell their own stories well in the context of meaningful relationships with
unchurched Xers. Third, the church must create a community where the
gospel story is lived.
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Ford (1995:220-221) describes narrative evangelism as a "new-old"
endeavor. It is new in the sense that it fits the postmodern context. Gary
Zustiak. explains that postmoderns "are open to story. They believe that the
sharing of one's story gives purpose and helps to shape social existence. They
believe that all of life is a story and that every individual has a personal
story. It is through the telling of one's story that identity is formed"
(1996:198). Postmodern Xers are open to story, but there has been a loss of
the over arching story that binds all peoples together. Remember,
postmodernism signals the death of a universal worldview (Snyder 1995:213;
Grenz 1996:39-56). Commo.n stories and meanings are shared in smaller
enclaves, while tolerance has developed for the many conflicting "truth"
stories.
How do Christians, then, share a story they believe is ultimate truth, a
universal story for all peoples at all times, to people wary of sweeping general
truths? That is where the "old" comes in. We tell the "old" Bible story and
describe how it is made real in our lives. As Jesus did, we share the ultimate
truth in stories and parables, contextualized in appropriate forms so that the
message is clear. Like Paul when he spoke to the philosophers at Mars Hill

in Acts 17, we offer these stories in the open marketplace,. We tell our
stories to magistrates (as Paul did to Felix in Acts 24), and we share our
stories with friends (as Paul did in Philemon on behalf of Onesimus). When
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God's Story--capital So-intersects with our personal stories, then we have a
new, powerful story to share with the world (L. Ford 1994).
This new-old combination of narrative evangelism makes a potent
dimension of Xer witness according to Kevin Ford (1995:221). It is powerful
because the Bible itself is the story of God's pursuit of humanity. It is
"theologically dynamic" because the central focus is on God's actions.
Narrative witness is culturally appropriate for postmodern Xers looking for
meaning in their world. Narrative is persuasive when the stories we tell are
illustrated by the lives we lead. It calls upon the communicator to be in good
relationship with the hearer. Thus, it is an integrated approach.
Storytelling exists on many levels at GenX churches. New converts
tell their stories. Many came to faith as a result of another's story. People's
stories are lived out in small groups and in large congregations. One
especially moving story was told by Lon Solomon, senior minister at McLean
Bible Church. Solomon told his story in the context of a sermon he was
preaching at a Frontline service. Solomon's sermon was on creation.
Solomon did present some logical arguments, but he did so with a narrative
style. But, it was Solomon's conclusion to his sermon that completely
entranced the audience. Solomon told a story about taking his daughter to a
father-daughter dance. He told how beautiful his daughter looked all dressed
up in her finest, her hair fixed just right. He described how he held his
daughter close during the dance. However, his daughter was completely
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oblivious to the dance. Solomon's daughter was born severely mentally
disabled. What for Solomon was an extremely poignant moment in his
relationship with his daughter probably held no special meaning for her. As
Solomon ended his story he shared, "I don't know about you, but 1 need to
believe that God created the world. It gives me hope. It gives me hope that
some day my daughter will have a better life."
Solomon did not layout the ontological argument for the existence of
God in the light of St. Aquinas. He did not debate the role of personality in
the creation of humanity as Francis Schaeffer might. He told his story. He
told God's story. The powerful intersection of the two stories hit home with
the Xer audience.
To tell stories well to Xers, setting the context is significant. Previous
chapters looked at the context of worship and community and the roles each
play in dynamic GenX churches. GenX churches provide other venues, apart
their services and small groups, where the gospel story can be shared. Mars

Hill Fellowship of Seattle attempts to penetrate the culture of the University
District through a coffee house ministry. They purchased property on the
main drag for the coffee house and their church offices. 2 Music, food, and a
place to hang-out make the place a comfortable venue to share stories. Also,
during the summer Mars Hill rents out a warehouse on the waterfront to

Incidentally, when Mars Hill purchased the property, they inherited an
erotic artist as a second-floor tenant. Sometimes the context becomes sticky
for those trying to be in the world but not of it in order to share the gospel
story.
2
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host all night raves for the younger Xers in the area, many of whom are
homeless. Mars Hill people mingle in the crowd to begin establishing
relationships. Intermittently, between the loud, pulsating music sets, short
announcements about Mars Hill are given. The evangelism is decidedly lowkey, but it sets the mood and gives opportunity for Mars Hill people to share
their stories.
Frontline in McLean, Virginia periodically hosts a similar function for
its older Xer target group called Club Frontline. Participants pay a cover
charge of $10 to enjoy music, food, conversation, and dancing till 2:00 a.m.
Frontline minister, Ken Baugh, indicated that it is a great opportunity for
Frontliners to invite their friends and share an evening of fun. It becomes a
shared experience and the basis to share one's story.
The "alternachurch," The Refuge, started Joe Mocha's, a coffee house
and concert place dedicated to reaching the young underclass many
traditional churches find undesirable. Dwight Ozard's description reveals a
scene that would scare the living daylights out of most churched people. "The
Refuge lives up to its name--anyone is welcome. It has thus become the
gathering place for St. Pete's punk and street scene, a place where on any
given day you can find a wide community of runaways, anarchists, skinheads
and the marginalized" (1997:28). Joe Mocha's sponsors both Christian and
secular concerts. Many of the young Xers that The Refuge reaches first
heard about the church at one the secular concerts. The Refuge offers a
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context for the Christian story to be heard by a group many churches shun.
When churches are willing to shape a culturally appropriate context in
worship (Chapter 6), in community (Chapter 7), and in other venues on the
"fringe," then they afford themselves the opportunity to share their stories
and change lives.

The Cross-Cultural Dimension of Xer Witness
Effective witness to and by Xers will include a cross-cultural
dimension. In fact, Xers probably have more opportunities to be involved in
cross-cultural witness than previous generations. In today's postmodern
world cross-cultural witness is not necessarily a foreign enterprise. The
following three aspects of cross-cultural witness show this.
One aspect of the cross-cultural dimension of witness to Xers to
remember is that nearly all witness to Xers is, at some level, cross-cultural.
Xers are more unchurched than the immediate previous generations. It is
safe to say that a majority of Xers have had no meaningful assimilation into
the Christian church. Certainly, as adults the record ofXer church
participation is abysmal. Therefore, for a typical Xer to engage a church
context means crossing a cultural barrier.

Ai3 much as possible, the church must work to make crossing the
cultural barrier easier. In How to Reach Secular People George Hunter
(1992a:85-89) offers his "Target" model for how secular people become
Christians. He suggests that unchurched people must first cross image and
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cultural barriers before they meaningfully engage the gospel. In a finding
that may be surprising, interviews with unchurched Xers did not reveal a
huge "image problem" for the church. Many, if not most, had good things to
say about the church, in general. However, there is a distinct cultural
distance. Many unchurched Xers have felt the need to squeeze into a
cultural box that does not fit them in order to be accepted by the church.
"But the churches that reach much greater numbers of secular people [read:
Xers] pay the price to become more indigenous to the people in their mission
field, thus removing the cultural barrier that prevents, for now, most people
from considering the faith itself' (Hunter 1992a:87).
In one sense this is the point of this project. Unchurched Generation X
represents a large people group that needs to hear the gospel. To do so
effectively means approaching them missiologically, showing Xers that they
can do church in a way that makes sense in their culture. Dwight Ozard
captures the essence of the problem before the church.
In a world where a growing number of people are outside the influence
and reach of the traditional church, we need to reinvent it, to
rediscover what is central, and to jettison all that is peripheral to its
mission. To hold on to the old for itself is selfish, and has no place in
Christ's kingdom. The world deserves better from the church.
(1997:28)
Another aspect of cross-cultural witness to Xers is tied to their
diversity. Generation X is the most ethnically diverse generation since the
early days of the country when almost everyone was an immigrant.
According to the 1990 census, almost 25 percent of Xers are non-white.
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About 12 percent are Hispanic (cited in Howe and Strauss 1993: 10). It is
estimated these ethnic populations will continue to grow through higher
birth rates and increased immigration. Because Xers grew up in a multicultural society, they expect the church to be multi-cultural too. Not
surprisingly, racial reconciliation is an important issue to many Xers.
In the GenX churches represented in this study, multi-culturalism and
racial reconciliation are significant issues. Still, the churches are
predominately white. However, some are making determined efforts to reach
across ethnic barriers. Notable in this area is University Baptist Church.
Their location in a poor, ethnically diverse neighborhood of Waco gives them
opportunities to do a lot of bridge building. Their kid's club and mentoring
program (mentioned earlier) have helped the mostly white congregation
make inroads into establishing relationships with Black and Hispanic
families. Pastor Chris Seay indicated that the barriers break down slowly.
For example, Seay began to get to know a family in their neighborhood. One
of the children was hospitalized for asthma. Seay visited frequently in the
hospital. On one of his visits, the doctor came by on rounds. Seay noticed
that the family listened to the doctor but never responded. He realized that
the white doctor represented an institution and a culture the family did not
really trust. Seay facilitated communication between the doctor and the
family by serving in the role of interpreter. Seay's time with the family and
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concern for their needs earned the family's trust. Slowly, then, they began to
integrate into the life of the church.
The tense history of racial strife in Detroit provides PRIMEtime a
golden opportunity for a viable cross-cultural witness in the metro area.
Recently, PRIMEtime has formed a partnership with an inner city church,
Faith Redemption Center. The goal is to create ongoing relationships in
order to encourage each other in their walks with Christ. Periodically, they
hold joint worship services.
The problem, says Rod Wright, pastor of Circle of Hope, an inner city
church in Philadelphia, is that "untraditional alternachurches" that reach
Xers still come with a degree of cultural baggage in matters of ethnicity.
White comments, "We simply don't know how to reach out to the restless
black young adults in our communities.

We don't know how not to be a

white church. We need to unlearn that" (Ozard 1997:19). Churches like
University Baptist, PRIMEtime, and Circle of Hope are attempting a viable
witness to a diverse generation. They need the help of other churches, and
they all need to do it better and with more intentionality.
A final aspect of cross-cultural witness is involvement in foreign
missions. Xers typically exude a quality of risky wanderlust, probably as a
result of the rootlessness in life that many have experienced. For example,
Mahedy and Bernardi note Xers are willing to go long distances to find
usefulness in their lives. Soon after the fall of communism in Eastern
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Europe, twenty thousand American college age students moved to Prague to
help affect change (Mahedy and Bernardi 1994:55).
Since Xers want to "do" their faith and since Xers will take risks,
foreign missions seem an ideal way to involve Xers. Some GenX churches are
giving foreign mission opportunities to their congregations. For example,
Frontline sponsors shot-term mission trips through their Global Impact
Team. Their most recent mission trip was to Peru. Also, Calvary Church
regularly takes a large group of its Xer congregation to Mexico to build
houses and assist in planting churches.
Generally, though, the GenX churches in this study have not
completely sold their constituency on the foreign mission concept. Some of
the newer churches still are trying to figure out how to reach their own
communities. Several of the GenX pastors told me they are planting seeds
for a global view. Perhaps the cross-cultural dimension of witness is the last

to get activated in a church ecology. When it does get up and running, GenX
churches will be a potent, risk-taking missionary force.
The Process Dimension of Xer Witness
I met Mike at the hospitality tent on the grounds of Calvary Church.
His British accent gave away the fact that he was not a native Californian. I
asked him how he came to be in California and, more specifically, at Calvary
Church. He told me that he came to Orange County after his best friend,
Randy, moved here. Randy had been invited by another friend, Debbie, to
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come to Calvary Church. When Mike arrived in town, Randy brought him
along.

As I talked with Mike about his newfound and growing Christian faith,
Randy walked up and joined in our conversation. I turned to Randy and
asked him about his Christian faith. Mike answered for Randy, "Oh, he's not
at the same point I am. He's still searching to see if being a Christian is
what he wants." I looked at Randy. He smiled and nodded in agreement.
Mike went off to his duties at the hospitality tent, and Randy began to
share with me about Calvary Church. I asked him how it was that he would
invite his friends to church when he had not yet fully accepted Christianity.
Randy explained that he felt welcomed at Calvary Church. "The church is
good at letting you be who you are. They talk about and demonstrate what
Christianity is. I feel a part of it even though I'm not ready to totally commit
myself to it."
Later, Mike told me privately that he was sure that Randy would soon
make a commitment to Christ. "Until he does, I am going to love him. And
the people in this church will love him. Jesus will become real to him."
This episode reveals that Xers need time and space to process their
journeys to faith in Jesus. Says Rick Richardson, an InterVarsity director,

"It takes a lot longer to

see this generation come to Christ.

Rather

than conversion happening in a day, it's more of an ongoing process where
people get socialized into the faith" (Tapia 1994:21). Ford elaborates, "Xers
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are not likely to respond with a single-moment-in-time decision for Christ.
They are much more likely to respond over a longer period of time--a gradual
result of a process of relationships" (1995: 188).
For those in the evangelical community, there might be some
uneasiness toward the process dimension ofXer witness. We have been
schooled in "technique-oriented evangelistic strategies" that often employ
propositional arguments and expect immediate decisions. Allowing for the
process dimension of Xer witness helps pre-Christian Xers become convinced
of God's love through Jesus Christ by "daily, consistent, practical
demonstration[s] that Christianity works" and by "the transparency and love
of God's people" (Ford 1995: 188).
Although the myth lingers that talk of witness, specifically
evangelism, assumes a one-time confrontational event, evangelism
researchers and practitioners have recognized for some time that people,
especially those coming from unchurched, non-Christian backgrounds, need
multiple encounters with the gospel before a commitment is made. For
example, Allen Swanson (1989), author of "Decisions or Disciples? A Study in
Evangelism Effectiveness in Taiwan," found that aggressive evangelism
techniques that focused on a decision by the potential convert produced
short-lived "conversions." Generally, these ineffective evangelism techniques
were imported from the West. The cultural context of the Taiwanese was
ignored, producing the poor results. Swanson showed that when evangelism
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was viewed as a process, allowing for the building of relationships, then
conversions were more permanent.
George Hunter (1992a:81-89), in describing how secular people become
Christians, suggests four possible models. One he calls the "multiple
conversations" model (1992a:89-91). The role of the Christian communicator
is to facilitate a decision for, or against, Christ by discussing issues, asking
questions, building a relationship over a period of time. Significantly, the
"multiple conversations" usually take place with various members of the body
of Christ. The seekers are nudged, often firmly, but they also are given time
to process their decision for Christ.

From history we observe that John Wesley saw coming to Christ as a
process. Wesley rightly understood that the Holy Spirit is at work in people's
lives prior to justification drawing them back to God through events and
circumstances. This work of "preventing grace," as Wesley called it, softens
one's heart to the gospel message. 3 To facilitate the work of God's grace in a
seeker's life, Wesley developed a small group system of societies (Tuttle
1978:275-284). Wesley's field preaching awakened people to their lostness

Today, we usually speak of the doctrine of prevenient grace. Steve Harper
describes prevenient grace as a kind of "leading grace."

3

It is the operation of God that moves us to the place of repentance
it creates in us our first sensitivity to God's will
it produces a
slight, even transient conviction of having violated His will
it
causes our first wish to please God. Through these experiences Wesley
believed a person would be led to the place of repentance, which was
itself a step along the way to full salvation. (1983:41-42)
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and encouraged them to join a class meeting. Hunter provides a concise
description of the process.
If awakened persons desired to experience the grace of God and live a
new life, they were invited to join a class. If they joined, and attended
their weekly class meeting, and remained serious in their desire to live
as a Christian and experience new life, they were enrolled in the
Methodist "society" three months later--whether or not they believed or
experienced anything. Mr. Wesley seems to have perceived that
Christianity is "more caught than taught." that seeking people are
more likely to catch it from laity than from clergy, and cell life is even
more indispensable than preaching in this contagion.
Each week
they were coached to expect that they would in God's good time and
way experience their justification. (1992a:82)4

These examples are helpful, but what might the Xer process to
conversion to Christ look like? There are four identifiable stages in the Xer
conversion process. These stages draw specifically from several written
sources (Ford 1995; Long 1997), interviews with unchurched Xers, interviews
with new Xer converts, and interviews with leaders in GenX ministry. Also,
these stages utilize insights from Hule Goddard, professor of youth ministry
at Columbia International University, and Rick Durrance, youth minister at
Wilmore United Methodist Church, who both have rich experience with Xer

John Wesley provides a description of the formation of the societies and the
way they worked in "A Plain Account of the People Called Methodists"
(Davies 1984:253-280). At one point Wesley simply summarizes the rationale
of the societies:
4

The thing proposed in their associating themselves together was
obvious to everyone. They wanted to "flee from the wrath to come,"
and to assist each other in so doing. They therefore united themselves
"in order to pray together, to receive the word of exhortation, and to
watch over each other in love, that they might help each other to work
out their salvation." (1984:256)
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youths. In addition, I draw on personal ministry experience with Xer youth
and young adults.
Before plunging in, a few general comments are in order. First, we
need a definition of conversion--who is a Christian? Missiologist Paul
Hiebert offers a clear description of conversion based on a centered set
approach. 5
A Christian would be defined in terms of a center-Min terms of who is
God. The critical question is, to whom does the person offer
allegiance? This would be judged, in part, by the direction a person
faces or moves. A Christian has Christ as his God. Christ is his center
if he moves toward Christo-if he seeks to know and follow after
Christ.
There is conversion, which in a centered set means a
person has turned around. He has left another center or god and has
made Christ the center. (1978:28).
The centered set approach allows for a process of conversion. It does not
place undue belief or doctrinal expectations upon postmodern Xers, many of
whom come out of unchurched, non-Christian backgrounds.
Second, it should be reemphasized that the process occurs within the
body of Christ in action through the relational ministry of both individuals
and the group. The idea is to create an authentic Christian community.
Within the community, time can be taken to earn trust, show vulnerability,

Hiebert (1978) contrasts the centered set approach to a bounded set
approach. Seeing conversion in terms of a bounded set usually means adding
behavioral and doctrinal expectations to the basic gospel message. Those
who see conversion as a bounded set typically view the church as an
institution and the goal in witness is institutional maintenance. However,
viewing conversion as a centered set focuses the issue on one's relationship to
the center-Min this case, Jesus Christ. Repentance and growth, then, become
a more dynamic process.
5
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and prove commitment. The Christian advocate, in such a context, gains the
privilege of sharing and mentoring the life-giving good news (Goddard and
Acevedo 1989:19).
Third. though the stages imply a chronological order, any assumptions
of linear movement through all four stages should be dismissed. Xers may
enter the process at any stage, may linger at any stage, may skip one, two, or
most of the stages, or may repeat a stage. In other words, these are
descriptions of different journeys to the same place. Hence, the descriptions
are not numbered, only given them names. The term, pilgrim, emphasizes
the journey motif.
Fourth, the process of conversion to allegiance to Christ takes time,
often one to two years.
The Observant Pilgrim
Kevin Ford (1995:187) calls Xers a "spiritual class of people. As true
postmoderns, Xers have no trouble believing in transcendent realities. The
question is not, is there a God? Rather, most Xers want to know, which god
is God? (1995:188). So, Xers do not have a problem with God, or at least their
conception of god. Many, unfortunately, do have a problem with the way the
church and individual Christians present God (Long 1997:205). Remember,
for example, the Antiinstitutionalists of Chapter 4.
Observant Pilgrims come into contact with a Christian community or
individual-within-community, and see something different that calls into
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question their preconception of ultimate reality or their preconception of the
Christian church. They realize that there just may be something to this
Christianity"thing." Observant Pilgrims view Christians in action within
the body of Christ and in the world, finding themselves drawn to know more.
The Investigating Pilgrim
Jimmy Long (1997:207) describes the postmodern Xer world as an
elusive pursuit of meaning. This Information Age offers many solutions to
questions Xers mayor may not be asking. In this glut of information the
Investigating Pilgrim has decided to search Christianity for meaning.
It should be remembered that many Xers come to the search with

baggage. Many come from dysfunctional situations which shape their view of
God. Others have been hurt by well-meaning Christians who gave
stereotypical answers that were better suited for a different era. Most
unchurched Xers probably have a composite view of God that is influenced by
various religious traditions.
The Investigating Pilgrim wants to know the true nature of God. This
person will seek out answers to vulnerable, perhaps troubling, questions of
life. Xers are not afraid to challenge traditional Christian beliefs. It is at
this stage that one exposes doubts, frustrations, and misunderstandings
about Christianity.
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The Responsive Pilgrim
Many Xers are drawn into Christian community before they make a
commitment to Christ. They respond to God's reality and love as exhibited by
the body of Christ. They become a participant in the life of the body and
begin to wonder, "What does God want from me?"
Ford indicates that many Xers will "get involved in a Christian
ministry merely for the sense of community and social interaction.

After

a few months or even years, they'll realize that they have become a part of a
community of believers" (1995:214). In a way Responsive Pilgrims have been
"converted to community" (Long 1997:208). They have turned to the body of
Christ but are still seeking what it means to be turned completely to Christ.
The Exploring Pilgrim
Exploring Pilgrims are making a trial run. They experiment in living
the Christian life to see if the lifestyle is personally viable. The Exploring
Pilgrim will study the Bible, pray, and commit to the body to see if this "stuff'
works.
Randy, £rom the story above, is a typical Exploring Pilgrim. When I
met him, he was trying on Christianity to see if it "fit." In many ways he
looked like a committed Christian, but he willingly admitted he had yet to
make a complete conversion to Christ.
When Randy finally does complete his conversion to Christ, it will
likely be a quiet event. His changes along the journey have been gradual.
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His attitudes toward Christians and the church changed as he saw God's
reality and love demonstrated in concrete ways. He became an integral part
of the life of the Christian community. Now, he is deliberating the viability
of living the Christian life. His complete turn to Christ is near.
Wanted: Room for the Journey
A key element of the GenX churches in this study is that they allowed
room for Xers to make their faith journeys. Any of the congregations could
serve as an example, but Calvary Church is notable. The reader may recall
that Calvary Church's mission statement embodies the idea of the process of
witness: "We want to help people who are saying "No!" to God say "Yes!" to
God in each and every stage and facet of their lives, in essence moving people
in process toward full followership of Jesus Christ." Associate pastor Ian
Smith says that Calvary Church tries to encourage an open, accepting
atmosphere that is informative, yet challenging. In this context preChristian Xers can clarify their beliefs as they make choices about life issues
and what to believe. This is done through music, through messages, through
relationships, through activities, and through classes. The context allows for
a dialectic to occur. Seeking Xers have the freedom to evaluate, incorporate,
or reject what they experience of Christianity. Many end up saying "Yes!" to
God.
What is remarkable about Calvary are the many who, for all intents
and purposes, call Calvary their church home but who do not identify
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themselves as believers, at least not yet. A recent survey done by the Barna
Research Group revealed that about 30 percent of the regular attenders at
Calvary are still in the process of converting to Christ. Randy is by no means
one of a kind at Calvary! Calvary has a large influx of seeking Xers entering
their community because the people of Calvary feel comfortable talking with
others about their faith and inviting them to experience God at Calvary. The
survey showed that 70 percent talked to an unbeliever about Christ in the
last month, and 95 percent said they were comfortable bringing an
unchurched friend to Calvary. This happens because Calvary provides the
room and the time Xers need to process their journey to Christ.
Summary
This chapter addressed the function of witness to and by Xers.
Witness in the dynamic church-in-mission model is not a program done by a
special committee. Witness, through evangelism, service, and justice, flows
out of the very life blood of the body of Christ that desires to proclaim the
reign of God here on earth. The landscape of Xer witness is described in six
dimensions. First, Xers want an experience of God that moves beyond
propositional truth. Second, Xer witness happens best communally, in the
context of relationship. Third, Xers need a faith that works. They need to
know that Christianity works in both the societal and personal issues of life.
Fourth, narrative witness to Xers is crucial. Xers need to hear and tell
stories of how God is working in the world and in the lives of people. Fifth,
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effective witness to Xers means crossing generational, racial, ethnic, and
cultural boundaries. Sixth, Xers need time and space to process their
conversion to Christ.
Churches that desire to be a viable entity into the twenty-first century
will exude the kind of witness described in this chapter. They will be places

where the Randys of the world will feel welcome to process their faith
journeys to Christ. Xers need a vital witness of the Christian gospel. It is
something that Xers want, whether they know it or not.
Kevin Ford tells the story of Josie. A long talk with a Christian friend
stirred something in Josie's soul.
Josie didn't go to bed right away. Instead she turned the stereo on soft
music, curled up on her sofa, then mentally replayed all she had seen
and heard that evening. The things Sondra had told her were like a
glowing coal that slowly settled into the pit of her soul, warming her
all over. Could it be true? Could there be a place where you could go
for refuge and safety--a place where people knew the worst about you
and still loved you--where communication was honest and healthy-where healing could be found? Could there really be a God who loves
you and accepts you and wants to have a relationship with you? It was
5:00 a.m. when she finally fell asleep, her lips curled in a dreamy
smile. (1995:217)

CHAPTER 9

Problem, Opportunity, Legacy
Generation X presents a problem to the church. Many Xers who are
involved in the life of the church find it difficult to fit in structures and
traditions that seem irrelevant to Generation X's experiences. Most Xers live
outside direct church influence. These unchurched Xers crave spirituality,
but they fail to see how the church can meet their spiritual needs.
A Needy Generation
The church, in general, has difficulty in understanding and therefore
reaching Xers because Xers are a needy generation. This begs the question:
How could Xers be needy since they were raised in one of the most materially
wealthy societies history has ever known? Tom Beaudoin raises the same
question. "Where is the suffering? What right do we have to complain?
Didn't we have access to the finest health care, universities, and technology
in the Western world? Don't we thrive on luxuries such as three-dollar
lattes, mountain bikes, and computers?" (1998:96).
With these things at their disposal, Generation X's complaints often
are discredited as whining. Admittedly, some of Xers' laments are over the
top and over-reported by the media (e.g. Zill and Robinson 1995). However,
in the midst of an ample food supply and an abundance of material
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possessions Xers do express a kind of neediness, even suffering. Beaudoin
writes,
It is one thing to whine about not being able to pay for a new
skateboard, bike, or car. It is entirely another to point out that Xers
earn 20 percent less in real income than people our age a generation
ago (Lipsky and Abrams, 1994, p. 15). It is one thing to whine about
political correctness on college campuses, and quite another to protest
the average Xer's college debt, which reaches into tens of thousands of
dollars, mortgaging our young adult years (even though many of us
work part-time during college). It is one thing to complain that our
elders do not understand the difficulties Xers face today; it is another
to point out the extent to which our generation has been forced to
parent our own parents. Finally, it is one thing to whine about what
to wear tomorrow, and quite another to find that we do have a
tomorrow after all--despite nuclear threats, despite AIDS, despite our
unjustly allotted portion of the national debt. (1998:97)

Beaudoin goes on to say that this generation's neediness, or suffering,
"expresses itself in psychological and spiritual crises of meaning" (1998:97).
These crises of meaning lead Generation X on three searches.
First, Xers search for the family they have never had or for the family
they wished they had. One Xer writer, Geoffrey Holtz (1995), presents a
particularly scathing account of the poor family life of Generation X. He
notes that the beginning of Generation X in 1961 coincides with the public
availability of the birth control pill. This symbolic circumstance, according to
Holtz, identifies Xers as an unwanted generation. He cites the free love
movement, the legalizatio'n of abortion, and the production of "evil children"
movies, such as "The Omen," as evidence of a society biased against children
born in the 1960s and 1970s. Other writers in the field, like Neil Howe and
William Strauss (1993), mention the same trend.
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Even if one thinks that Holtz, Howe, and Strauss stretch too thin their
qualitative and quantitative evidence, one should see clearly that Xers have
experienced "family" like no other American generation. Single parent and
blended families are as common as intact families. Even in families with the
original parents, many Xers as children experienced the phenomena of
abandonment as Americans began to experiment with the two career family.
Today we have structures and systems to support these career decisions. The
unfortunate guinea pigs used to build these systems of support were the Xers
born in the 1960s and 1970s. So, Xers search for the family that they missed
in childhood. Many find family in small groups of trusted friends.
A second Xer search is the search for a viable adult role in society.
Many Xers assumed adult-like roles during their elementary, junior high,
and high school years through the latch-key experience. They came home to
empty houses and were expected to baby-sit their younger siblings,
straighten the house, and get dinner ready. However, many Xers now find it
difficult to sustain an independent adult life apart from their parents.
Economic and social pressures make the "American Dream" just that--only a
dream.
With traditional career advancement clogged up by the Boomer
bottleneck, Xers find fulfillment in alternatives. They build networks of close
relationships. They instigate corporate restructuring featuring a more
egalitarian approach. They start their own companies, especially in the
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computer and electronics industries. They volunteer their time to local
causes where they can make a difference. Xers do these things in their
search for a viable adult role.
A third Xer search is the search for real and relevant religion. The
search tends to be a secular, postmodern search. It is a secular search
because it is likely to occur apart from the institution of the Christian
church. It is a postmodern search because it is influenced by a postmodern
consciousness that recognizes the futility of the modern ethos steeped in
Enlightenment rationalism. Postmodern Xers search for truth, but it is a
truth they construct for themselves to fit their own local world. Within this
secular, postmodern matrix Xers exhibit an abiding spiritual hunger. The
truth that satisfies this hunger must make sense in everyday life, and it
must be communicated in a "language" that Xers understand.
Unchurched Xers and the Church: A Review of the Hypotheses
Armed with this understanding, eight hypotheses guided the collection
of the data on unchurched Xers and the churches that reach them. An
overview of the interpretation of the data underscores the realization that
unchurched Xers present a true mission field to the church in North
America. Reaching them and meeting their needs takes a different way of
doing church--different than the traditional Christendom-style of church.
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Xers: Spiritual, But Unchurched
First, this project delved deeper into these Xer searches through the
reports of interviews with unchurched Xers from across the country. Were
these unchurched Xers finding meaning in their searches? If they were, how
were they doing it? Why were their searches often leading them away from
the Christian church? Hypothesis #1 stated that these questions could be
answered by categorizing unchurched Xers according to J. Russell Hale's
(1980) unchurched typology, though Xers' stories should reflect the unique
formative and ongoing experiences of Generation X (see Chapter 1, page 9).
Hale's (1980) classic study, The Unchurched: Who They Are and Why
They Stay Away provided a framework for interpreting the 52 unchurched
Xer interview data (Chapter 4). Utilizing his typology of the ten types of
unchurched people, a congruence emerged between his subjects of twenty
years ago and unchurched Xers today. There were unchurched Xers who
distrusted the institutional church, who felt excluded from the church
because of attitudes and behaviors, and who were unwilling to conform to the
church's expectations. There were unchurched Xers who were too busy for
church, who enjoyed their leisure, and who moved around too much to be
involved in church. There were few true unbelievers.
While there were representative unchurched Xers for all ten of Hale's
types, the dominant types found among unchurched Xers were the
Antiinstitutionalist and the Pilgrim. Xers demonstrate a keen spirituality
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but seem dissatisfied with the church as they perceived it as an organization.
They are searching for spiritual satisfaction and willing to be led wherever
their search takes them. The problem, at least from the point of view of the
Christian church, is that the search takes Xers in and out of the church and
into anything else that sparks their spiritual interest.
Repositioning and Restructuring the Church
The remaining seven hypotheses dealt with how the church must
reposition and restructure in order to reach and keep unchurched Xers.
Hypothesis #2 suggested that churches wanting to reach Xers
somehow recognize the need for a domestic missiological approach in North
America (Chapter 1, page 9). Chapter 5 indicated that what many in the
church see as a problem, several churches are viewing as an opportunity.
Across the country GenX churches and ministries are springing up dedicated
to reaching Generation X with the gospel and assimilating them into
committed Christian community. These pioneering ventures demonstrate
daily what it takes to reach Xers. This project featured six dynamic GenX
churches that are rising up on the American landscape--Frontline Ministries
of McLean Bible Church (McLean, Virginia), The Next Level Church
(Denver, Colorado), University Baptist Church (Waco, Texas), Mars Hill
Fellowship (Seattle, Washington), Calvary Church Newport Mesa (Costa
Mesa, California), PRlMEtime Ministry of Kensington Community Church
(Detroit, Michigan).
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These six churches, in their own regionally-flavored ways, actively
engage in the missionary quality of their contexts. They have answered
Newbigin's (1989) call to the church to radically live out the plausibility
structure of the gospel. With Generation X in focus, these six churches are
exploring the meanings of gospel, church, and culture for a postmodern
world.
Hypothesis #3 proposed that churches wanting to reach and retain
unchurched Xers designed and executed interactive worship services.
Chapter 6 reported that GenX churches did this by providing Xers with a
worship encounter. GenX churches know that Xers, even unchurched Xers,
deeply desire an engagement with the reality of God. The key word for Xers
is real. They want to be in a community of real people who participate in real
worship of the real God. What is real by Xer standards? When Xers and
GenX church leaders talk about being real, they are expressing the need to be
authentic in what the church says and does. For Xers it means removing the
hype. It also means exposing a vulnerability that admits when something is
wrong and when there are no clear answers.
And, as some GenX churches are beginning to learn, worship is real to
Xers when symbol and ceremony are used appropriately, helping Xers to
connect the reality of God with the reality of their lives. Hypothesis #4
submitted that the use of ritual in rites of passage and pilgrimage models of
ministry was important in reaching Xers (Chapter 1, page 9). Drawing on
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Matthias Zahniser's (1997) Symbol and Ceremony: Making Disciples Across
Cultures, Chapter 6 featured a discussion on the role of symbol and ceremony
in the celebration of communion and baptism at GenX churches. Since Xers

desire to express their spirituality concretely (Ford 1995:187), symbolic and
ceremonial rituals make worship authentic for Xers.
Three of the featured churches, University Baptist Church, Mars Hill
Fellowship, and The Next Level Church, particularly are exploring ways to
make worship a full-body experience through regular celebration of
communion. The ritual elicits a response from Xers and help them connect
their faith to the real world. These three churches, along with Calvary
Church and Frontline, also are finding significance in the celebration of
baptisms. While all the featured churches utilize retreats as a part of their
programming, another GenX church, Real Life Community Church in Orange
County, California, seems to understand best the pilgrimage function for
spiritual formation. Though these examples do point to the validity of
Hypothesis #4, the effective use of symbol and ceremony among GenX
churches is not yet fully fathomed.
Hypothesis #5 posited that churches wanting to reach and retain
unchurched Xers will meet Xers' relational needs through the effective use of
small group ministry and through the development of authentic community
(Chapter 1, page 10). Chapter 7 reported that the Xer search for family and
the communal bent of postmodernism demand that GenX churches
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accentuate the communal nature of church and gospel. GenX churches do
not do small group ministry because it works, though it does. They do not do
ministry in teams because it is effective, though it is. Rather, the community
Xers experience in small groups, ministry teams, Bible study studies, and
interest groups embodies the core of what it means to be in community with
other people and with God. Ken Baugh of Frontline says it well, "Salvation
and sanctification occur best in community."
All of the featured GenX churches make community a central value in
the life of their churches. Through life development groups and ministry
teams, Frontline members are discovering and developing community by
edifying each other, by ministering in their church, and by serving
compassionately in their world. Calvary Church recognizes that
transformation occurs foremost in relationships. They enhance their
programming by structuring their small groups according to ministry goals.
In contrast to Frontline's and Calvary's systematic approach, University
Baptist builds community by relying on the natural networks of relationships
among its members. The result is an eclectic array of small groups built
around common interests ranging from rollerblading to theology. Mars Hill
is making the radical attempt of enlisting some of its members to live out
community under the same roof. The church owns community houses for
single men and single women where accepted applicants come together to live
daily in community.
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Related to the communal aspect of GenX churches, Hypothesis #6
submitted that churches that giving Xers opportunities to use their talents
and gifts through an egalitarian leadership model centered in mentoring
relationships will reach and retain Xers. Chapter 7 revealed that GenX
churches do invest in mentoring leadership and that it empowers their lay
people. Frontline and TNL, particularly, have had success in dividing their
ministries into teams. Information and training are more intentional and
intense. Mars Hill's intern program puts church-planting and worship
interns side-by-side with Mars Hill's leadership team. Mentoring also has
the effect of facilitating Xers entrepreneurial creativity. People in GenX
churches rarely ask, "Why isn't the church doing something." That is
because their churches are involved in many varied and significant
ministries. Ministries, such as People Movers at PRIMEtime, regularly start
up at GenX churches because these churches release their members to begin
ministries that match their passions and concerns.
Hypothesis #7 suggested that churches wanting to reach and retain
Xers will involve Xers in social action that impacts their local context
(Chapter 1, page 10). Chapter 8 reported that GenX churches deal with
issues that concern Xers. GenX churches live out their Christianity through
an "embodied apologetic" that relates to daily concerns. GenX churches
realize that the entryway into a committed Christian life for many, if not
most, Xers is not a portal of intellectual assent. Quite frankly, postmodern
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Xers have difficulty understanding the relevance of and accepting many
aspects of traditional Christian doctrine. However, Xers will turn to Christ
when they see biblical principles come to life around issues they care about
deeply.
While all six featured GenX churches participate in some dimension in
social action in their local communities, four are notable. The People Movers
ministry of PRIMEtime makes a concerted effort to get PRIMEtimers
involved with social action ministries in the Detroit area. From their location
in the heart of Waco's poor, multi-ethnic community, University Baptist
Church is making in-roads into the community through their after-school
program. Mars Hill influences the University District of Seattle by reaching
out to homeless and disconnected youth through church sponsored raves and
concerts. Frontline makes a social impact on the Washington DC area
through its various small groups who build homes for the homeless and
participate in AIDS ministries.
Hypothesis #8 suggested that churches will reach and retain Xers if
they involve Xers in cross-cultural short-term missions. The data indicated
that in the short run, at least, this was not necessarily the case. Frontline
and Calvary Church do give their congregations several short-term foreign
missions options. However, the GenX churches in this study did not, across
the board, engage the pragmatic, risk-taking wanderlust that characterizes
many Xers. Several of the GenX pastors and leaders indicated their desire to
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move their churches in this direction. Their desire has yet to spark much
movement.
Room for Improvement
There is much to commend concerning the GenX churches in this
project. Still, there is room for improvement. The collection and
interpretation of data indicate some areas that need attention.
One involves the use of symbol and ceremony. The literature on
Generation X suggests that Xers need and desire help in connecting their
spirituality to their physical reality. For example, Beaudoin (1998) identifies
Xers' "irreverent spiritual quest" in the sacramentals of popular culture. The
evidence from the field research of the six GenX churches indicates that the
churches are beginning to recognize that there is "something" to the effective
use of symbol and ceremony; however, there is no sign that these churches
understand the dynamics and the possibilities which are central to use of
ritual in spiritual formation among Xers.
For this reason, the best example of the use of pilgrimage did not come
from one of the six churches but from Real Life Community Church, a plant
of Calvary Church. Because Real Life is a new church plant, its pilgrimage
model for spiritual formation has not been tested over time. Other churches
need to follow Real Life's lead and launch innovative experiments in the
liturgical and ritual realm related to Xer ministry.
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GenX churches' constituency already demand that music and art be
done with creativity and integrity in the church. Further development of a
theology of beauty, like that of Mars Hill pastor, Mark Driscoll (see Chapter
6), could dovetail nicely with a vital liturgy appropriate for the Xer context.
Such a development would help pull together what Zahniser calls the
"intimate issues of everyday life" and the "ultimate issues of God and eternal
salvation" (1997:10). This is an area in which GenX churches need to
1.ID.prove.
Another area of improvement suggested by the evidence collected for
the hypotheses regards participation in cross-cultural missions. The
churches, by and large, are not mobilizing their constituency to move across
cultural barriers for the sake of mission. The leaders do have a desire to
move cross-cultural mission to the forefront, but the demands of church
planting and growing congregations seem more urgent. In other words, the
call of mission at the front door drowns out the call to international service.
While it is likely these churches, since they desire to be missional at their
core, eventually will develop an international missions program, it is also
possible that urgent local needs will continue to block out the call to crosscultural mission.
These GenX churches, and others like them, though, need to realize
the opportunity they have at their disposal to make a worldwide impact.
This pragmatic generation, as Strauss and Howe call them, are willing to
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take risks and are willing to do the "dirty" work (1993:35). Xers are willing
to travel great distances to affect change (Mahedy and Bernardi 1994:55).
The recent surge of spiritual renewal on Christian college campuses in the
mid-1990s, like Wheaton College and Howard Payne University, makes the
point. These revivals, with their source in corporate prayer and praise
services, are resulting in an increase in registration in short-term mission
trips. For example, Hope College of Holland, Michigan, reports that the
numbers for their Spring Break mission trips have quadrupled (Shubin
1999:9). This type of cross-cultural mission fervor could, and should, be a
significant part of churches that are reaching Xers.
Another critique related to the cross-cultural dimension of GenX
churches involves GenX churches' desire and ability to cross cultures in their
local contexts. Chapter 8 reported that the ethnic diversity ofXers is greater
when compared to older generations, and it will continue to grow. Typically,
Xers have little patience with ra(!ial segregation. Many Xers bring a multicultural expectation with them to church. They expect the people they see in
church to be like the diverse people they encounter day to day. However, this
is not the case with the churches featured in this project. It is probable that
these churches are doing more in reaching across racial barriers than most
other churches. Chapter 8 mentions the significant examples of University
Baptist and PRIMEtime. But, as long as the constituency of the churches
remains predominately white, and as long as the leadership of the churches
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is drawn from a white, middle-class pool, then the multi-cultural critique will
remain--especially in light of Generation X's growing diversity.

An additional critique relates to the existence of different kind of
barrier. Just as Xers have a multi-cultural expectation, most also have an
expectation of gender equality. The top leadership, though, of the featured
churches in this project is exclusively male. All the senior ministers and the
chief assistants are male. There are women who head some of the ministry
teams, and there are women involved in music, drama, and as small group
leaders. Still, every woman eventually reports to a male leader. The reasons
for the exclusivity of male leadership is theological. Each of the churches has
roots in the conservative stream of evangelicalism, where women in
leadership, particularly pastoral roles, is viewed negatively.
It should be noted, however, that these churches try to be sensitive to

the issue of gender equality. For example, Mars Hill pastor, Mark Driscoll,
believes that women should not be ordained for pastoral ministry, but he
commented that he frequently works with churches in his area that are
pastored by women. Observation of these GenX churches reveals that every
role of leadership, except the governing board and senior pastoral staff, is
available to women, and women are encouraged to pursue them. The
question remains, in the unlikely circumstance that any of these churches
will drastically change their theological position some time soon, how will
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these churches fare in the future as they continue with male leadership
among a generation that expects gender equality?

The Shape of GenX Churches
Chapter 5 presented a theoretical model of the church, a model that
recognizes the missional and ecological aspects of the church. The model
reflects the concerns of David Bosch (1991:381-389), who argues that mission
in the new paradigm must pull together two competing views of the church.
One view sees church as a gathered community that comes together for
strength, salvation, and identity for the glory of God. The other view sees
church as a people sent on a mission, as an instrument bringing in God's
reign on the earth. Bosch calls for these two views to be held in "creative
tension." The church's gathering together sustains its involvement in the
world.
By employing the ideas of Loren Mead and Howard Snyder, the
dynamic church-in-mission model emerged in Chapter 5. The model features
the apostolic urgency of the rediscovered mission field at the church's front
door (Mead 1991:22-29), and it is characterized by the central functions of
worship, community, and witness interacting in such a way to give glory to
God and to penetrate the cultural context (Snyder 1996: 117 -135; see Figure
5).

Chapter 5 reported how the GenX churches in this project live out this
model of church by effectively reaching Xers. The mission statements, vision
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statements, core values, and ministry philosophies of these churches and
theil' leaders reveal dynamic congregations willing to engage the secular,
postmodern mission field that is the mission field at their front door.
Chapters 6, 7, and 8 continued to explore the model by delving into the
worship, community, and witness dimensions of GenX churches. It is time to
retUl'n to the dynamic church-in-mission model to see the distinctive
contributions that GenX churches make to it in terms of reaching
unchurched Xers and retaining them in Christian community.

The Rediscovered
Mission
Frontier

"The World"
An Ambiguous
Environment

• Some Hostility
• Some Indifference
~K.._--I~

• Some Supportiveness

Figure 5. The Dynamic Church-in-Mission (after Mead 1991; Snyder 1996)

GenX Church Mission
Mead's analysis suggests that, in the post-Christendom environment,
mission exists in a church's local context. It is an ambivalent environment in
which the world is sometimes hostile and, then, sometimes supportive of the
Christian gospel. AB Leonard Sweet (1991: 194-196) says, the church has lost
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its home field advantage and must adopt a "playing away" strategy. The
metaphor calls to mind the image in sports of the visiting team. During the
Christendom Paradigm the church could assume it was playing home games
to home crowds. Sweet calls this the "Constantinian captivity of the church"
(1991:194). However, the shifts in the sociological structures and in the
intellectual atmosphere brought on by modernization have produced a world
that is either unsympathetic or apathetic to the gospel. Hunter (1992a:36)
also describes the situation by using sports terminology: "For centuries, in
basketball jargon, the church always had 'home court advantage,' but today
we occasionally play on a neutral court and usually on the opponent's court-if we play at all."

According to Sweet, the playing away strategy consists of two,
somewhat paradoxical, positions. First, the church must reject relevance for
relevance's sake and "reconceive itself as a resistance movement and come to
terms with the socially disruptive power of the gospeY' (1991:195). Second,
the church "must capture the spirit of the times without being captured by or
capitulating to it" (1991:195). This requires understanding the church's own
text and traditions better and understanding the nature of the dominant
culture.
The ambivalent mission environment is seen in the predominant
unchurched Xer types described in Chapter 4, the Pilgrim and the
Antiinstitutionalist. Xers are often "turned-on" to spirituality but "turned-
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off" by religious institutions. The result on the part of effective GenX
churches is that they know and do three things pertaining to their distinctive
mission to Xers.
First, they know that church matters. Both intuitively and
intentionally, GenX churches recognize that the way church has been done
traditionally will not work with Xers. They see the apostolic-like mission
field that exists in present-day society. As Christendom meets its final
demise, GenX churches are rising up to carry out a new mission act, one that
has been neglected by traditional churches who typically viewed mission as
"over there." Also, GenX churches restructure their ministries in light of
their apostolic context. Knowing that the local congregation is the locus of
mission, these churches reposition themselves between gospel and culture in
order to be a dynamic witness to a lost generation.
In other words, they practice a domestic missiology. They draw on the

resources of the field of missiology--church growth, mission history and
theology, cultural anthropology, cross-cultural study of religion--in order to
inform the way they do church. They analyze the culture; they reflect on the
meaning of the gospel in their context; and they emphasize their church's
mission. By doing so, GenX churches embody the gospel, living it out for a
generation that needs to see, hear, and experience the transformational
news.
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Second, they understand the current secular, postmodern reality.
GenX churches know that Xers are secular. Most move through life with
little or no meaningful contact with the church. Secularism is a product of
the modern project as the Christian church has incrementally lost its favored
status in society. The result is that the church is accommodationist and/or
isolationist. The obvious manifestations of the accommodationist mode are
the mainline Protestant denominations, who seem to be more political than
spiritual entities. The evangelical/fundamentalist streams tend to become
isolationist, shrinking back from the dominant culture. Upon closer
examination one discovers that the mainline denominations are also
isolationist. They more accurately should be called sideline rather than
mainline. When one closely observes the evangelical/fundamentalist wing, it
becomes clear that they have accommodated the dominant values of society to
such an extent that the American Dream is equated with the Christian life.
These good-hearted folks seem to act like the Republican Party speaks for
God!
Being accommodationist and isolationist has rendered the American
church both irrelevant and impotent. The church is irrelevant because it is
intimidated by a secular culture that separates science and religion. Science
has become the public world of facts, while religion is relegated to the realm
of private opinion. The church is impotent because it has bought into the
dominant culture to such a degree that it no longer is able to speak
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prophetically. Donald Poster ski says that we have turned Jesus' command
around. Instead of being in the world but not of it, we have accomplished the
improbable by being of the world but not in it (1989:32). It is little wonder,
then, that the church is irrelevant to Xers' spiritual search.
GenX churches know that Xers are postmodern. The proposition-laden
faith system built on Enlightenment presuppositions is no longer viable.
Truth is not as much something to be believed as it is something to be lived
or experienced. Significantly, postmoderns typically believe truth is relative.
They say, "My truth may be different than your truth, and that is O.K."
Obviously, the postmodern relativity of truth scares many in the
Christian church. After all, we do believe in an ultimate, absolute truth that
is seen in the revelation of God's own Son, Jesus Christ. Some Christians see
postmodernity as the enemy. GenX churches see it as neither the enemy nor
the ally. It is simply the reality for today. As Chris Seay comments, "We
don't want to be a postmodern church; we want to be a church that ministers
in the postmodern context."

Third, they utilize popular culture. The premise of Tom Beaudoin's
(1998) treatise on a GenX theology is that Xers express their spirituality
through popular culture in the mediums of fashion, music, and cyberspace.
He calls it an "irreverent spiritual quest."
GenX churches facilitate this "irreverent quest." They are not afraid of
Xer culture. Paul Esealuka, associate director of InterVarsity's Urbana
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Missions Convention says, "Yes, we watch a lot of TV. Yes, we listen to a lot
of music. But I'm not afraid of it. It's our culture, and I'm always asking
myself, 'How can I use this culture to reach my generation?'" (Tapia 1994:22).
If one visited a GenX church, one might hear a "secular" song in

worship. The music, in general, would sound like it came right off of the car
radio. There would be videos and computer monitor displays. TV show and
movie clips might be featured. The verbal communication would be laced
with contemporary euphemisms and be illustrated by current events. The
printed communication would utilize up-to-date graphics and cool fonts. The
upfront people would be dressed fashionably, yet casually. Visitor follow-up
and announcements might be sent through e-mail or found on the church's
web site. In any number of ways, GenX churches employ the popular culture
ofXers to make the gospel understandable and to make church a comfortable
place to be.
GenX Church Worship
As the church-in-mission model indicates, the motivation for outreach

into the rediscovered mission field requires a vital church life, starting with
worship. Worship in an ecological sense is the "central activity of the church"
(Snyder 1996:121). It is the place where the congregation comes together for
celebration, instruction, and repentance. GenX churches offer distinctive
contributions to each of these aspects of worship.
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First, the celebration of God in GenX worship services is an offering of
all the people. In other words, GenX churches typically do not make
distinctions between believers and unbelievers in their worship. The worship
services offer a chance for Christians and pre-Christians alike to encounter
the living God in a culturally relevant way. GenX churches shy away from
terminology, like "seeker services," recognizing that Xers come to a Christian
church expecting Christian worship. Worship in GenX churches is a
celebration of encounters: an encounter with hospitable Christians, an
encounter with community, an encounter with vulnerable leaders, an
encounter with culturally relevant forms, and an encounter with worship
that impacts all of life.
Second, in terms of instruction GenX worship moves beyond the
expository presentation of biblical truth. The truth of Scripture is presented
in several ways in GenX worship. Most Xers do not relate well to
propositional truth. They want to see truth embedded in experience. One of
the best ways to share experience is through story. Narrative in preaching,
drama, and song, then, is a central methodology in worship instruction (see
more on narrative below).
Increasingly, music is used in worship instruction. Hymns and
spiritual songs throughout history always have had a pedogological function.
Presently, though, there seems to be a keen interest in" corporate praise
among Xers and their leaders. For example, Greg Matte, the Bible expositor
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for Breakaway, a ministry to 3,500 Xers in College Station, Texas, explains
that the move to more corporate musical praise indicates "a shift towards an
integration of the spiritual life" that makes the use of music more than just
getting "in the mood. Today, Matte says, it's more like, 'We're going to
worship through song so that we can worship through the Word" (Shubin
1999:8).
Also, the shift away from the propositional presentation of biblical
truth is seen in the GenX churches' use of art, drama, and video. The use of
popular culture by GenX churches, as described above, mediates instruction
for Xers in a way that makes it culturally palatable. As experience becomes a
more useful arbiter of truth, those GenX churches effectively utilizing ritual
symbol and ceremony will find Xers readily connecting spiritual truth to
everyday life. Instruction remains an important element of GenX worship,
only GenX churches do it distinctively with Xers in mind.
Third, repentance takes on a distinguishing theme in GenX churches.
Snyder writes that Israel experienced renewal when they responded to God's
Word by repenting of their injustices (1996:129). GenX churches observe
injustices in their society, so reconciliation is a prominent issue. While the
critique earlier does point out some weaknesses in the areas of ethnic and
gender relations, it needs to be noted that GenX churches seem to be doing
more in this area than many, if not most, traditional evangelical churches.
Xers expect churches to be working for reconciliation in these areas, and
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GenX churches are making some strides. Also, the shape of GenX churches
repentance and reconciliation in worship includes dealing with homosexuals.
While the six featured GenX churches do see homosexual activity as
incompatible with biblical teaching, they seem, at the same time, to offer a
loving hand to people of the gay community. Unbelievers, gay and straight,
are invited in GenX worship to participate in the journey to reconciliation,
repentance, and righteousness. They are not all there yet, but they have
support for the journey.
Overall, GenX churches provide Xers with authenticity in worship. A
common thing to hear from Xers is that they want things to be "real." For
example, University Baptist Church's vision is to "be real with God and with
others." GenX churches make worship real by showing Xers genuine
Christian hospitality to fill Xers' need for acceptance. Worship becomes real
when leaders admit their mistakes and expose their foibles to the
congregation. Worship is real when services are culturally relevant through
the effective use of original music and the art. Worship is real when the
themes of reconciliation and God's care for each person are explored ..
Worship is real to Xers when it involves celebration, repentance, and
instruction.
GenX Church Community
When Christianity is working well, community is a central feature.
Biblical metaphors, like the body of Christ and the household of God, point to
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the communal emphasis of Christianity. History reveals many examples
where community was a source of vital spirituality: the love feast of the early
church, the monastic movement, the Pietist community, Wesley's bands and
societies, base communities of Latin America. Snyder points out that the
shared life in Christian community makes it possible for sanctification,
discipline, and spiritual gifting to occur for the benefit of the church and,
ultimately, the world (1996:130·134).
That GenX churches emphasize community, then, is not unique to
them. However, GenX church community does have two distinguishing
marks. First, the GenX emphasis on community arises out of a distinct
generational need. The Xer search for significance includes a search for
family. Many Xers' experiences with their biological families has been less
than adequate. Therefore, many Xers turn to alternatives to family, finding
in peer relationships the family they never really knew. Xers crave family,
but their poor family experiences leave them with little skill or knowledge to
develop solid relationships. That is why the leaders of Frontline see one of
their key functions as "reparenting" the Xers in their church.
Without a firm theological base, the Xer desire for family, or
community, might turn into a search for self·fulfillment··I will enter this
relationship because of what it does for me. Yes, there are benefits in
communal relationships, but true Christian community looks to the other
first. Because Xers typically lack the ability and experience to function in
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Christian community, though they crave it, GenX church community may be
seen as remedial community. For example, Frontline offers life development
groups that help people walk through their relationships with God, with
others, and with the world.
A second distinguishing mark of GenX church community appears in
the area of leadership. Chapter 7 makes the point that leadership in GenX
churches is a community issue. GenX churches distinctively practice
relational leadership in the context of teams. Effective GenX churches
connect their constituency to ministry teams, where Xers can develop their
ministry and leadership skills. On these teams, information is shared,
training is provided, and creativity is validated. An important element in
team-oriented ministry is the mentoring relationship. Because unchurched
Xers typically need "remedial" help in terms of ministry and relationships,
the guidance of a committed mentor is key. GenX churches resonate with
what Celek and Zander write about the importance of mentoring.
[Xers] aren't looking for power as they get involved in leadership.
The payback is not taking the hill or accomplishing the project. The
payback for being involved at a high level of commitment is that the
[Xers] benefit relationally. They can playa part on a team, and they
gain someone who's willing to mentor them, someone who is committed
to them. (1996:146-147)
Within committed mentoring relationships GenX churches have
discovered that Xers thrive in ministry. The "loose grip" guidance of
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mentoring relationships provides the things that Xers need to be released
into and empowered for ministry. It supplies the team-oriented atmosphere
that encourages Xers.
GenX Church Witness
The church-in-mission model identifies the "new mission act" into the
ambiguous environment (Mead 1991:26) in terms of Snyder's (1996:125)
witness components: service, justice, evangelism. This holistic witness of the
church flows out of a church's vital worship and communal life. The shape of
GenX church witness reflects Snyder's ecological concern and makes two
distinct contributions to recent evangelical church witness.
First, GenX church witness involves telling stories. GenX churches
understand that the best way to convey Christian meaning to Xers is through
narrative. They tell God's story as it is related in Scripture, as it comes to us
through history, and as it appears in the general revelation of creation and
culture. They also tell their own stories, the good and the bad. They tell how
God's story has intersected their own stories, transforming their lives. The
stories are told in the context of relationships. Stories shared within a
community provide a sense of identity.
GenX churches use a variety of methods to tell the gospel story.
Stories are told one-to-one and in small groups. Sermons that connect with
Xers are delivered narratively. Music is a primary vehicle for sharing
stories. Video is used effectively to bring life to many stories. Stories are
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borrowed from popular culture (movies, TV) in order to illustrate God's story.
One of the best kinds of story are stories of how these GenX churches came
into being. They all are powerful stories of God's action in today's world.
These stories, when shared with visitors and fellow pilgrims, make a lasting
impact.
Kevin Ford connects the stories GenX churches tell with the holistic
witness of the church.
My generation looks at life through social and emotional lenses rather
then intellectual lenses. If the Christian story is to have relevance to
their lives and their concerns, it must be a story that changes lives and
changes society. Our story is such a story. The gospel is not just
about "pie in the sky when you die by and by." It is a practical
blueprint for a more just and compassionate society. The Christian
story touches on the issue of racial justice and reconciliation. It
touches on the issue of poverty, hopelessness and economic justice. It
touches on the needs and hurts of people with sexual addictions,
sexual disorders and gender confusion, responding both firmly and
compassionately to the gay and lesbian community. It confronts
exploitation of every kind, including child abuse and sexual
harassment. It promotes equality and understanding. (1995:174)
Second, GenX churches give Xers the time they need to process their
faith. GenX churches give Xers room for their journey. In the worship and
community experiences of GenX churches, unchurched pre-Christian Xers
are free to make the bold experiment offaith. They encounter the living,
active body of Christ living out the gospel on a daily basis. Pre-Christian
Xers take this in, live it for a while, and make an informed choice whether or
not they want to completely turn to Christ and live a committed Christian
life.
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For example, Frontline teaches their people a people-driven model of
the process of personal and spiritual maturity. Frontline sees people moving
through the process at four levels: (1) Attracting--why people come, (2)
Involving--why people stay, (3) Reproducing--how we grow through
leadership development, (4) Multiplying--how we multiply. At each level
Frontline offers events and programs to facilitate one's move through the
process to become a mature Christian with a ';reproduction mindset." GenX
churches, like Frontline, give Xers time and space for their pilgrimage.
The Effective GenX Church
This project shows the common attributes of GenX churches'
approaches to worship, community, and witness. While there is great
commonality, each church has unique features that center on each church's
local context. The Xer subculture is not a monolith. There are regional
proclivities and local flavors that must be considered. The GenX churches in
this study know this and have adapted their ministries to fit their local
context. There is no one size fits all formula for GenX ministry, where you
can just add water and it will grow. This study has highlighted the key
features that are reproducible, but there are any number of local variations
that can be, and should be, taken into account in order to reach and retain
Xers in Christian community at anyone place.
However, granting local contextual considerations, the shape of an
effective GenX church can be stated like this: It is highly unlikely that a
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church will reach unchurched Xers and assimilate them into Christian
community unless the church is targeting and engaging the secular,
postmodern milieu that forms the Xer worldview, entering the world of
unchurched Xers, starting where Xers are, encountering the living God
through authentic, culturally relevant worship, providing avenues for the
development of community, operating from a team-oriented leadership
perspective centered in mentoring relationships, engaging in holistic witness,
telling their faith stories, and giving Xer pilgrims room and guidance for the
journey to faith in Jesus Christ.
Additional GenX Church Developments
The previous section delineated the shape of the effective GenX church
and offered areas where GenX churches make distinct contributions to the
church-in-mission model. These distinctives arise from the data gathered on
unchurched Xers and the churches that reach them. It is likely that a church
which reproduces these GenX church features effectively will reach Xers with
the gospel and assimilate them into church life.
Based on years of experience, research, and participant observation of
dynamic GenX ministries, it is possible to engage in reasoned speculation
concerning other areas of GenX ministry not previously featured in the
delineation of the GenX church shape. Specifically, one GenX church, Mars

Hill Fellowship of Seattle, is exploring new dimensions of GenX church
ministry. They represent the leading edge of ministry with Xers, and they
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foreshadow the further development of GenX churches into the twenty-first
century. Following are five areas where Mars Hill Fellowship "pushes the
envelope:'
First, Mars Hill is a missional community for theological reflection.
Much already has been said concerning Generation X's postmodern bent.
According to Grenz, postmodernity involves a rejection of modernity's focus
on the individual's pursuit of knowledge through rational means (1996:81).
As a result, postmodern Xers tend to place a higher value on experiential

truth in contrast to propositional expositions. The emphasis on
relationships, narrative, and experience can give one the impression that
Xers want, and that GenX churches present, a Christian faith disassociated
from reason.
However, when Chapter 2 says that Xers search for a real and relevant
religion, this does not exclude reasonable. theological reflection. The people of
Mars Hill know that Xers want a faith that invades their whole lives--body,
soul, and mind. Mars Hill accomplishes this in a.number of forums.
Wednesday evenings are a time when the community comes together for
fellowship and for discussion on Sunday's sermon topic. This weekday
"midrash" is often carried over to the church's web site where anyone can
participate in the theological exchange. Also, Mars Hill hosts seminars and
conferences featuring Christian theology in light of the postmodern
epistemological shift.
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It makes sense that GenX churches should be on the leading edge of

theological reflection. Theology is not locked in propositions but, rather,
flows naturally out of the missional activity of the church. Dean Gilliland of
Fuller Theological Seminary explains: "Witnessing dominated the purpose of
apostolic theology, and the result was a variety of subjects and expressions
Theologians today, whose first concern is mission, find their task is really
no different from that of the first apostles" (53). Since GenX churches
understand their missional identity and activity, the best ones will be
missional communities of theological reflection.
Second, GenX churches, like Mars Hill, will become instigators of
community development. John Perkins (1995:17-26) says that Christian
community development consists of relocation, reconciliation, and
redistribution. Relocation refers to intentionally moving into a community in
order to identify with the people there. Reconciliation uses the power of God
to break the hold of ethnocentrism. Redistribution encourages reconciled
Christians to share their resources with each other and their community.
In Generation X's search for a viable role in society, many are turning
to two things that make community development a fit for Xers-entrepreneurism and volunteerism. Xers' willingness to give their time and
effort and Xers' willingness to launch creative business ventures (Chapter 2),
along with Xers' concern for reconciliation (Chapter 6), should make
community development a primary ministry of urban GenX churches. Mars
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Hill is making forays into community development, particularly in the area of
relocation. The church purchased several houses in the University District
for their parishioners, and their offices are located on the main street of the
University District. University Baptist Church, too, relocated to the heart of
Waco's poorest neighborhood. University Baptist also is working in the areas
of reconciliation and redistribution as they share their lives and their
material goods with their new neighbors. These GenX churches have not
made community development a primary focus of their church's vision, but
their actions are pushing them that way.
A third area pioneered by Mars Hill is worship experimentation that
borrows from several traditions. Dan Scott (1994) notes in The Emerging
American Church that Christianity in America has three major branches.
He labels them liturgical, pentecostal, and evangelical. While the liturgical
church is in touch with tradition and the pentecostal branch exudes power,
the evangelical wing majors in biblical knowledge. Scott forecasts that
churches bringing together these three branches will produce a vital ministry
into the twenty-first century.
Mars Hill exemplifies Scott's thesis. It begins with the pastor, Mark
Driscoll, who grew up Roman Catholic, came to faith by reading Thomas
Aquinas, and served on staff at a large multi-ethnic evangelical church.
Mars Hill's worship reflects Driscoll's varied experiences. They celebrate
communion frequently. They write original music in a variety of styles--rock,
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reggae, country--frequently using the words of traditional liturgical prayers.
The worship leader only recently came to Christianity out of Hinduism,
giving the music an air of Eastern mysticism. A heavily didactic sermon
usually closes the service. Mars Hill eclectic worship array appeals to Xers.
Xers are comfortable sampling a variety of spiritualities. Effective GenX
churches, like Mars Hill, will experiment with varied traditions and styles in
their worship.
In a fourth developmental area Mars Hill is becoming a center for

ministry training. Mars Hill recently purchased a three-story, seven
bedroom house adjacent to the University of Washington campus. In this
house Driscoll and his family live with Mars Hill's ministry interns. In this
close communal setting Driscoll and his leaders are able to mentor the
interns in areas of church planting, worship, and evangelism. The ministry
of the church sets the curriculum, and the University District community is
the classroom. Through this unique program Mars Hill will begin to
reproduce itself in churches across the Pacific Northwest, carrying on the
vision of cultural engagement pioneered by Mars Hill.
A fifth way in which Mars Hill leads the development of GenX
churches is by becoming a meeting place for community events. Mars Hill's
purchase of prime commercial property in the heart of the University District
places Mars Hill on the pulse of activity. When the bottom floor is fully
converted into a coffee house, it will become a central gathering place and a
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concert venue for the university community. Mars Hill is willing to risk
getting its hands "dirty" by hosting non-church events. There are many
people populating the University District who would not dream of setting foot
in a church. A coffee house or a concert venue, though, represent "neutral"
ground where unchurched Xers are willing to gather. Mars Hill's geographic
presence in the University District is part of its vision to become the
transformational focal point for its local context.
The Xer Legacy
There is one more thing that GenX churches and their leaders know.
They know their efforts to reach a generation with the gospel of Jesus Christ
is bigger than anyone generation. What they are doing and the way they are
reinventing church will have implications for years to come. They are setting
the benchmark for how to reach the future generations of the postmodern
era. Jimmy

Lon~s

(1997) contention--that as we learn to reach Generation

X, the first purely postmodern generation, with the gospel, then we will know

better how to reach future postmodern generations--emphasizes the
important, foundational work that GenX churches are doing.
The history of the church reveals how certain generational waves leave
a legacy, changing the church in some fashion. The contextual process by the
church to respond to these generational waves often proves to be a source of
renewal. Columbanus and his Celtic peers led the way in re-evangelizing
Europe during the continent's dark era. Luther, Calvin, and their cohorts
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shook the church out of its medieval preoccupations. John Wesley, George
Whitefield, and their peers helped make the gospel relevant to the commoner.
Strauss and Howe (1991) in Generations have outlined how each
American generation has responded to major events and crises, charting the
future course of society's institutions. Xers, too, will leave their mark on
society, including the church. Following are three particular renewal
legacies of Xers. How the local and universal church respond to these issues
will determine the extent of church renewal and will effect the church's

relevancy for Xers and for generations to come.
The Legacy of Community
Though Xers exhibit a distinct generational relational need, they
represent, perhaps more critically, what other observers of American society
have noticed as the great need of Americans in general--the need for
authentic community. William Dyrness (1989:144) comments,
For all these reasons it is clear that our greatest weakness is social.
We are people who cannot manage relationships, who often cannot
even understand the social dimension of life. So, Americans typically
suffer a great deal over broken relationships, inside and outside the
home. Husbands and wives are estranged from each other; parents
are estranged and anguishing over children; workers struggle with
colleagues and employers. Numerous studies (and our experiences)
indicate that a large percentage of the people we deal with each day
are suffering from some severe, potentially debilitating emotional pain.
Clearly, this must be the primary arena in which the gospel must
be proclaimed in America.
The issue of community will be felt in two areas. First, Xers will be
integral in rediscovering the relational dimension of the gospel. The
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precarious childhood many Xers share and the individualism promoted by
American society put Xers in chronic need of authentic relationships
(Mahedy and Bernardi 1994). Christianity within a vital community meets
this need. Evangelical soteriology has tended to personalize Christian faith
to the point where a decision for Christ can happen only personally and
immediately. The Xer legacy will show that becoming a Christian can
happen communally and over a period of time.
Second, the issue of community will change the structure of the
church. Churches that are successfully reaching Xers are committed to small
group ministry. Traditionally, church has taken place primarily on Sundays.
Sunday morning worship and Sunday school have been the centerpieces. The
church building, committees, lay involvement, and staffing have been based
on this reality. Xers' attraction to intimate community found in networks of
friends, small groups, and ministry teams will change the way church is
conceived. Every day of the week becomes an option to "do" church, and
church activity is not restricted to the church building. Others have pointed
out that the Boomer generation gave the initial push for small group ministry
(Peace 1993). IT Boomers initiated the small group legacy, then Xers will
complete the legacy by making the development of community a prime
feature of American church life.
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The Legacy of Social Holiness
In 13th Gen Howe and Strauss (1993:160) describe Xers as a
generation willing to clean up the mess left by older generations. The choice
is ugly but necessary. In the context of Christian community, this bleak
choice becomes a kind of social holiness. Xers tend to focus on local concerns
where they can see that they have made a difference. Ministries involving
Xers, then, have a great opportunity to impact the local community. The
examples we have seen in the People Movers of PRIMEtime and in the work
of University Baptist Church within its poor, multi-cultural neighborhood
remind the church at large that the gospel has something to say about the
critical issues of contemporary society.

As Xers mature, they will push the evangelical church to remarry
spiritual concerns and social action. Mari, a 21 year old Xer writes, "How can
churches serve our generation?

Our generation is very practical. Show

me relevance. Help me deal with career decisions, morality, AIDS,
dysfunctional families, substance abuse" (Tapia 1994:20). The Xer
indigenous legacy will call the church back to a holistic understanding of the
gospel.
The Legacy of Cultural Engagement

As Christendom meets its final demise, crumbling from the weight of
the postmodern wave, GenX churches will spearhead a movement in which
Christianity will become a counter-cultural movement, much like it was in
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the apostolic era. GenX churches will make cultural transformation a
possibility.
What is the relationship between gospel and culture? Specifically,
what does gospel "do" to culture? The gospel cannot avoid or separate from
culture. The formation of a Christian ghetto negates the communication of
the gospel. Neither can the gospel embrace culture. This does not allow the
gospel to speak prophetically when necessary. To say the gospel
accommodates culture seems too passive, and saying the gospel adapts to
culture implies mere pragmatism.
Lesslie Newbigin's (1989) The Gospel in a Pluralist Society helps us
see that the gospel engages culture. To engage means to attract, to bring into
conflict, to interlock. The gospel unearths the truth of a culture. The gospel
identifies the sin of a culture. The gospel is embodied in a culture. When the
gospel engages a culture, the culture is transformed into what it was truly
meant to be--a vehicle to communicate the reconciling love of God to his
people.
GenX churches are engaging the Xer culture with the gospel. Their
legacy will encourage the church to continue this cultural and generational
spade work to make the gospel plausible, relevant, and vital for future
generations.
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Contributions of the Study
The church in America exists in a rapidly changing technological age.
While the church historically has met the challenge to make the gospel
plausible, relevant, and vital in each age, it often runs behind the changing
times. For example, works on reaching Baby Boomers emerged late in the
game, after most Boomers were well into adulthood. 1 Several writers and
practitioners of GenX ministry have begun the interpretive work of how the
church can effectively communicate and minister the gospel to Generation X.
Yet, not enough has been done, and nothing quite like this dissertation,
which builds on that work and offers several unique areas.
First, this project formulates a typology of unchurched Xers. Much of
the current popular literature on Generation X lends itself to stereotyping.
Building on Hale's (1980) original unchurched typology, the unchurched
GenX typology in this work systematizes the qualitative data within an
easily understood framework that avoids simplistic stereotypical
descriptions. Hale's original ten types are used, but the unchurched Xer
interview data revealed that Generation X exhibits a strong antiinstitutional
and pilgrim bent. They exhibit a spiritual longing that often seeks
fulfillment outside of organized religion. One is not surprised, then, to

Richard Peace's article, "Reaching Baby Boomers: The Challenge of the 90s,"
illustrates how the church lags behind. A church that has not "discovered"
Boomers until the 90s is operating from an outdated perspective. If the
church truly is going to engage the culture, as is suggested above, then it
must ride the crest of these waves of change rather than struggling in the
undertow (see McIntosh 1995).
I
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discover that unchurched, pre-Christian Xers need "room for their journey" to
a faith commitment to Christ (Chapter 8). Furthermore, this project
validates that Hale's original unchurched typology based on research from
the 1970s is useful for understanding unchurched people today.
Second, this is the first definitive study to draw on the experiences of
several GenX churches from a variety of traditions. Indeed, it is the first
grass roots level research on the six featured GenX churches. Other works in
the field, such as Celek and Zander's (1996) effort, predominately reflect the
experiences of one, perhaps two, ministers in their own setting. Barna (1994)
draws his data from phone interviews. Ford (1995) and Long (1997) base
many of their findings on their experiences in campus ministry. Beaudoin's
(1998) effort draws theological inferences from an analysis of Xer cultural
artifacts. This dissertation is unique because it studies the endeavors of
churches from around the country that are reaching and retaining Xers in
significant numbers. It analyzes their strategies, highlights their
commonalties, and draws them together into a coherent model of the dynamic
church-in-mission (see Chapter 5). This model of church is a unique creation
based on the experiences of these churches and grounded in the work of
Mead (1991), Bosch (1991), and Snyder (1996). It is a model of church that,
hopefully, will prove fruitful for the people of God living out the plausibility
structure of the gospel of Jesus Christ in a postmodern era.
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Third, this is the first study to investigate, in an evangelical setting,
the link between ritual practices and reaching unchurched Xers. Zahniser's
(1997) groundbreaking work on using "symbol and ceremony" in crosscultural discipleship has relevance for the spiritual formation of Xers. Xers
have moved out of the iconoclasm that permeated much of the Baby Boomer
spiritual experience. Beaudoin (1998) shows that Xers are looking for
sacramentals, evidences of God's grace, in popular culture. This study
revealed that GenX churches effectively are employing communion symbols,
baptism ceremonies, and retreats in order to help Xers make connections
between their physical and spiritual realities. The result is a Christianity
that transforms the physical/spiritual dualism that marked modern faith into
a holistic, postmodern expression of Christian piety.
Fourth, this study brings an interdisciplinary missiological approach
to the problem of reaching Generation X with the gospel. Insights from the

cross-cultural study of religion, anthropology, and church growth all aid in
the development of a missiological approach to reach Generation X. Charles
Van Engen (1996:1-22) describes missiology as a discipline that integrates
several cognate disciplines in a dialectical conversation with the integrative
center--Jesus Christ. This study began with an assumption of a Christian
gospel centered in Jesus Christ (Chapter 1). The subsequent chapters were a
conversation with several genres and methodologies that helped to explore
unchurched Xers and the churches that reach them. The sociology of Hale,
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the ecclesiology of Snyder, the church growth perspective of Hunter, the
religious studies perspective of Zahniser, and the interview and participantobservation methods of field research serve in the development of this
missiological approach to reaching Generation X.
Fifth, this study makes a unique contribution to a growing literature of
the Gospel and Our Culture Network (GOCN) that focuses on a domestic
missiological agenda for North America. Two recent efforts by the GOCN,
The Gospel Between Church and Culture (Hunsberger and Van Gelder 1996)
and The Missional Church (Guder 1998), explore several cultural and
theological issues. The GOCN, though, wants to begin reporting on churches
that are demonstrating how to do church missionally on a daily basis. The
descriptions and analyses of the dynamic GenX churches in this dissertation
contribute several examples of missional churches within the framework of a
theoretically-sound, missional model of church. Moreover, the research
suggests several distinctive ways that effective GenX churches work out their
mission, worship, community, and witness.

Areas for Further Research
While this project adds to growing literature concerning Generation X
and the church, there are several areas where questions arise that need
additional research.
1. Further study is still needed on Generation X itself. Most research
continues to rely on market and psychological approaches. More
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anthropological or ethnographic study would produce expanded and
satisfying results.
2. Will researchers and writers forget about Generation X as soon as
the media "discovers" another generation? To avoid such a thing, there needs
to be a commitment to continual tracking of Xers as they approach middle
age and eventually become the elders of this country. Particularly, those
with concerns about the future of the church will want to stay engaged with
this generation that marks the shift into the postmodern era.
3. One area of theological inquiry that needs to be pursued is the
nature, shape, and scope of the church. As Generation X exerts its influence,
ecclesiology will feel the effects. What will the church look like and how will
it function as the world becomes more and more immersed in a postmodern
context?
4. Another area of theological inquiry is the subject of soteriology.
This is a particular concern of evangelicals as they are faced with
unchurched, pre-Christian Xers who typically need room and time to process
their journey to faith in Jesus Christ. What does this say about conversion,
salvation, baptism, and church membership? What are the issues and
implications in identifying points of justification, reconciliation, and
sanctification in the process? What historical examples shed light in the
matters of conversion and spiritual formation? What are the possibilities of a
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long term study tracking pre-Christian Xers through the conversion process?
These issues need exploring.
5. Study and research need to be conducted concerning the North
American missionary enterprise. If North America is a mission field, then
what does that do to our traditional understandings of evangelism and
missions? How should it inform and transform the way we conceive church?
6. More research needs to be done concerning symbol and ceremony in
the worship and discipleship of Xers. This dissertation introduces the
connection between ritual and the spiritual searches of Xers. A thorough
examination of the implications for evangelical churches and reports of
positive examples would prove beneficial.
7. How can the church meet the needs of the generations that will
follow Generation X? Can the church be multi-generation ally sensitive?
Research into how the church can be generation ally responsive and still meet
the needs of all generations in its care needs to be done.
8. What aspects of this research apply to the needs of GenX
minorities? Does the shape of effective GenX churches look the same, say, in
reaching Hispanic Xers of East Los Angeles?
9. How will effective GenX churches deal with the issue of gender
equality? In terms of position and role, will women be allowed into the top
leadership positions of conservative evangelical GenX churches?
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10. What role does economics play in reaching Xers? Will the issues of
mission, worship, community, and witness be the same among the poor as
they are for the middle and upper classes?

The Challenge
This dissertation opened with Terry Hershey's (1986) warning, which
issues a challenge to the church. Will the church continue to fumble around,
reacting to cultural changes two decades after they occur? Or will the
American church take a page from the missiological notebook and actively
engage the culture in apostolic ministry?
There are churches that are recognizing the mission field at their front
door. They are targeting the current population of unchurched young adults
in order to build a future for the American church. They have a model and a

passion. The model can be learned. The passion can be caught.
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Appendix A
Interview Questions for Unchurched Xers
1. What is your name? What is your occupation? How long have you

lived in the area?
2. How would you describe your generation, group, or peers?
3. WhatlWho are your major influences (events, music, literature,
movies, television, politics, philosophy, business)?
4. What do you envision for your future?
5. What is your biggest need in life?
6. Do you know anyone who attends church regularly? What is your
opinion of them?
7. How would you describe your spiritual life?
8. Think back to your first experience of church (or God, or Jesus, or
religion, or Christians). Tell me about it.
9. Describe your childhood, especially your family's attitude and
experience with church (or God, or Jesus, or religion, or Christians).
10. Has there ever been a time when you were really involved in
church? What was that like? Why did you stop being involved?
11. What are two or three things you dislike about church
(Christians)?
12. What are two or three things you like about church (Christians)?
13. What keeps you away from church?
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14. What would have to happen for you to go to church?
15. What does the church need to do to reach people like yourself?
16. I am going to read several statements. After I read each one, tell
me whether or not it describes your experience with church and religious
things. If a statement does describe you, explain why:
A. I am turned-off by the institutional and organizational nature of
the church.
B. The church has too many rules and just wants to control your

private life.
C. I once was really involved in church, but I became burned-out.
D. I have attended churches now and then, but I've never really
officially joined a church.

E. I am too busy to go to church.
F. I would much rather do something fun than go to a boring service.
G. There is not a place for someone like me in church. I would not be
accepted.
H. I move around too much to really get involved with church.
I. I no longer feel the need to go to church.

J. The church is full of hypocrisy. I have no desire to spend time with
hypocrites. The people in the church are no better than those out of it.
K. I do not believe in God, or at least I do not believe in the Christian
God. Therefore, talk of church and God is meaningless to me.
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17. What would you like to tell me that no question has probed?
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Appendix B
Interview Questions for New Members/Converts
1. Tell me the story of how you became a Christian.
2. Tell me the story of how you became involved in this church.
3. What was happening in your life?
4. What were your needs? How were they met?
5. What was your attitude toward the church (or God, or Jesus, or
religion, or Christians) before you became a Christian and became involved
in church?

6. How, if at all, has this attitude changed?
7. How does this church meet the needs of your generation as a whole?
8. What does this church do best?
9. If you could change one thing about this church, what would it be?
10. What could other churches learn from this church about reaching
Generation X?
11. Describe any regular events, programs, and/or structures this
church uses to guide people into accepting and functioning in a mature adult
role. What was it that was happening when you really felt like you belonged
here? (H·2)
12. What is this church's leadership pattern? What do you look for in
a leader? What do you feel is your role in leading/following? (H·3)
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13. What is your definition of family? What is your definition of
friend? How has this church helped you discover family/friends/community?
(H-4)

14. What social issues are important to you? Does this church address
these issues? What do you see is the relationship, if any, between spiritual
concerns and social action? How does this church foster your involvement in
this relationship? (H-5)
15. In what ways does this church encourage participation in short
term cross-cultural missions? Have you participated in such a mission?
What was the impact on your life? (H-6)
16. Describe this church's services and worship experiences. What in
these services is attractive to you? What could be improved? (H-7)
17. In what ways have you noticed this church purposively analyzing
the current social and cultural context? How has this church brought new
meaning to the gospel story for today's circumstances? What do you perceive
is this church's mission? (H-8)
18. What would you like to tell me that no question has probed?
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Appendix C

Interview Questions for Church Leaders
1. What is the story of your involvement with this church/ministry?

2. What are your clear priorities?
3. What do you do best?
4. What characteristics of Xers have you observed?
5. How are they different from other generations?
6. What are their distinct needs?
7. Why do you think this church has reached Generation X?

8. What would have to happen for other churches to reach Generation
X?
9. What is your church's image in the community? What is your
church's image with unchurched Generation Xers?
10. How do you initiate and assimilate members? What expectations
do you place upon a new member?
11. What books, articles, events, and/or people have most powerfully

shaped your ministry?
12. What are the most meaningful moments, events, and experiences
in this church for seekers? For brand-new believers? What, if any, of these

experiences are designed to move Xers into deeper maturity and a clearly
defined adult role? (H-2)
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13. What is your model of leadership? How does it relate to the needs
and expectations of Generation X? (H-3)
14. What role do small groups play in your church? What is the
purpose of your small groups? How is this purpose achieved? (H-4)
15. In what ways do you involve your people in community social
action ministries? What is your view of the relationship between social
action and spiritual matters, and how do you communicate this? (H-5)
16. Do you encourage your people to become involved in short-term
cross-cultural missions? What has been the impact on the individuals who
have participated? What has been the impact on the church as a whole? (H-

6)
17. Describe your services and/or your worship experiences. What
elements and forms specifically do you employ to reach Xers? Describe the
importance of the following areas: narrative, dialogue, drama, music, visual

arts. (R-7)
18. What is the mission of your church? How is it articulated and
communicated? How do you see your church functioning in the push and pull
of living out the gospel in today's cultural and social context? (H -8)
19. What would you like to tell me that no question has probed?
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Appendix D
U nch urched Xer Responses According to Type
N=52
Unchurched Types

Q 16 Statements I

Other Sample Statements·

Antiinstitutionalist

I am turned-off by the
institutional and organizational
nature of the church.
The church has too many rules
and just wants to control your
personal life.

The church is too political; The
institution is the problem, not

Boxed-In

Burned-Out
Floater

Hedonist

Locked-Out

Nomad
Pilgrim

Publican

True Unbeliever

I once was involved in church,
but I became burned-out.
I have attended church now and
then., but I've never really
officially joined a church.
I am too busy to go to church. I
would much rather do something
fun than go to a boring service
There is not a place for someone
like me in the church. I would
not be accepted.
I move around too much to
really get involved in church.
I no longer feel the need to go to
church.

The church is full of hypocrisy.
I have no desire to spend time
with hypocrites. The people
inside the church are no better
than those out of it.
I do not believe in God, or at
least the Christian God. Talk of
church and God is meaningless
tome.

#of
3
Responses
25

the~e~le

I don't like it when the church
tells you what to believe; They
won't let you have your own
opinion.
I did not like the idea that I had
togo to church.
I just never stick anywhere; I go
to church off and on; Church is
there if I need it.
I have to work and/or study; I
party too much on the weekend; Church takes up my free
time.
The church is too narrowminded; The church is
exclusionary .
I've had trouble finding a church
since I moved here.
I like to discover truth myself; I
feel close to God without going
to church; My spiritual life is not
determined by a particular
churCh/preacher; There is
meaning in religion/God/church.
There are conflicting things in
the church; I'm turned-off by
hypocritical Christians; I don't
want to hang out with
hypocrites.
Religion is a hoax; I do not
believe in God as defined by any
religion.

13

16
17

21

6

9
29

14

6

n=156
See Appendix A
These are representative statements culled from the interview data. They represent actual statements and
attitudes of the unchurched Xers in the interview sample.
3 This column shows the number of Q 16 statement responses or other sample statement responses given by
individuals from the unchurched Xer interview sample. An individual may give responses that show up in
more than one unchurched type. So, while the number of unchurched Xers interviewed is 52 (N=52), there
are 156 recorded responses (n=1 56).
I

2
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